PREFACE TO
COMBINED PIMA COUNTY/PIMA COUNTY REGIONAL FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT
OBJECTIONS
The following objections to the Forest Service’s documents entitled “Final Environmental Impact
statement for the Rosemont Copper Project” (December 2013) and the “Draft Record of Decision and
Finding of Nonsignificant Forest Plan Amendment for the Rosemont Copper Project” (December 2013)
are being jointly submitted by Pima County and the Pima County Regional Flood Control District. For
purposes of the objections, “Pima County” or “County” refers to both Pima County and the Pima County
Regional Flood Control District.
Other conventions used in the County’s objections include:
“FEIS” means the document entitled “Final Environmental Impact statement for the Rosemont Copper
Project” (December 2013).
“ROD” means the document entitled “Draft Record of Decision and Finding of Nonsignificant Forest
Plan Amendment for the Rosemont Copper Project” (December 2013).
“ADEIS” means the Forests Service’s Administrative Draft Environmental Statement (June 2011).
“DEIS” means the Forest Service’s Draft Environmental Statement (September 2011).
“PAFEIS” means the Forests Service’s Preliminary Administrative Final Environmental Statement (July
2013).
“County June 2011 ADEIS comments” means the combined Pima County/ Pima County Regional Flood
Control District comments, filed on June 30, 2011, in response to the ADEIS issued in this matter.
“County August 2011 ADEIS comments” means the additional, combined Pima County/ Pima County
Regional Flood Control District comments, filed on August 1, 2011, in response to the ADEIS issued in
this matter.
“County DEIS comments” means the combined Pima County/ Pima County Regional Flood Control
District comments, filed on January 18, 2012, in response to the DEIS issued in this matter.
“County PAFEIS comments” means the combined Pima County/ Pima County Regional Flood Control
District comments, filed on August 14, 2013, in response to the PAFEIS issued in this matter.

Objections to the Apparent Extension of Mine Life
Throughout the EIS process, the various Forest Service-generated documents specify mine life as lasting
anywhere from 20 to 30 years.
•

The 2007 Augusta Rosemont Mining Plan of Operations estimated mine life was 25 years (MPO
Executive Summary, page 1), with the production period being 20 years (page 12).

•

Draft EIS: Chapter 2, mine life 20 years, with reclamation occurring from years 21-25. Page 51.
25 year mine life, from construction to closure (page 75). Page 86, proposed mine life is 25 year
(20 years of mine operation). Chapter 3, Impacts common to all alternative: The projected
active mine life would be approximately 25 years, including construction, operation,
reclamation, and closure (page 177). Chapter 3: The groundwater resource commitment
associated with the flow into the mine pit is the approximately 16,000-27,000 acre-feet of
groundwater withdrawn to maintain minable conditions in the pit during the approximate 20year active mine life. Page 278. Summary of impacts lists active mine life at 25 years pg 325

•

PAFEIS—chapter 2, page 14 estimated mine life 24.5-30 years. Mine life, active mining 20-25
years, post-closure 3 years, total 24.5-30 years. Chapter 2, pg 39-40.

•

FEIS: The mine life, including construction, operation, reclamation, and closure is approximately
24.5 to 30 years. Executive summary, page vii with footnote: The draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS) gave the mine life as 20 to 25 years. However, this only refers to the
operational mine life, and it has been corrected in the final environmental impact statement
(FEIS). The stages of mine life are as follows: pre-mining (18 to 24 months), active mining (20 to
25 years), final reclamation and closure activities (3 years), and post-closure (indefinite). Chapter
1 Changes from the Draft Environmental Impact Statement: Minor changes were made to
clarify the duration of the various phases of mine life, as well as the overall mine life (page 3).
Impacts common to all Alternatives: The projected active mine life would be approximately
between 24.5 to 30 years, including pre-mining, active mining, and closure and final
reclamation. Page 249

Previous County comments concerning mine life
a. ADEIS: Executive Summary/ES-3/line 8-9: Change to “potentially” estimated mine life of
100,000 acre-feet. Rosemont indicates a mine life of 20-years. This would only be true if the
mine operated year-round for 20 years. Based upon similar mines in the Tucson Copper
Mining District, mines there have been in operation over 45-years.DEIS: Executive
Summary/ESxii. Comment was not added. In addition, the DEIS should disclose an
additional 16,000-25,000AF over mine life would be lost due to pit dewatering. County DEIS
comments, No. 18.
b. This DEIS assumed a 20-year operational life, but the DEIS does not clearly state what
happens after the time period is up. The Supplemental EIS should tell the reader under what
conditions would Rosemont have to renew its operational permit from the Forest, and how
periods of inactivity will be defined and treated relative to the overall 25-year term. County
DEIS comments, No. 30.

c. A serious evaluation of a 40-year operating life should be made in the Supplemental EIS.
This would be more consistent with how open-pit copper mines have actually operated in
southern Arizona. A longer timeframe to operate the mine would allow for amortization of
investments over a longer time period and provide a longer term of employment for the
region. It could also allow for a much smaller mill and reduce instantaneous energy demands.
It might allow for different energy solutions. Evaluate tradeoffs from the standpoint of the
environmental effects from a slower extraction of resources. County DEIS comments, No.
31.
d. Change to “potentially estimated mine life of 100,000 acre-feet”. Rosemont indicates a mine
life of 20-years. However, based upon similar mines in the Tucson Copper Mining District,
mines there have been in operation over 45-years. County June 2011 ADEIS comments,
Special Expertise Required Comment Form, p. 14.
e. A footnote or caveat is needed to indicate that the Rosemont proposal is 20 years. However,
as witnessed with the Tucson Copper Mining District, mine life can extent to 40-50 year and
beyond. In addition, the duration of effect on water level will continue beyond 20 years.
Recovery of the water table from continuous stress for 20 years will not take place
instantaneously. Recovery of the aquifer back to baseline conditions may take another 20
years. County June 2011 ADEIS comments, Special Expertise Required Comment Form, p.
14.
f.

Economic Impacts: Mine life is stated to be 20 years. However an alternative to place tailings
in Sycamore Canyon on fee title lands outside public lands was rejected because it would
impede future expansion, while the EIS states it was to protect views from Tucson. This is
inconsistent and demonstrates a pattern of grossly underestimated impacts and exaggerated
claims of when reclamation would be completed. County August 2011 ADEIS comments,
Special Expertise Required Comment Form, p. 4.

g. A footnote or caveat is needed to indicate that the Rosemont proposal is 20 years. However,
as witnessed with the Tucson Copper Mining District, mine life can extent to 40-50 year and
beyond. In addition, the duration of effect on water level will continue beyond 20 years.
Recovery of the water table from continuous stress for 20 years will not take place
instantaneously. County August 2011 ADEIS comments, Special Expertise Required
Comment Form, p. 16.

Objection 1 Unrealistic Mine Life
Throughout the EIS process, the County and the District have repeatedly requested that the Forest Service
base its study on a more realistic mine life. See comment references “a” through “g”, above. Despite the
confusing array of time periods discussed for the different phases of the mine life, none take economic
reality into account. County comments point out that mines frequently temporarily suspend operations
for a variety of reasons. Based on past copper mining history in Arizona, these temporary cessations are
the norm rather than remote prospects.
Despite the high likelihood of temporary cessations and the resulting significant extensions of mine life,
the FEIS and ROD fail to adequately discuss the impacts of the temporary cessations. In particular,
dewatering and other impact-causing activities may occur at the facility during the cessations. The FEIS

must identify these activities and the impacts resulting from them. They also fail to analyze impacts
resulting from multiple cessations periods.
Failure to consider and discuss these impacts flies in the face of the “hard look” standard imposed on
federal agencies conducting environmental impact statements. The impacts of highly probable delays in
reclamation and closure are “direct effects” as defined by 40 CFR § 1508.8(a) and discussion of those
effects is required under 40 CFR § 1502.16. The Forest Service’s failure to recognize these direct effect
also means that the FEIs includes no discussion of mitigation options, as required by 40 CFR §
1502.16(h). The Forest Service must supplement the FEIS to include a discussion of temporary cessation
impacts and their resulting extension of mine life.
Objection 2.

Failure to Properly Define Mine Life When Evaluating Impacts

As discussed in objection 1, above, the various public documents released for comment by the Forest
Service inconsistently define the life of the proposed Rosemont mine. Until the PAFEIS and FEIS, the
inconsistencies pertained to the pre-mining and post-mining periods. The prior documents defined the
actual mining operation period as 20 years. For the first time, the PAFEIS expands the total mine life as
ranging from 24.5 to 30 years with the active mining period ranging from 20 to 25 years. The FEIS
expands active mining life to 25 years.
It is not clear from the record that the Forest Service considered environmental impacts, especially
groundwater extraction in the Sahuarita wellfield and the dewatering in the Cienega Basin, on a 25-year
active mining basis. Was the basis for modelling a 20-year or a 25-year active mining period? The FEIS
must clearly explain the active mine life basis for its impact discussion. Furthermore, if the ROD is based
on improper mine life modelling periods, the ROD must limit active mine life to 20 years.

Objection to “Finding of Nonsignificant Forest Plan Amendment”
In the draft ROD, the Forest Service formalizes its finding that its proposed amendment to the Forest Plan
is “nonsignificant.” This was briefly discussed in the DEIS (Chap. 2, pp. 89-96) wherein the Forest
Service proposed creation of a new Management Area 16 and made a preliminary finding of
nonsignificance. Pima County and the Pima County Regional Flood Control District, in their January 18,
2012 DEIS comments, included the following comment:
44. The DEIS should contain an explanation of the basis for the Supervisor’s finding
that the amendment is “nonsignificant”.
The Forest Service response to that (and comments by others) concerning the finding is:
Several comments expressed concern about the necessity and appropriateness of amending the
“Coronado National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan,” as amended (forest plan)
(U.S. Forest Service 1986), for this project and questioned the nonsignificant determination for
the amendment. The amendment process and significance determination were reviewed in light of
applicable direction and regulation. The review determined that no substantial changes to the
process or determination were needed.
FEIS, Chap. 2, p. 26. The FEIS contains no other reference to the nonsignificance finding.
In the ROD, the Forest Service discusses, for the first time, its rationale for the nonsignificance finding.
ROD, pp. 57-59. This rationale relies primarily on the size ratio between the new Management Area and
the total Coronado National Forest while conceding that “effects are substantial” but ‘highly localized.”
ROD, p. 59. The Forest Service also concedes that “environmental effects could extend beyond the
Rosemont area.” ROD, p. 58.
Pima County and the Pima County Regional Flood Control District object to the Forest Service attempt to
marginalize the impacts of proposed amendment allowing mining activity within Management Area 16 by
determining significance through comparison to impacts on the Forest, as a whole. The effects within the
proposed Management Area and within the Santa Rita Unit of the Forest will be substantial. They will
“significantly alter the multiple-use goals and objectives for long-term land and resource management”
within the Rosemont area, the proposed Management Area 16, and the Santa Rita Unit and, therefore, the
proposed amendment warrants a “significant” determination when using the FSM 1926.51(1) criterion.

Pima County Air Quality Objection
Pima County objects to the FEIS because it does not accurately analyze the impact the Rosemont Mine
would have on the air quality within Pima County. Pima County commented on the air quality analysis
during the public comment period for the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) and the
Preliminary Administrative Environmental Impact Statement (PAEIS). These comments addressed a
number of modeling deficiencies that were not adequately addressed in the Final Environmental Impact
Statement (FEIS).
The Barrel Alternative increases the PM10 concentration from a background concentration of 47.7 µg/m3
to a maximum concentration of 148.8 µg/m3. Pima County believes that proper modeling would result in
additional negative air quality impacts that show the alternative is not protective of NFS resources beyond
the perimeter fenceline and exceed the National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) for PM10 of 150
µg/m3. In order to mitigate the negative air quality impacts, the Forest Service Supervisor would need to
require additional controls which are not currently in the FEIS.
Pima County’s comments to support this objection that have been submitted in writing during the public
comment periods are:
DEIS - Comment 223 - Stormwater control system as a source of dust. The perimeter ditches
and peripheral detention basins, as well as the on-surface evaporation ponds should be included in
the model as sources of dust, as well as grading operations.
and
PA-EIS Comment - Chapter 3, Page 9, Line 3 - The Forest Service claims that perimeter
buttresses of waste rock will “break up the air flow”. They ignore the possibility that the
buttresses will instead induce strong turbulent eddies and thereby actually promote wind erosion.
DEIS -Comment 227 - Tailings Storage Emissions. Rosemont has grossly underestimated PM
emissions from the Tailings Storage pile (TDS10). If the correct Tailings Storage emission factor
were to be used in the AERMOD projections then the PM levels would be even higher than
already predicted.
and
PA-EIS Comment - Chapter 3, Page 8, Line 36 - Particulate matter emissions from the
Tailings Storage areas have been grossly underestimated. If the correct Tailings Storage
emissions factor were to be used in the AERMOD projections then the modeled particulate matter
levels would be greater than predicted.
DEIS - Comment# 232 #'s 1&2 - Rosemont relies on an EPA document (AP-42, Section 13.2.5;
November, 2006) to calculate PM10 emissions, but makes a number of serious mistakes while
doing so. The effect of wind strength is incorporated through the concept of wind speed at the
surface, the surface friction velocity (m/s). Rosemont erroneously uses the surface threshold
friction velocity for coal dust instead of using the value for mine tailings, thereby significantly
underestimating tailings emissions. Rosemont used = 0.43 m/s instead of = 0.172 m/s, the value
actually measured for copper mine tailings at Hayden, AZ (Nickling and Gillies, 1987). A lower
value means that it is easier to create dust from mine tailings than from coal dust.
and
PA-EIS Comment - Chapter 3, Page 9, Line 3 - When estimating the dust arising from wind
erosion of the tailings impoundments the Forest Service relies on an assumed threshold friction
velocity of 0.43 m/s. This is two-and- a-half times higher than the threshold actually measured for
mine tailings at Hayden, Arizona, of 0.17 m/s (Evaluation of Aerosol Production Potential of

Type Surfaces in Arizona, W. G. Nickling and J. A. Gillies, 1986). By using such a high
threshold, the Forest Service has severely underestimated the ability of the wind to cause erosion.
They have set the bar unreasonably high and again, they have failed to take a conservative
approach.
DEIS - Comment# 232 #4 - In these calculations, Rosemont assumed that each year the number
of disturbances N = 1 because “the tailings storage area will only be disturbed when tailings are
added”. This statement makes no sense at all. It appears that Rosemont has not interpreted N
correctly. N = the number of disturbances of the tailings pile that are expected each year, and the
“disturbance” is the wind, not the addition of tailings. The addition of fresh tailings every day
ensures a steady supply of erodible material for the wind to disturb so there is no shortage of
material. The single event EF calculated above must be multiplied by the expected number of
windy days each year. For the sake of this argument, arbitrarily define “windy” as an hourly
maximum wind speed ≥7 m/s, and then after examining the meteorological data gathered by
Rosemont at their site, assume an average of approximately 3 windy events each month (36
events/y), i.e., N = 36.
and
PA-EIS Comments in ‘13-07-22 Eric Betterton Comments on ADEQ Permit Application and
Mining Plan Revision Final Draft July 19 2013’
DEIS - Comment# 232 #5 - Rosemont used just one value of wind speed, the “fastest mile” ever
recorded over a three year period of 10.7 m/s, to represent the effect observed wind speed. This
value is twice as high as the threshold wind speed reported by Nickling and Gillies (1987) for
Hayden mine tailings (5.11 m/s).
and
PA-EIS Comment - Chapter 3, Page 9, Line 4 - The highest wind speed recorded over the three
year period is listed as 10.7 m/s, to represent the effective observed wind speed. This value is
twice as high as the threshold wind speed reported by Nickling and Gillies (1987) for Hayden
mine tailings (5.11 m/s).
Based upon these comments, Pima County objects to the FEIS air quality analyses of the Rosemont Mine
and the negative impacts it would have on air quality. Pima County believes that the air quality impacts
of the Rosemont Copper Mine Project should be reevaluated with further air quality modeling using more
appropriate parameters as identified in the County’s comments. By evaluating the full scale of the
negative air quality impacts from the mine, the Forest Service Supervisor can require additional
mitigation and appropriate control strategies to ensure air quality beyond the perimeter fenceline is
protected and the mine is in compliance with the federal clean air standards.

Objection to the Forest Service’s Failure to Require Compliance with the Pima County Lighting Code
On pages 44 and 45 of the draft ROD is a section entitled “Permit, Licenses and Authorizations Needed to
Implement the Decision.” The list of required submittals includes no reference to the Pima County
Outdoor Lighting Code. Pima County Code, Ch. 15.12. There is limited discussion of the Code
requirements on page 754, chapter 3, of the FEIS wherein the Forest Service essentially punts on the issue
of the Code’s applicability to Rosemont.
Pima County offered numerous comments on the applicability of the Code to Rosemont’s lighting
scheme. These include:
Outdoor lighting is regulated by Pima County under A.R.S. §11-861 and §11-251(35), the latter
of which provides counties authority to adopt and enforce standards for shielding and filtration of
commercial outdoor portable or permanent light fixtures in proximity to astronomical
observatories. The 2006 Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code has been adopted under these
Statutes and comprises standards for shielding and filtration accomplished through regulating
fixture geometry, lumen output and spectra. Mines are not exempt from standards for shielding
and filtration adopted under A.R.S. §11-251(35). County DEIS comment, No. 492.
Contrary to the claim in the Rosemont Mine Outdoor Lighting Pima County Outdoor Lighting
Code Technical Memo (M3-PN08036), the 2006 Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code applies to
the Rosemont site including all developed areas and roadways. More specifically, Rosemont is
required to comply with this code and/or subsequently adopted editions for all fixed and portable
outdoor lighting. Furthermore, and in line with the intent of the regulation, maximum lumen and
lamp type output shall be limited to the net acreage of developed areas and not to the entire
Rosemont site as proposed in the technical memo. Developed area calculation for lumen cap
purposes shall be limited to roads, parking lots, mine process area and a set allowance for the
portions of pit, waste rock, tailings and leach pads actively in use at any given time. County
DEIS comment, No. 493.
Lighting plans are discussed out of context of legal requirements to meet 2012 Pima County
Outdoor Lighting Code for which no plans have to date met scope requisite for analysis. County
PAFEIS comments, Document Review Comment Form, p. 14.
Lighting plans cannot be proposed or considered that do not meet the 2012 Pima County Outdoor
Lighting Code. County PAFEIS comments, Document Review Comment Form, p. 14.
Lighting impact continues to reference plans not reflecting compliance with the 2012 Pima
County Outdoor Lighting Code. This approach is prevalent throughout the Dark Skies section.
County PAFEIS comments, Document Review Comment Form, p. 14.
Incorrect reference to enabling legislation for lighting at 11-830 as lighting regulating mines is
enabled under §11-251(35). County PAFEIS comments, Document Review Comment Form, p.
14.
Concludes with a “mitigation plan” which has not demonstrated compliance with the 2012 Pima
County Outdoor Lighting Code. County PAFEIS comments, Document Review Comment Form,
p. 14.

Implementation of an outdoor lighting plan needs to capture that it requires compliance to the
2012 Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code. County PAFEIS comments, Document Review
Comment Form, p. 14.
Impacts to dark skies are listed as “…being mitigated to the extent possible, given the mine’s
need to operate 24 hours a day and safety requirements. Thus this conflict cannot be rectified.”
Mitigating to the extent possible requires full compliance with the 2012 Pima County Outdoor
Lighting Code which is again absent from this section. If safety requirements cannot be
reconciled with outdoor lighting code compliance, then the mine should not operate 24 hours a
day. 24 hours/day operation is a desire on the part of the mine and not a “need”. County PAFEIS
comments, Document Review Comment Form, p. 14.
Pima County objects to the Forest Service’s continued reluctance to require compliance with the Pima
County lighting code (Pima County Code, Ch. 15.12). Rosemont asserts that it, pursuant to A.R.S. § 11812, is exempt from the Pima County lighting code but cannot explain away the County’s authority under
A.R.S. § 11-251(35).
Nothing in A.R.S. §11-812(A)(2) suggests that it is intended to supersede county ordinances enacted
pursuant to rulemaking authority granted under any chapter of ARS Title 11 than Chapter 6. Indeed, the
sole basis for Rosemont’s argument is the language found in subsection 11-812: “[n]othing contained in
any ordinance authorized by this chapter shall . . . [p]revent, restrict or otherwise regulate the use or
occupation of land or improvements for . . . mining . . . purposes.” A.R.S. § 11-812(A), emphasis added.
Section 11-812 is found in A.R.S. Title 11, Chap 6; Section 11-251(35) is found in A.R.S. Title 11, Chap.
2. By the plain language of subsection 11-812(A), it does not apply to any regulatory authority granted to
Pima County under A.R.S. Title 11, Chap. 2.
Pima County recommends that the ROD be amended to recognize Pima County’s authority to regulate
Rosemont’s lighting design and lighting operations. Furthermore, if the mine is unable to comply with
the County lighting code, night-time operations should be prohibited.

Objection to Forest Service’s Failure to Recognize FCD Permitting Authority
Pima County and FCD previously commented on this issue in their June 30, 2011 comments concerning
the ADEIS. These comments include:
a. Floodplain Use permitting must be added to Table 2-Permit for authorizations applying to the
proposed Rosemont Copper Mine. In Chapter 3 of the DEIS, Rosemont recognizes the authority
of RFCD to regulate flooding, erosion and riparian habitat for private land in Pima County.
However, in Chapter 2, no permits are being requested from RFCD. According to statutes above
Flood Control District has authority to
1.) regulate floodplains on private land with discharges > 100 cfs.
2.) regulate structures that divert, retard or obstruct flood water.
Furthermore, RFCD may not regulate tailings dams and waste disposal areas connected with
mining.
Since water is being diverted on private land, and Rosemont’s surface hydrology model prepared
by
TetraTech indicates a 100-yr discharge exceeding 100cfs, all drainage on private land that is not
tailings dams or waste disposal is subject to jurisdiction of RFCD and applicable permitting. The
following should be added to Table 2.
Agency
Pima County
Regional Flood
Control

Permit or Authorization
Floodplain Use Permit

Purpose
Regulate floodplains on
private land with
discharges > 100 cfs
(16.08.600) Regulate
structures that divert,
retard or obstruct flood
water (16.12.020)

Private parcels on which structures are proposed to divert, retard or obstruct flood flow in the
proposed alternative and for which Rosemont’s hydrologic model indicates a 100-yr peak flow
exceeding 100 cfs include, but are not limited to, Tax IDs:
30564008A
305640040
305640060
305640020
305640050
305640070
305640030
30562012C
30562012A
County June 2011 ADEIS comments, Jurisdictional Required Comment Form, p. 11
b. Hydroriparian and Mesoriparian habitat are subject to the same regulations under the Pima
County Floodplain Management Ordinance. No regulatory distinction is made between the two
classes. These stream reaches have intermittent flow, a criteria of mesoriparian habitat. If an
applicant seeks to amend the riparian classification, plant surveys and documentation will be

required and is subject to Pima County review and approval to issuance of a Floodplain Use
Permit (FPUP). County PAFEIS comments, p. 83.

c. Even simple requests were ignored, such as our repeated requests the the Regional Flood
Control District be listed as a permitting agency . . . . County June 2011 ADEIS comments, p. 2.

Despite those comments, the FEIS makes no reference to the District’s authority. Further, the ROD does
not make floodplain permitting a condition of MPO approval.
The District has authority, pursuant to A.R.S. § 48-3609 and Pima County Code § 16.20.010, to regulate
activities and construction if those actions divert, retard or obstruct the regulatory floodplain. The
District’s jurisdiction includes “incorporated and unincorporated areas of the county, including public
lands . . . .” A.R.S. § 48-3601(1). Regulated actions may include features such as water supply
pipelines, roadway construction, channel construction, etc. Included in this permitting would be the
evaluation of disturbance of regulated riparian habitat and mitigation if necessary. State law excludes
permitting and prohibition of mining-related tailings dams and waste piles from District authority. A.R.S.
§ 48-3613(B)(3). However, the District has the authority to require information filings on those
activities.
The County and District object to the Forest Service’s failure to recognize the District’s authority to
regulate floodplain activities related to the Rosemont Copper project. The FEIS must include recognition
of that authority and the ROD must condition approval of the MPO on compliance with the District’s
floodplain regulations.

Two Draft Objections to FEIS and ROD
February 11, 2014 mk

OBJECTION 1
Significant surface waters from the western and southern portions of the mine site should be
released in perpetuity for downstream discharge
Rosemont Copper still intends to capture and retain surface water from an approximately 1
square mile watershed to the west of the mine pit and along the southern perimeter of the
waste rock disposal area. This water should be released downstream into Trail Creek in
perpetuity as part of the site water management plan.
Prior Written Comments and Relation to Objection
Prior written comments can be found at: Pima County Comments - Rosemont Copper Mine
Preliminary Administrative Final Environmental Impact Statement, August 14, 2013, pp.
161-162, figure p.163
This objection and the prior written comment address the same subject matter.
Description of Aspects of the Proposed Project Addressed by the Objection
As shown in the PA DEIS (Chapter 2, p57, Figure 19 – Barrel Alternative Stormwater
Concept) and on Figure 13 (Barrel Alternative Landform) of the CDM Smith Preliminary
Reclamation and Closure Plan (July 2012), two Perimeter Containment Areas (PCA2 and
PCA3) are to be located along the southern boundary of the Waste Rock disposal mound.
The PCAs are stormwater retention basins, intended to capture and hold all incoming surface
water, with no release to downstream drainages.
Objection Figure 1 (February 2014) is based on Figure 13 (Barrel Alternative Landform) of
the CDM Smith Preliminary Reclamation and Closure Plan (July 2012). As shown on
Objection Figure 1, stormwater which is intended to be collected and retained in PCA2 and
PCA3 includes contributions from: the lower slopes of the Waste Rock mound and adjacent
upper slopes of the Barrel Canyon watershed (Area 1), and the entire upgradient watershed
area associated with the Pit Diversion Channel (Area 2). Area 1, comprising the area which
is not planned for downstream drainage between the Waste Rock mound and the upper Barrel
Canyon watershed divide, has a surface area of about 335 acres. Area 2, consisting of a
mountainous watershed which sheds surface water to the Pit Diversion Channel for transfer
into Area 1, has a surface area of about 240 acres with an approximate 100-yr discharge of
1800 cubic feet per second. Combined, Areas 1 and 2 have a watershed surface area
approaching 1 square mile in size.
1

As noted in the FEIS Volume 2, Chapter 3 of the DEIS under Barrel Alternative-Stormwater
Management after Closure, p. 425 “The diversion channel west of the pit would collect
precipitation in stormwater retention ponds along the southern toe of the waste rock facility
and would be allowed to infiltrate as aquifer recharge, but it would not be able to flow
downstream as surface water due to topography”.
The “topography” referenced here is simply the geometric result of construction of the waste
rock pile onto the existing slopes of upper Barrel Canyon (the resultant surface of the large
graded pile superimposed on hilly topography nearby the upper watershed boundary). As a
result of construction, stormwater collecting in Area 1becomes trapped between the lower
slopes of the Waste Rock mound and the existing, undulating upper slopes of the head of
Barrel Canyon. As noted above, in addition to the capture of all waters from the Area 1
watershed, all water collected from the Area 2 watershed and transmitted by the Pit
Diversion Channel is also captured and held without release in these two large surface water
trapping areas.
Stormwater retained in PCA2 and PCA3 is problematic both during mining operations and
throughout the post-closure period. Retained stormwater will reduce the quantity of surface
water which is released downstream of the mine site. This represents a significant,
permanent reduction of a valuable downstream surface water resource, with associated
adverse impacts to habitat and riparian resources, and downstream recharge.
In addition, stormwater ponded against mounded waste rock to depths of up to about 50 ft
may cause leaching of contaminants as the ponded water moves laterally into and through the
waste rock mound. The infiltration of ponded water from PCA 2 and PCA 3 through the
waste rock materials may also infiltrate tailings materials deposited downstream within the
Barrel Canyon channel, with the potential to cause additional contamination of surface water
and shallow groundwater downstream of the mine site.
Suggested Remedies to Resolve the Objection
Surface waters collected in Areas 1 and 2 certainly do not have to be captured and held in
PCA2 and PCA3. These waters can, and should, be collected and transferred via a
continuous perimeter drainage channel, and released downstream into the Trail Creek Barrel Canyon drainage system as a fundamental stormwater management component of the
facility operational and postclosure condition.
The Forest Service should require Rosemont Copper to professionally design and construct a
stormwater management channel along the southern perimeter of the Waste Rock mound to
collect and transmit surface waters from the Pit Diversion Channel (Area 2 on Objection
Figure 1), and the lower side slopes of the Waste Rock mound and adjacent upper Barrel
Canyon watershed (Area 1 on Objection Figure 1). The stormwater management channel
would transfer these surface waters into the FEIS Wrap-A-Round channel alignment located
at the east end of Area 1 (Objection Figure 1). From this point, the collected surface waters
2

could then be transferred around the eastern side of the Waste Rock mound for release
downstream in perpetuity into Trail Creek at location SW-2, the outlet of the Wrap-a-Round
channel.
There is sufficient grade for a continuous perimeter stormwater channel from PCA2 all the
way around to the Trail Creek outlet at location SW-2. As shown on Objection Figure 1, the
Waste Rock mound perimeter distance from Point SW-1 (elev ~ 5220 msl) to Point SW-2
(elev ~ 4820 msl) is about 20,000 ft, with a corresponding elevation drop of about 400ft.
This corresponds to an average slope of approximately 2% for the perimeter system.
Construction of a stormwater management channel through the Area 1 zone could be
accomplished by integrating and implementing the following operations:
A. Design the stormwater channel per standard engineering state of the practice, including
minor modifications to the geometry of the southern Waste Rock mound side slopes to
facilitate passage of perimeter stormwater.
B. Per the final design, perform the necessary excavations and fills through the hilly
topographic slopes of upper Barrel Canyon adjacent to the Waste Rock mound, in order to
obtain the required width and channel grade of the perimeter stormwater managment system.
C. Utilize abundant waste rock materials for construction of the perimeter stormwater
management channel, including placement of waste rock materials within the channel area
between the Waste Rock slope and the upper Barrel Canyon slopes. Utilization of waste rock
as a construction fill material will reduce the volume of excavation required into the existing
side slopes.
Design and construction of a continuous perimeter stormwater system is doable, has real
benefits to the community and environment, and factually constitutes a minor part of these
primary planned mining operations:
-

Excavation and disposal of 1.9 billion tons of waste rock and tailings

-

Creation of a permanent 4.5 square mile waste disposal landform on Federal and State
lands
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OBJECTION 2
Significant surface waters from the northeast portions of the tailings mound should be released in
perpetuity for downstream discharge
Rosemont Copper still intends to capture and retain surface water from an approximately 75
acre watershed area on the lower side slope of the northeastern portion of the tailings mound.
This water should be released downstream into Barrel Canyon as part of the site water
management plan.
Prior Written Comments and Relation to Objection
Prior written comments can be found at: Pima County Comments - Rosemont Copper Mine
Preliminary Administrative Final Environmental Impact Statement, August 14, 2013, p. 163
and figure on same page
This objection and the prior written comment address the same subject matter.
Description of Aspects of the Proposed Project Addressed by the Objection
As shown on Objection Figure 1, there is no collection channel planned to transfer water
collected at the base of the Area 3 sideslope interval. An additional wraparound or perimeter
channel should be constructed at this location along the northeastern side of the Tailings
mound. Instead, stormwater collecting from this approximate 75 acre watershed side slope
simply ponds along the base of the sideslope, within three main tributary areas below the
adjacent north-trending ridgeline. This situation is similar in nature to the trapped water in
PCA 2 and PCA 3 as described above in Objection 1.
Stormwater retained in pools against the waste rock buttress at this location is problematic,
both during mining operations and throughout the post-closure period. Retained stormwater
will reduce the quantity of surface water which is released downstream of the mine site, both
from the approximate 75-acre mound side slope area and also the adjacent hilly sideslope to
the crestline. This represents a significant and permanent reduction of a valuable
downstream surface water resource, with associated adverse impacts to habitat and riparian
resources, and downstream recharge.
In addition, stormwater ponded against the mounded waste rock may cause leaching of
contaminants as the ponded water moves laterally into and through the waste rock buttress.
The percolating water may also may also reach and infiltrate tailings materials deposited
downgradient within the Barrel Canyon channel. Fluid contact with waste rock and/or
tailings materials includes the potential to cause contamination of surface water and shallow
groundwater downstream of the mine site.
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Suggested Remedies to Resolve the Objection
The Forest Service should require Rosemont Copper to professionally design, and construct,
an approximate 5000 ft long stormwater management channel along the northeastern
perimeter of the Tailings mound to collect surface waters from the lower eastern side slope
(Area 3 on Objection Figure 1). Surface waters collected along the base of this slope should
be routed to the tailings mound side slope stormwater channel shown at location SW-3, for
transfer into the northern Wrap-A-Round channel and release in perpetuity at the channel
outlet into downstream Barrel Canyon.
The Forest Service should require Rosemont Copper to professionally design and construct
the stormwater management channel at the base of the 75-acre tailings mound side slope.
Construction of the stormwater channel could be accomplished by integrating and
implementing the following operations:
A. Design the stormwater channel to transfer collected water per standard engineering state
of the practice.
B. Per final design plans, perform the necessary excavations through the hilly topographic
slopes of upper Barrel Canyon adjacent to the base of the waste rock buttress on the
perimeter of the Tailings mound, in order to obtain the required width and channel grade of
the perimeter stormwater managment system.
C. Utilize abundant waste rock materials for construction of the perimeter stormwater
management channel where advantageous, including placement of waste rock materials
within the channel area between the waste rock slope and the eastern upper Barrel Canyon
watershed slopes. Utilization of waste rock as a construction fill material will reduce the
volume of excavation required into the existing side slopes.
Design and construction of a stormwater management channel at this location is doable, has
real benefits to the community and environment, and factually constitutes a minor part of
these primary planned mining operations:
-

Excavation and disposal of 1.9 billion tons of waste rock and tailings

-

Creation of a permanent 4.5 square mile waste disposal landform on Federal and State
lands
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Objections to the FEIS and ROD for the Proposed Rosemont Mine
Groundwater Flow, Groundwater Quality and Associated Mitigation Measures

Objection 1: Downstream Replenishment of downgradient streams with groundwater from the
dewatered pit was not addressed.
Pima County in comments from C.H. Huckelberry on August 14, 2013 on the PAFEIS (p. 133) made
specific comments regarding Mitigation and Monitoring for pit dewatering issues. Specifically, the
comment stated:
An additional mitigation measure that will significantly contribute to downstream sub flow and
spring and seep restoration would be controlled discharge of the pit water downstream of the mine.
Based on Tetra Tech’s modeling, the pit water is predicted to be of good quality and the dewatering
wells should be of better quality. In addition, good quality groundwater from the Upper Santa Cruz
Basin is scheduled for use at the Mine. If additional makeup water or dust control water is needed,
then the Upper Santa Cruz water should be used since the pit water was originally intended for
eventual down-gradient movement to the Davidson and Cienega Creek Basins. This mitigation
would be fundamental in providing the wet water so critical to the downstream riparian areas and to
restoring an already reduced base flow on Cienega Creek.
Additional comments were made previously and not addressed in the ADEIS and DEIS:
County DEIS comment, No. 294
On a real-time basis, this water should be released down-canyon to the Davidson Canyon watershed
to mitigate anticipated loss of shallow groundwater to riparian vegetation and down-gradient wells.
Groundwater removed adjacent to or from the pit should be monitored for water quality to insure
suitability as replenishment water to down-canyon areas. The groundwater replenishment operation
could be included within the Forest Service NEPA Record of Decision.
County DEIS comment, No. 277.
Use of pit water as mitigation not addressed. The DEIS indicates that Rosemont would replace
human-made water supply structures lost related to the mine. This mitigation does not address loss of
numerous spring and wells and loss of shallow groundwater which in turn will result in loss of
habitat. The mitigation plan falls way short of compensating damages to lost springs, stock and
domestic wells and lost habitat due to dewatering of shallow groundwater areas.
Thus, the EIS and ROD does not address the proposed Pima County mitigation measure mentioned
several times during the review process to discharge pumped pit dewatering well water and pit water from
sumps to downstream reaches. Mitigation at the Pantano Dam area and at ranches in other watersheds
does not address the long-term loss of surface and sub flow that will damage the riparian vegetation, loss
of springs and loss of sub flow immediately downstream of the area of immediate impact at the mine.
The total dewatering of the Rosemont basin area over the 20-year mining period will exceed 15,000 acrefeet. Based upon Meyers (2008) estimates of 650 af/yr of recharge for the Rosemont Watershed, almost
all of the water recharged to this area will be lost. This water currently provides sustenance for downcanyon shallow groundwater riparian areas and meso- and hydro-riparian areas.
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Solution: Implementing this mitigation measure will partially address immediate downgradient impacts
of pit dewatering. An adaptive management scheme can be developed to pump the pit water downstream
over time to store water in advance to replenish areas that would become dewatered as a result of the pit.
Downgradient wells could also benefit from this mitigation measure. An AZPDES permit will needed to
meet Federal and AZ WQ standards.

Objection #2: Misrepresentation of and minimization of impacts to groundwater, years 20-200 and
beyond.
Pima County in comments from C.H. Huckelberry on August 14, 2013 on the PAFEIS (p. 75) made
specific comments regarding the misrepresentation of and minimization of the impacts of the proposed
mine between years 20-200 on groundwater pit evaporation. Specifically, the comment stated regarding
PAFEIS Page 64, line 19-24 and table 67:
This discussion appears to be very down played. Equilibrium is over 1000 years away. What really
needs to be emphasized is the loss from years 0-20 and 20-200. These impacts are far greater than at
equilibrium and will affect the downstream well users and riparian vegetation. Tetra Tech estimates
at year 200 that 517 AF is evaporated and lost at the pit and that amount will rise as the pit lake
grows. Over the 20-year mining period as much as 925 AF/year is lost due to pit dewatering. These
are the amounts that need emphasis, not at equilibrium when the current generations are gone. In
addition, little discussion regarding water availability for the downstream riparian community is
mentioned. This needs elaboration and is an omission.
Table 67 and the above narrative in the EIS does not explain the evaporation and net loss to the system,
and an explanation of losses at mine closure and beyond would allow the public a full disclosure of the
impacts during a period that is more meaningful than 1000 years after the mine closes.
In addition, confusion abounds regarding what is actually being represented in Table 67. Table 74, p.387
indicates lake evaporation would be 517 AF/yr at year 200. The expanding lake size over the ensuing
years would increase evaporation and that would be more like 650 AF/yr at equilibrium (Montgomery,
2010). Precipitation falling on the pre-mining area would either runoff or infiltrate. Granted, some of the
infiltrated water would be lost to evapotranspiration to support native vegetation. However, none of this
was explained in the narrative on Table 67 regarding what is actually lost to the system. Is this amount
evaporation or a net loss based on a water balance?
Pit inflow is not the only input lost to the system. Rainfall that would otherwise runoff and infiltrate on
the pre-mining pit area is mostly lost from the pit since evaporation is typically 50 inches/year in the area
and rainfall 20-22 inches/year. Thus, all rainfall is lost through evaporation in the pit and only a portion of
it is lost in pre-mining conditions, depending on rainfall intensity and roughness factors. Thus, Table 67 is
a gross misrepresentation of what is lost to the hydrologic system, by claiming water loss is only the
groundwater loss to the system. Rainfall falling on the pit would be totally lost through evaporation while
only a portion of the evaporation falling on the proposed mine pit area would be lost in pre-mining.
Solution: Provide a realistic pit water-loss hydrologic estimate, including losses from lost precipitation
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from pit evaporation vs pre-mining and lost groundwater from pit inflow. These losses should be
evaluated from mine closure (20 years), 200 years, 1000 years and at equilibrium.

Objection 3: The Forest Service Failed to consider impacts on individual wells, Chapter 3, p 293.
What the FEIS says regarding Issue:
FEIS, p 293-294: As previously mentioned, the Coronado reviewed available data sources and
determined that insufficient information was available to assess impacts on individual wells. In
order to fully predict the impacts to an individual well, the following information is needed: well
depth, perforated interval, current water level, pump setting, and the response by water levels to
pumping conditions. Of these characteristics, well depth and perforated interval are commonly
available through public databases. However, current water level, pump settings, and pumping
water levels are rarely reported or regularly updated. More importantly, the groundwater models
are built to predict impacts in the regional aquifer; for many individual wells, the connection to
this aquifer is not known, as these wells often intersect small pockets of alluvium or localized
fracture systems. The geological information needed to assess this connection for an individual
well is largely unavailable, although driller logs are available for some wells detailing the
hydrologic units encountered during drilling. The Coronado remains unable to assess impacts to
individual wells; therefore, the analysis essentially remains as it was presented in the DEIS,
although it is presented with greater details of the progression of potential impacts in space and
time.
FEIS, p 305: Given the model cell size and uncertainties concerning connection of shallow wells
to the regional aquifer, assessing impacts to local wells is not feasible. Using any large-scale
model to predict the impacts to individual wells with any certainty is not feasible. Furthermore,
an inventory of all wells with the necessary information to assess impacts (depth, screened
interval, pump setting, current water levels) does not exist and would be prohibitively costly and
time consuming to create (see “Analysis Methodology, Assumptions, Uncertain and
Unknown Information” part of this section). It is unlikely that any modification to the model—or
any model—would be able to fully analyze impacts to individual wells.
FEIS, p 350: The greatest effects on well owners are predicted to occur in the area along Singing
Valley Road west of SR 83. Modeling indicates that these well owners may eventually see up to
85 feet of water level decline, if those wells are connected with the regional aquifer that would be
affected by the mine pit. In the near term (i.e., during active mining and up to 20 years after mine
closure), water level declines in this area are modeled to reach up to 15 feet.
Well owners in the area along Hilton Ranch Road east of SR 83 are also predicted to experience
changes in groundwater levels. Modeling indicates that these well owners may eventually see up
to 37 feet of water level decline, if those wells are connected to the regional aquifer that would be
affected by the mine pit. In the near term (during active mining and up to 20 years after mine
closure), water level declines in this area are expected to be 3 feet or less.
FEIS, p 352: As shown in table 66, approximately 360 to 370 domestic or other production wells
registered with the ADWR could eventually be impacted by drawdown in groundwater levels
over 10 feet (i.e., are located within the 10-foot drawdown contour); approximately 95 percent of
these are smaller domestic, stock, or exempt wells. Note that this is not considered a
comprehensive inventory of wells in the area, nor are there adequate well construction and
operation details to determine whether this drawdown would impact individual well performance.
PREVIOUS COUNTY COMMENTS
AGENCY REVIEW OF THE INTERNAL WORKING DRAFT OF THE ROSEMONT
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COPPER PROJECT DEIS, JURISDICTIONAL REQUIRED COMMENT FORM
P 14 of 27: If specific impacts to the wells are unknown, a systematic evaluation of the 300-350
registered wells in the vicinity of the pit dewatering area is needed to assess what wells could be
dewatered based upon the three model’s east side results. This should be done as part of the
mitigation to prepare for dewatering of local wells. Well construction will need to be evaluated to
assess if the screens will be dewatered and what wells will needed to be deepened or replaced.
P 15 of 27: Mitigation on the east side must include a system of water level monitoring wells to
verify the predicted changes in the water level due to dewatering. The mitigation plan should also
include triggers for action if the drawdown at certain points reaches certain levels. Domestic
wells in the Singing Valley Hilton Ranch Road areas will need baseline and future monitoring to
evaluate the impacts of pit dewatering. There is also a need for water quality monitoring wells.
January 18, 2012 Comments on Draft EIS
No. 290: Regarding impacts of the mine on wells, the use of the word “could cause” is too
tentative. Pumping of mine supply water “will” cause reduced groundwater availability to
existing wells and water users. This is based on the simple relationship that the Montgomery
model on the West side and the three groundwater models established on the east side: that waterlevel declines will occur in the tens and hundreds of feet. The EIS needs to establish what wells,
based on well screening and depth, will be dewatered and need replacement. The east side wells
may not be able to be replaced and the mine may have to supply water to the well owners in
perpetuity. The same needs to be done for springs and spring flow. If a spring is to be buried or it
is predicted that water levels will decline over one foot, then it “will” be affected. . The DEIS is
tentative in evaluating the projected impacts to domestic wells in the vicinity of the proposed
mine supply wells and the proposed pit despite ADWR registered well construction information,
including screening, that ADWR mandates from drillers for all wells drilled in the area. We must
assume worst case that the wells affected within the 5 to100 foot drawdown
contours on the east and west sides of the proposed mine will lose availability to water since the
DEIS is speculative at best in assessing the impacts to downgradient wells. A table is needed for
the Cienega/Davidson Basin listing domestic residential and stock wells. Because of the potential
fractured flow and uncertain flow pathways in this area, all wells within the one-foot
contour after 20-years and 150-years should be listed as potentially affected.
No. 295: Pima County’s earlier request for a well owner mitigation Plan for East side has not
been addressed. Rosemont Copper needs to develop a Mitigation Plan to develop a binding
residential well plan for Hilton Ranch Road and Singing Valley Road residences. By end of
mining the mine pit will have caused drawdown on these residential wells to over 5-feet based on
the consultant’s model. The agreement should include well replacement or permanently supplying
water to the residents in the event a new well is not feasible due to dewatering of the
aquifer.
The FEIS lists various things not known about every well and concludes that these things are necessary
consider the impacts. The overall impact is due to drawdown at that location and does not have to be an
exact prediction. An assessment of model determined drawdown at each well is the request here.
The FEIS claims that groundwater models are designed to model regional aquifers but the connection of
individual wells to regional aquifers is unknown. The FEIS still should disclose modeled drawdown at
those locations, even with the caveats that it is not a well-specific prediction but rather an average
prediction over a thick aquifer or modeled layer. All that is required is table showing modeled drawdown
at well.
The FEIS discloses (p 350) that drawdown to well in the Singing Valley Road area could be as much as
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85 feet. These wells should at least be assessed in detail as to how much they will be affected.
40 CFR 1502.22(b) does not allow an agency to ignore impacts that are not definitively known. It
requires the agency look at the available data and make a reasonable evaluation of the impacts based on
the data and generally accepted approaches and methods. That was not done here.
Objection 4: The Forest Service refuses to consider a reasonable threshold of concern for
drawdown
What the FEIS says concerning issue 2:
P 294: The threshold of concern with respect to impacts to water wells in the Santa Cruz Valley
is a drop in water levels greater than 10 feet over any period. Note that under Arizona water laws,
there is no regulatory mechanism that prescribes such a threshold. However, the 10-foot threshold
is commonly used in other nonapplicable Arizona regulatory programs, such as well spacing
requirements (AAC R12-15-1302), although the well spacing program only considers drawdown
over the first 5 years of pumping.
In the DEIS, the 5-foot contour of the expected decrease in groundwater levels was used as the
threshold for assessing impacts to wells and springs. Several public comments suggested that this
drawdown was too large to use as a threshold for wells and springs and that it should be 1 foot, or
even 0 feet. The Coronado considered the reasonableness of the selected 5-foot drawdown
threshold (Garrett 2012h; Ugorets, Cope, and Hoag 2012). There are two primary reasons for
selecting this threshold: the predictive accuracy of the models used, and the natural variability of
groundwater levels.
The models used to predict impacts to groundwater availability have a level of uncertainty that
must be considered when interpreting the model results. While the models can mathematically
predict groundwater drawdown to thousandths of a foot, in reality this level or refinement is
meaningless. The models were designed for the purpose of predicting the inflow of groundwater
to the mine pit and the general drawdown that would occur in the regional aquifer; however, the
farther the predictions are in terms of distance from the mine pit and the farther out in time the
predictions occur, the less certain they become. The groundwater modeling experts contracted by
the Coronado determined that the reasonable limit of certainty of the groundwater models is the
5- to 10-foot drawdown contour (Ugorets, Cope, and Hoag 2012). Within this contour, the
groundwater models would be able to reasonably predict changes to wells, springs, and streams.
Changes below this threshold are beyond the capabilities of the models to accurately predict.
Public comments correctly indicated that impacts to springs and intermittent or perennial stream
reaches could occur as a result of very small changes in groundwater level. This suggests that
although these small levels of drawdown are beyond our ability to predict with numerical models,
they could still cause impacts that need to be disclosed in this FEIS. However, the 5-foot
threshold is also pertinent for a second reason, which is the natural seasonal variability of
groundwater. Available data suggest that groundwater levels in the area naturally vary from year
to year and from season to season. In a well in lower Davidson Canyon, groundwater levels have
been observed to fluctuate by more than 10 feet in a single year (Pima Association of
Governments Watershed Planning 2005).
Two stock wells along Empire Gulch have been monitored by the ADWR for three to four
decades, and the results show that water levels have varied between 4 and 5 feet. Similar stock
wells along Cienega Creek show variation between 3 and 5 feet (SWCA Environmental
Consultants 2012c). Two wells immediately adjacent to lower Cienega Creek were monitored
between 2007 and 2009 by the Pima Association of Governments and exhibited a fluctuation in
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water level of up to 5 feet seasonally (Pima Association of Governments 2010b). Montgomery
and Associates conducted a similar analysis on a much greater number of wells located
throughout the basin (not just near streams) and found that the average short-term fluctuation in
groundwater levels was 7.1 feet and that the long-term fluctuation in groundwater levels was 19.7
feet (Davis 2010).
P 295: While drawdown of less than 5 feet could cause impacts to springs and surface waters,
natural variability in groundwater levels is already causing changes of this magnitude in the
vicinity of sensitive surface waters in the analysis area. This makes identification of drawdown
that could be due to the mine dewatering impractical in the field because there is no reliable
method for separating out ongoing seasonal or annual variation from impacts from the mine.
Given this natural variability, as well as the limitations of the model to predict impacts below this
level, the 5-foot drawdown contour was determined to be the appropriate threshold for predicting
impacts to groundwater levels in the FEIS.
PREVIOUS COUNTY COMMENTS
AGENCY REVIEW OF THE INTERNAL WORKING DRAFT OF THE ROSEMONT
COPPER PROJECT DEIS, JURISDICTIONAL REQUIRED COMMENT FORM
P 17 of 27
A five-foot drawdown is too high of a limit in consideration of whether springs could be affected.
The drawdown caused by this project adds to, or increases the impact of, the natural variability in
water levels. If a spring is naturally dry part of the year, as little as a one-foot drawdown could
cause a big difference. Springs discharging from bedrock could be significantly affected by even
a one-foot drawdown, if it represents a change in the gradient controlling the discharge.
January 18, 2012 Comments on Draft EIS
No. 290: Regarding impacts of the mine on wells, the use of the word “could cause” is too
tentative. Pumping of mine supply water “will” cause reduced groundwater availability to
existing wells and water users. This is based on the simple relationship that the Montgomery
model on the West side and the three groundwater models established on the east side: that waterlevel declines will occur in the tens and hundreds of feet. The EIS needs to establish what wells,
based on well screening and depth, will be dewatered and need replacement. The east side wells
may not be able to be replaced and the mine may have to supply water to the well owners in
perpetuity. The same needs to be done for springs and spring flow. If a spring is to be buried or it
is predicted that water levels will decline over one foot, then it “will” be affected. . The DEIS is
tentative in evaluating the projected impacts to domestic wells in the vicinity of the proposed
mine supply wells and the proposed pit despite ADWR registered well construction information,
including screening, that ADWR mandates from drillers for all wells drilled in the area. We must
assume worst case that the wells affected within the 5 to100 foot drawdown contours on the east
and west sides of the proposed mine will lose availability to water since the DEIS is speculative
at best in assessing the impacts to downgradient wells. A table is needed for the
Cienega/Davidson Basin listing domestic residential and stock wells. Because of the potential
fractured flow and uncertain flow pathways in this area, all wells within the one-foot contour after
20-years and 150-years should be listed as potentially affected.
P 189: This section (DEIS, p 210) has not been changed, and the comments still apply.
Specifically, if drawdown lowers the water table below the productive zone in a well, the well
will be affected. The U.S. Geological Survey recently published a modeling study predicting 1-ft
drawdown in Snake Valley of eastern Nevada (Halford and Plume 2011). They utilized 1 foot so
that they could demonstrate the zones of groundwater capture; lowering the water table as little as
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a foot will affect spring discharge and groundwater ET. Because springs are of primary interest at
Rosemont, there is no reason to not consider 1 ft drawdown as a threshold of concern.
Despite the above comments and the available evidence, the Forest Service refuses to use a reasonable
drawdown threshold when considering impacts on local wells. The FEIS rejects arguments that 1-foot
drawdown should be plotted or considered for impact analysis. FEIS fails to address points and literature
raised by Pima County
The FS is arbitrary and capricious in rejecting it because it has been used in other EIS’s and studies and
because the FS fails to address the comments, instead the FS simply falls back on natural variability.
The gist of the FS argument is that it is not reasonable to consider drawdown that is less than natural
fluctuations, which could be annual or seasonal. However, drawdown caused by the project would not
vary. If the project causes a 5-foot drawdown, the mean level around which the natural variability would
occur would be lower.
The drawdown is observable in the model and if it manifests in the field, natural variability would cause
fluctuation around a new average or median water level.
It is possible the model is overestimating or underestimating, so one foot is a good point to establish
monitoring. Due to variability, not just in monitoring data but also in the modeling, one foot could be a
gross underestimate and the drawdown would really be much more.
Drawdown can have negative impacts without actually lowering the water table. Lowering the water
table even small amounts near a spring would change the effective gradient for discharge from the spring
thereby decreasing the flow.

Objection 5: The FEIS relies on inappropriate groundwater model boundary conditions
Chapter 3, p 299-301
What the FEIS says concerning issue 2:
P 300: As a whole, it was found that the artificial boundary conditions—and particularly the
western boundary—did have a quantifiable effect on the model results, but this effect was highly
dependent on time. The western boundary allows water to flow from east to west, out of the
model domain. At no time does groundwater ever flow into the modeled area from this
boundary; however, as the cone of depression expands and encounters the artificial western
boundary (about 150 years after mine closure), the amount of water flowing out of the modeled
area is reduced. When this reduction in boundary outflow becomes a substantial percentage of the
groundwater entering the pit, it has the potential to offset water that otherwise would have to
come from elsewhere in the model. Roughly speaking, effects from the boundaries remained
minimal until about 300 years after closure of the mine. After this time, the change in flow from
the artificial boundaries becomes a larger and larger percentage of the groundwater entering the
pit, which in turn could cause a reduction in modeled impacts elsewhere in the model domain.
The quantifiable effect of the model boundaries on predicted drawdown in the aquifer was
evaluated by conducting a modeling run in which the groundwater flows out of the model
boundaries were fixed and not allowed to change. This in itself is not a realistic situation, but it
allows the effect of the boundaries to be isolated and quantified. Rosemont Copper’s groundwater
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modelers presented the results of these runs, and it was found that the changes in water levels at
sensitive riparian areas, while quantifiable, did not materially change the conclusions of the FEIS.
For instance, the modeled drawdown after 1,000 years at Empire Gulch increased from about 3.3
feet to 3.5 feet for one model, and from about 6 feet to 7.5 feet for another model. Similarly, the
modeled drawdown at Cienega Creek remained unchanged for one model at less than 0.1 feet,
and increased from about 0.5 to 0.7 feet for another model (Garrett 2012g). It was generally
concluded by the Forest Service specialists, the Forest Service consulting groundwater modeling
experts, Rosemont Copper’s modeling experts, and the Forest Service decision maker that
although the artificial boundaries indeed have an undesirable effect on modeling results after
several hundred years, the actual change before then is well within the uncertainty of the
modeling and does not affect the overall modeling conclusions. Further, the Coronado considered
an additional model provided by Pima County as an alternative viewpoint to show a range of
impacts (the Dr. Myers model); this model used the more traditional boundary condition located
along the ridgeline of the Santa Rita Mountains. It was concluded that the models prepared are
the most appropriate tools for predicting impacts in the FEIS, provided that their associated
uncertainty is fully disclosed.
P 301: One final concern with the western boundary is the inability to predict groundwater
drawdown beyond (west of) the boundary. In an ideal situation, the model boundary would be
located far from any stresses (such as the mine pit), and therefore drawdown caused by those
stresses would be unlikely to ever reach the boundary. In the case of the Rosemont Copper
groundwater models, however, based on the geology and water levels of the basin, the modelers
determined the appropriate location of the western model boundary and in doing so placed the
western model boundary close enough that drawdown indeed reaches and is truncated at the
western model boundary. This does not affect the analysis because there are no critical areas that
would be affected beyond the western boundary: the known springs on the west side of the Santa
Rita Mountains fall within the model domain, with no identified springs located beyond the
boundary; the primary concentration of residential wells associated with Corona de Tucson lies
within the boundary; and there are no sensitive riparian areas that rely on regional groundwater
located within several miles of the model boundary (SWCA Environmental Consultants 2013m).
It is recognized that because of the nearness of the western boundary, the propagation of impacts
into the groundwater basin west of the Santa Rita Mountains is not able to be analyzed with these
groundwater models; however, it is believed that no critical areas that would be affected by
groundwater drawdown have been excluded.
PREVIOUS COUNTY COMMENTS
AGENCY REVIEW OF THE INTERNAL WORKING DRAFT OF THE ROSEMONT
COPPER PROJECT DEIS, JURISDICTIONAL REQUIRED COMMENT FORM
P 20 of 27: These figures also show drawdown for areas west of the divide and the previous
comment continues to apply. However, at these later dates when the flux from the pit lake
controls the amount of water drawn toward the pit lake, allowing water to draw from west of the
divide biases the result toward underpredicting the effects of the hydraulic sink downgradient in
Davidson Canyon. The bias is caused by overall pit lake evaporation utilizing pit water derived
from an area that in reality will not contribute flow to the pit – the area west of the divide. The
bias is toward less water drawn from the down canyon direction, which decreases the predicted
drawdown in that direction.
January 18, 2012 Comments on Draft EIS
P 193: The Tetra Tech and M&A models used the same rectangular domain with head controlled
flux boundaries on most sides.
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o Most modeling guidance suggests that the boundaries of a model should be at a point where
conditions are known; usually this means the boundaries coincide with a topographic divide or
significant change in formation. The ideal is for the boundaries to be a flow line, except for
specified inflow and outflow reaches at locations where the flow is constrained.
o M&A and Rosemont should implement a much more extensive analysis of the intrusive rock
formations west of the pit to determine whether impacts will extent westward, or not, and whether
the model boundary should be on the topographic divide.
o Myers had modeled the region between the topographic divides, and this would have been
preferable for both Tetra Tech and M&A because it is preferable to simulate boundaries at
locations where conditions are known.
P 195: Drawdown in both the Tetra Tech and M&A models extends west of the Santa Rita ridge
crest. Both the Tetra Tech and M&A models had conceptualized a connection with the west side,
even though the granodiorite has low conductivity and the deeply dipping Paleozoic rock in
which the pit is constructed may not be connected in a significant way to the formations on the
west.
o Allowing this connection allows the dewatering and pit lake development to draw water from
areas west of the ridge that may not in reality be connected to the pit. This extra water provided to
the pit introduces a bias in both models and limits the distance the drawdown extends down
Davidson Canyon. If the models had not included this connection, the drawdown in Davidson
Canyon may have been larger.
o Myers’ model did not simulate this connection because it had set a boundary at the ridgeline
based on the geology and topography.
P 196: Myers (2011) expands further on these points, with the following recommendation.
 The granodiorite intrusive rock west of the pit should be drilled to conceptualize the extent of
fracturing. This would verify whether this area should be treated an impervious boundary or as a
source of water to the model. Without such investigation, the model boundary west of the pit
should be the ridgeline and should be no flow.
P 198, 199: If the conceptualization that flow on the west side of the mountain could satisfy pit
lake deficit requirements is correct, the west model boundary would not be far enough from the
mine. However, because the mountains are essentially impervious and the mine is above the
valley to the west of the mountains, the boundary is misplaced; as discussed in Myers (2011), the
west boundary should be a no-flow boundary to better simulate area geology. The assumption
made here would limit the extent down the Davidson Canyon that the projected drawdown
extends. (The conceptualization this comment referred to was that pit dewatering as simulated by
Tetra Tech and Montgomery could draw water from west of the divide instead further from the
east.)
P 202: The DEIS reports that Tetra Tech tested the sensitivity of their model to different types of
boundary conditions on the west side, changing from constant head to general head and no flow
boundaries. They found little difference between constant head and GHB boundaries, as one
should expect if the GHB conductance values are similar to the conductivity in the formation
adjacent to the boundary. They found the no-flow boundary “to cause conditions that could not be
feasibly modeled” (DEIS, p 223). That is also, of course, correct, because a no-flow boundary
only works along a flow line or at a groundwater divide, which in this case should coincide with
the Santa Rita ridge crest (Myers 2011). (The highlighted portion of this comment refers to Tetra
Tech using a no flow boundary instead of the constant head boundary they had used in their
model. Of course it would not work – flow from above on the mountain on the west side of the
divide flows across that divide and changing the boundary to no flow essentially creates a dam.
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The County made numerous comments regarding the improper boundary conditions to the west of the
Rosemont facility. The groundwater model should have an impervious boundary on the west at or near
the ridgeline, because of the topographic divide and, more importantly, the granodiorite rock. Failure to
use the proper boundary conditions means that drawdown can expand west of the divide. If the boundary
is considered “no flow”, some of the drawdown would be reflected to the east so that predicted drawdown
down Davidson Canyon may be greater or expanded further. This applies to the Tetra-Tech and
Montgomery models. The models should be re-run using the County’s recommended boundary
conditions. Consistent with the requirements of 40 CFR § 1502.22(b), the FEIS discussion should
address both theories and disclose the impacts of both.

Objection 6 - The FEIS modeling of waste rock seepage and waste rock seepage is faulty, Chapter
3, p 377-379; Exec Summary, p. xxx
What the FEIS says:
FEIS p 362: One of the most widespread comments, including comment by the EPA, questioned
the prediction that precipitation would not infiltrate the waste rock or tailings facilities and cause
seepage, which could potentially impact groundwater quality. In direct response to these
concerns, the Coronado requested that additional modeling scenarios be conducted by Rosemont
Copper for more conservative precipitation conditions. Rosemont Copper responded by
conducting modeling under seven different reclamation scenarios—including a scenario in which
ponding occurs on the surface of the waste rock and tailings facilities—and under four different
climatic scenarios.
FEIS p 377, 378: Overall, infiltration from precipitation over tailings, waste rock, or the heap
leach facilities is expected to be negligible. Near surface storage is expected to be such that based
on infiltration modeling any precipitation that does not immediately run off would remain near
the surface and then be lost to evaporation or transpiration by vegetation. The modeling
techniques used to reach this conclusion were questioned during public comment, including by
the EPA. In response, the Coronado requested that Rosemont Copper conduct more extensive and
conservative infiltration modeling.
Rosemont Copper conducted revised modeling and provided it to the Coronado (Tetra Tech
2012a). In response to the Coronado’s request for more extensive and conservative modeling,
Rosemont Copper created additional variations of a series of model parameters in order to
provide better assurance that infiltration of precipitation was not expected under real world and
extreme climatic conditions.
• With respect to climate, five different scenarios were analyzed: average climate conditions
(which has a little bit of precipitation every day because of averaging), the 24-hour, 100-year
storm event (which provides analysis of a short-duration and high-intensity event, such as
observed during the Arizona monsoon season), a multiday storm event (which provides analysis
of a winter frontal storm that occurs over a longer period of time during cooler temperatures), 10
years of actual measured daily data, and 50 years of actual measured daily data.
• With respect to cover scenarios, four different scenarios were analyzed that included no
reclamation cover, a mixed reclamation cover of sand and gravel, a 1-foot-thick reclamation soil
cover, and a 3-foot-thick reclamation soil cover. (By design, a 1-foot-thick soil cover is expected
to be used, as described in the “Soils and Revegetation” resource section.)
• Each of the four cover scenarios were analyzed with and without vegetation present.
• An additional scenario was run with ponding occurring on the benches of the facilities, which
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is a condition that would be expected for the Phased Tailings, Scholefield-McCleary, and Barrel
Trail Alternatives but not for the proposed action and Barrel Alternative.
Similar to the results described in the DEIS, none of these scenarios resulted in infiltration of
precipitation into the waste rock, tailings, or heap leach facilities. With the ponding scenarios,
several of the climatic conditions (24-hour, 100-year and multiday) did result in stormwater
infiltrating past the surface layer of the waste rock facility, but the end result indicated that the
infiltrated water is still eventually lost to evaporation.
As no water is incorporated into the waste rock, and as no precipitation infiltrates the facility even
under extreme climatic and ponding conditions, no seepage is expected from the waste rock
facility. Seepage from the tailings stack would develop as a result of the loss of the pore water
present after filtration, as moisture content falls from 18 percent during stacking to a field
capacity of 11 percent. Seepage from the tailings facility is estimated to rise to 8.4 gallons per
minute over the active life of the mine. After final reclamation and closure, the seepage rate from
the tailings facility would steadily decrease and is predicted to reach zero seepage approximately
500 years after closure. This seepage does not occur in a single spot but is spread over the
approximately 1,000 acres of the tailings facility. Public comments requested that this amount of
seepage be given some perspective. During active mine life, 8.4 gallons per minute of seepage
represents roughly 0.01 gallon per minute per acre of tailings facility, or slightly less than 14.5
gallons of seepage per acre per day from the entire tailings facility. Another way of visualizing
the magnitude of seepage is to imagine the depth of seepage that would occur over the course of
an entire year; in this case, a year’s worth of seepage would accumulate to a depth of less than a
quarter of an inch over the 1,000 acres of the tailings
facility.
PREVIOUS COUNTY COMMENTS
AGENCY REVIEW OF THE INTERNAL WORKING DRAFT OF THE ROSEMONT
COPPER PROJECT DEIS, JURISDICTIONAL REQUIRED COMMENT FORM
Comments from August 8, 2012 PAFEIS
P 182: The DEIS must justify the parameters used and complete a sensitivity analysis of the
parameters to demonstrate that the results of the seepage modeling are feasible; this is
especially needed since there is no data to calibrate to. They must also justify ignoring
preferential flow paths through the waste rock. The mine facility seepage analysis predicts there
will be essentially no seepage through waste rock facilities, a result that is simply not feasible.
The modeling used parameters in which the conductivity for relatively dry rock is six orders of
magnitude less than when saturated. These parameters would allow a wetting front to move
through unsaturated waste rock only very slowly; even most of a large event would be stored in
the top few feet. After the storm ends, the close proximity of most of the seepage to the ground
surface would allow the water to be evaporated away because evaporation would quickly
establish an upward matric potential gradient.
P 189: The DEIS (p 285) repeats this error, which affects the quality of the organic constituent
analyses.
It does not seem reasonable that infiltration from waste rock be close to zero because natural
recharge in this area is not zero. Blasted waste rock is almost certainly more conductive than the
in-situ rock. It is also unlikely that the onefoot thick cover will result in less infiltration than the
natural soil and vegetation regime.
Similarly, it is not reasonable for the seepage through a leach pad to cease. Leach pads are
designed to conduct flow. All water that gets through the cover will become seepage. Based on
experience, the long-term seepage through heaps in more arid climates in Nevada do not
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approach rates as experience has shown that waste rock dumps in much drier climates will have
seepage.
These three comments refer to the estimates of infiltration through waste rock, which have been
estimated to be near zero. These comments had been made without reviewing the waste rock
seepage study.
P 209: The modeling is effectively water balance modeling among layers in the facility, with low
between layers controlled by unsaturated flow equations, or saturated in areas where saturation
occurs. Unsaturated flow modeling solves the equations of soil physics, most specifically the flow
equation relating the matric potential gradient to the conductivity,
which varies as a function of matric potential. Unsaturated flow is toward the lower matric
potential which occurs at the point where the media is drier, all other conditions being equal.
When saturated the equation becomes Darcy’s law and the matric potential gradient becomes the
head gradient. Matric potential becomes negative as soil dries, so during dry conditions water
from depth can be drawn to the surface and evaporated in a process known as exfiltration.
Tetra Tech utilized a two-dimensional variably saturated flow model, VADOSE/W, for this
simulation (Tetra Tech 2010c, p. 20). The code solves the flow equations using a finite element
routine. Two-dimensional means flow in a vertical cross section. Tetra Tech emphasizes that it
“can simulate heterogeneous material, and can account for changes in material conditions due to
compaction and underlying alluvial and/or bedrock formations” (Id.). This simply means that
different model elements may be defined by different material property parameters and that those
parameters can represent any material including compacted waste rock. The modeling presented
in this Tetra Tech study is strictly based on conceptual flow models for the various materials
because there are no data to which to calibrate. Material parameters depend on textbook or
smallscale test values. The predicted values are not verified in any way to previously observed
data.
The model simulates precipitation and evaporation, using various sequences of climate data for
the simulations. Climate data provides the daily precipitation, temperature, wind speed, and
evaporation. Using data from the Nogales site (Tetra Tech 2010c, p. 21) is not unreasonable, but
the scenario using average daily values is not representative. TT states that the average conditions
“dataset has small amounts of precipitation everyday because of the averaging of many years of
data” (Id.) and call this “conservative”. In a response to a review memorandum, TT (2011)
responded that “[t]he average conditions dataset, as noted in previous memos, has precipitation
nearly every day of the year. This is not likely to occur in Arizona, but would be a worst case
scenario. Water is more likely to readily infiltrate into a facility if the upper surface is wet, so
considering a climate conditions with a small amount of precipitation each day would produce
such a condition and provide a result of the worst case infiltration” (TT, 2011, p. 2, emphasis
added). Tetra Tech apparently considers this to be conservative, but the evaporation likely
exceeds precipitation most days so there would rarely be an excess of precipitation to infiltrate.
Even during winter, average precipitation may exceed the average evaporation by only a small
amount, but the model would accumulate moisture in the top layers.
This modeled soil moisture may just be stored and later evaporated as conditions warm and dry in
the spring. Infiltration through the surface zone would occur when moist antecedent conditions
precede a large daily rainfall; this type of situation which would result in seepage has been
ignored in the Tetra Tech study. This is not uncommon during late winter or spring snow melt
and subsequent spring showers.
The mine development periods and reclamation scenarios simulated are reasonable
(TT, p. 22). Whether the parameters used for the scenarios were proper remains a
question.
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Tetra Tech discusses steady state modeling as a means of determining starting moisture
concentrations for the transient simulations (Tetra Tech 2010c, p 37). In a system that should be
event driven, steady state should never be approached, much less achieved.
The assumed parameters for the waste rock control the seepage through the waste rock facilities.
The so-called permeability reported by Tetra Tech is actually saturated hydraulic conductivity
(K). The values are very high, but the unsaturated values decrease very rapidly.
The figures showing the relationship of conductivity with matric suction and moisture with matric
suction are poorly labeled. For example, Illustration 5.6 shows the relations for run-of-mine
(ROM) rock, with saturated K equal to 174 ft/hr; the matric suction on the conductivity graph
does not obviously match the axis for the moisture content, and does not have labels. Even the
conductivity axis does not have labels for ROM rock.
Considering Ill 5.7 for semi-consolidated rock, the conductivity decreases over five orders of
magnitude from saturated to dry (moisture 0.4 to 0.05). At the beginning of a storm with dry
antecedent conditions, infiltrating precipitation increases the moisture content which increases the
effective conductivity. As noted, the parameters for the surface ROM layer are hard to read, but
dry (moisture about 0.16), the conductivity is significantly less than 174 ft/hr. Assuming no
runoff, the ROM would rapidly saturate at a wetting front. Because of the low conductivity the
wetting front would advance very slowly with conditions above the front being saturated. This
means that significant amounts of ROM above a wetting front would be saturated. According to
Ill 5.6, the difference between saturated and dry moisture content is the difference between 0.27
and 0.18, or about 0.09. Using these numbers, a three-inch infiltration event would be completely
stored in just 33 inches of initially dry ROM, based on the available porosity between 0.18 and
0.27 being 0.09. The modeling assumes that it completely fills. Once the infiltration event ends,
water would continue to seep downward, drawn by gravity and a negative matric potential.
However, evaporation would begin at the upper end and, as the surface soil dries, a negative
matric potential would develop on the surface and begin to counter the downward movement of
the stored water.
The example just given allows the soil above the wetting front to become saturated because of the
large difference in effective conductivity at the wetting front, which keeps the water close enough
to the ground surface for evaporation to begin to quickly remove the water after the precipitation
event ends. During summer, when the larger short duration events are most likely, the daily
potential evaporation is as much as half an inch per day which means that most of the
precipitation stored in upper layers of the waste rock would quickly evaporate; it is clear why the
modeling does not simulate deeper seepage of water.
The figures showing water content through a model cross-section are clear (Ill 5.15 and
5.16). Near the surface, the moisture content is about 0.1 which increases initially with depth to
about 0.14 but then decreases to 0.04 in the consolidated zone. This moisture content is less than
the lowest moisture content presented in Illustration 5.8 for consolidated material, so the accuracy
of the data is questionable. Clearly the effective conductivity at that moisture is 10-7 ft/hr
(2.4x10-6 ft/d), an almost negligible conductivity.
The effective gradient due to high negative matric potential may be significantly higher than 1.
Even at 1000, the water would move only about 2.4x10-3 feet in a day. These numbers should
make clear why the model does not simulate seepage through the waste rock. The small amount
of moisture below the unconsolidated ROM can be simulated to move only very slowly. These
numbers suggest that increasing the moisture available significantly would not result in
substantial differences in moisture content at depth, meaning that whether the model considers
runoff accumulating at a location is irrelevant.
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Many of the water balance figures, such as Illustrations 5.12 and 5.14, show precipitation entering
the system and evaporation leaving the system; because the evaporation exceeds the precipitation,
water leaves storage so that the moisture content decreases. These figures present a year’s results,
but presumably the waste rock would just become drier with time and evaporation would have to
approach precipitation as stored water available to evaporate would dissipate. The figures also
demonstrate that the model simulate almost no runoff.
The modeling does not account for preferential flow which can allow flow to move quickly
through the piled waste rock. A preferential flow path in a waste rock dump is a pathway of
larger pore spaces through which groundwater flow tends to funnel; it is similar to flow through
fractures in in-situ bedrock. By ignoring preferential flow, the model underestimates seepage
through any of the mine components, although waste rock would likely be most heterogeneous.
Tetra Tech’s mention of preferential flow (TT, p. 20) refers to the fact that hydraulic conductivity
for unsaturated flow varies with moisture content; different materials are preferentially more
conductive at different moisture contents. More flow occurs through clay at low matric potential
than through coarser sand because the sand is actually drier. The curves in TT Figure 5.5 may
apply in a given facility but they would not apply at the same point (due to differing soil types at
each point) so the flow cannot transition from on to the other.
The FEIS reports results from modeling seepage through waste rock dumps that are unreasonably low.
This is because the modeler used unrealistic unsaturated parameters and used climate data from the wrong
location
The FEIS responded to comments by having Rosemont consider additional scenarios. The FEIS did not
amend or address the fact that the precipitation data was wrong and the ET data was from Tucson. The
FEIS also does not respond to the comment about the wrong hydraulic parameters for the soil –
specifically that the unsaturated conductivity was incredibly low which prevented any water entry to the
waste. The FEIS did not address these problems or have Rosemont test the sensitivity of the waste rock
parameters in their model.

Conclusion and Recommendations
 The DEIS must present data justifying the conductivity parameters. It is not reasonable for ROM
rock with saturated K = 170 ft/hr to only allow seepage to move a few feet before being removed by
exfiltration.
 The study should be redone to include a sensitivity analysis.
If the conductivity for high matric potential rock is set higher and there is still no seepage, then the DEIS
may be able to conclude there is no seepage. Otherwise, the results of this seepage study are simply
uncalibrated estimates based on very unrealistic parameters.
Myers Comment, p 13: The DEIS had predicted there would be no seepage through the waste rock
dumps, essentially because any water simulated as entering the soil would be captured and stored in
the surface layer. Comments by Pima County concluded that the modeling used inappropriate
climate values, most especially using precipitation and evapotranspiration rates from the wrong
place. In response, the AFEIS states that they considered an updated seepage model in which there
were additional climate model scenarios were considered. The scenarios had to do with the length of
simulation but with inappropriate climate values the antecedent conditions were never wet enough to
allow additional seepage beyond the surface. The model used unsaturated conductivity values that
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never allowed seepage past the surface. Even the models that considered ponding simulate the water
as remaining on the surface and never entering the waste rock. As noted, the presence of seepage
through waste rock all over the country including in areas much drier than Rosemont demonstrates
that seepage can occur.
The AFEIS presents no discussion of the seepage model parameters, either soils or climate, and it still
predicts no seepage. A brief review of the updated model shows that climate from inappropriate locations
and soil parameters with such inappropriate parameter were still utilized. The AFEIS does not explain
why these parameters were appropriate for use and is therefore unresponsive to previous comments. By
using the inappropriate data as input, the AFEIS has not take an appropriate or hard look at the potential
for seepage through waste rock.
Objection 7 - The FEIS ignores the high probability of preferential seepage flow in the tailings and
waste rock piles, Chapter 3, p 378, Preferential flow of seepage.
What the FEIS says concerning issue 5:
There is no mention of preferential flow in the FEIS.
PREVIOUS COUNTY COMMENTS
AGENCY REVIEW OF THE INTERNAL WORKING DRAFT OF THE ROSEMONT
COPPER PROJECT DEIS, JURISDICTIONAL REQUIRED COMMENT FORM
January 18, 2012 Comments on Draft EIS
P 182: The DEIS must justify the parameters used and complete a sensitivity analysis of the
parameters to demonstrate that the results of the seepage modeling are feasible; this is
especially needed since there is no data to calibrate to. They must also justify ignoring
preferential flow paths through the waste rock. The mine facility seepage analysis predicts there
will be essentially no seepage through waste rock facilities, a result that is simply not feasible.
The modeling used parameters in which the conductivity for relatively dry rock is six orders of
magnitude less than when saturated. These parameters would allow a wetting front to move
through unsaturated waste rock only very slowly; even most of a large event would be stored in
the top few feet. After the storm ends, the close proximity of most of the seepage to the ground
surface would allow the water to be evaporated away because evaporation would quickly
establish an upward matric potential gradient.
P 211: The modeling does not account for preferential flow which can allow flow to move
quickly through the piled waste rock. A preferential flow path in a waste rock dump is a
pathway of larger pore spaces through which groundwater flow tends to funnel; it is similar to
flow through fractures in in-situ bedrock. By ignoring preferential flow, the model underestimates
seepage through any of the mine components, although waste rock would likely be most
heterogeneous.
Tetra Tech’s mention of preferential flow (TT, p. 20) refers to the fact that hydraulic conductivity
for unsaturated flow varies with moisture content; different materials are preferentially more
conductive at different moisture contents. More flow occurs through clay at low matric potential
than through coarser sand because the sand is actually drier. The curves in TT Figure 5.5 may
apply in a given facility but they would not apply at the same point (due to differing soil types at
each point) so the flow cannot transition from on to the other.
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FEIS claims that seepage would not be concentrated but would rather be spread across the entire area of
the facility. The FS rejects good science and observations at literally every waste rock seep showing that
seepage discharges from a point, not spread around the base of the facility.
Preferential flow would cause seepage through waste rock (and tails) to reach the ground surface at
concentrated locations rather than spread over the entire area of the facility. This is unaccounted for in
the modeling and the FEIS in general. Because preferential flow has the potential to significantly impact
downstream waters and habitats, the models should be re-run to account for this phenomenon.

Objection 8: The FEIS waste rock seepage monitoring plan will not result in adequate seepage
impact evaluation .
What the FEIS says:
P B-16
Description

Source
Purpose

The waste rock facility is not predicted to allow infiltration of precipitation and
subsequent seepage. Monitoring equipment (such as collection pans or
lysimeters) would be encapsulated within the waste rock in order to remotely
assess the moisture content of the waste rock and allow for collection and
analysis of seepage if any is generated.
Coronado ID team.
Would determine whether seepage is occurring, which would be outside the
effects predicted in the NEPA analysis.

P B-17
Location

Monitoring /
Reporting
Action

Performance
Criteria

Responsible
Party
Timing

Lower lifts of the waste rock facility. Monitoring would include at least two
monitoring locations within the waste rock buttresses surrounding the tailings
facility and at least two monitoring locations within the waste rock facility
itself.
Implementation: Rosemont Copper would provide detailed locations of
seepage monitoring equipment and would present a detailed methodology for
monitoring.
Effectiveness: Rosemont Copper would monitor moisture content on a
quarterly basis to ensure lack of seepage from water rock facility. In the event
that seepage occurs, leachate would be collected and sampled on a quarterly
basis.
Implementation: Monitoring equipment would be installed in lower lift of
waste rock facility.
Effectiveness: Moisture content of waste rock would indicate that seepage is
not occurring, and sampling and analysis of leachate would be performed if
seepage occurs.
Implementation and Effectiveness: Rosemont Copper is responsible for
conducting monitoring and reporting to the Forest Service on a quarterly basis.
Implementation: Installation would be conducted during the construction of
the initial lifts of the waste rock facility.
Effectiveness: Monitoring would begin upon installation and would continue
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Applicable
Alternatives

throughout the active mining phase.
All action alternatives.

Prior County comments:
The seepage monitoring plan appears for the first time in the FEIS.
The monitoring plan calls for two points to be monitored for moisture content. The waste rock dumps
cover a large area, but the FEIS suggests there will be no seepage. Objection 7 deals with the high
probability of preferential flow in the piles, which means that actual seepage will likely be concentrated.
Here, the mitigation plan in the FEIS calls for monitoring seepage in just two locations. Because
preferential flowpaths could develop almost anywhere, there is little chance that the proposed monitoring
will actually detect seepage if it occurs.
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Objection to Forest Services Failure to Properly Define Permitting Strategy for Wells and Pipelines
The documents issued by the Forest Service for public comment suggest Rosemont’s intent to install
wells for construction and pit dewatering purposes and to install pipelines to transport the water recovered
by these wells. The FEIS also identifies the route of the 20-inch water supply pipeline and with portions
of that pipeline crossing Forest land. However, there is no discussion of the Forest Service’s past or
proposed efforts to permit these wells and pipelines. Indeed, the FEIS fails even to disclose the locations,
size, and impacts of the dewatering and construction wells and related their pipelines.
During the EIS process, the Forest Service requested information of Rosemont concerning dewatering
efforts. In response, two memorandums were submitted in November 2007 and July 2012. The
following excerpts from those memorandums evidences of Rosemont’s intent to install dewatering wells
in the vicinity of the pit:
This memo is in response to the U. S. Forest Service’s request for information regarding the
dewatering for the planned Rosemont Mine. In a letter dated 19 October 2007, the Coronado
National Forest requested that Augusta Resource Corporation provide a “…description of the
potential for mine dewatering…” and “General information on the location of any dewatering
wells.” Pratt, Nichols and Davis, 16 November 2007, p.1.
“The potential for using surface dewatering methods (vertical wells and horizontal drains) is
dependent upon the permeability and well yields determined from pump tests….CNI recommends
additional pump tests in the Willow Canyon Formation to properly evaluate the dewatering
method appropriate for the east wall.” Id., p.2
“In the northwest portion of the pit, dewatering will likely be required….In order to depressurize
this area, vertical pumping wells will be needed….” Id., p.3
“ CNI recommends groundwater modeling to determine the anticipated horizontal drain spacing
for dewatering approximately 100 to 200 feet behind the slope face. Because of the low
conductivity values, a relatively tight spacing will be required resulting in a high cost to
depressurize the [south] slope…..Because of the low hydraulic conductivities determined from
pump tests mentioned previously, CNI did not consider a reduction in the phreatic surface level
with the use of depressurization from vertical pumping wells.” Nicholas, Standridge and Pratt, 20
July 2012, p.3.
Relevant comments filed by Pima County and the District include:
“For the east side, it is not clear what is meant by “operational pumping area” because the
dewatering will mostly occur inside the pit.” County DEIS Comments, p. 183 (January 5, 2012
“Technical Memorandum” by Tom Myers).
“The SEIS must disclose the assumed amount, location and effects of dewatering wells and any
associated pipeline. It is unclear what assumptions have been made by the Coronado in the DEIS
regarding this issue.” County DEIS Comments, comment no. 250.
The SEIS should state how much water will be removed from the pit via sump
pumps and from wells in the mine vicinity. The disposition of both quantities of
water should be identified. County DEIS Comments, comment no. 251.

“If there is to be a pipeline to convey the water from the pit or dewatering wells, then the
alignment of the pipeline relative to Forest lands should be disclosed.” County DEIS Comments,
comment no. 252.
“However, the Forest Service can require reporting in exchange for the permission to use Forest
land to transport the water via truck or pipeline, and in fact should require this reporting per FSM
standards.” County DEIS Comments, comment no. 254.
In their above-referenced comments, Pima County repeatedly asked for further information regarding
these facilities but those requests have been ignored. With the exception of the 20-inch water supply
pipeline, the FEIS and ROD are silent the locations and sizes of the wells and pipelines destined for
placement on Forest land. Pima County requests that the FEIS be supplemented to disclose the well and
pipeline information and all environmental impacts thereof. Without this information, the FEIS cannot
properly disclose the environmental impact of the wells and pipelines.
Furthermore, and despite this lack of above-requested information, it appears that the Forest Service is, in
the ROD, giving Rosemont carte blanche to install these wells and pipelines. There is no mention of the
Forest Service permitting process required under FSM 2541.35, R3 supplement 2500-2001-1, nor of any
intention to condition approval of the MPO on successful authorization of the wells and pipelines under
that standard. This apparent permission to proceed without the necessary special use authorization is a
new concern arising after the opportunity for public comment. Pima County recommends that the ROD be
amended to condition approval of the MPO on Rosemont’s receipt of special use authorization required
by FSM 2451.35.

Objections to Forest Service’s Consideration of Cumulative Impacts
CEQ regulation require that agencies consider cumulative impacts during the EIS process. 40 CFR §§
1502.16, 1508.7, and 1508.8. Further, the Forest Service regulations require cumulative impacts
considerations for past actions. 36 CFR 220.4(f).
While the FEIS contains limited considerations of cumulative impacts, those discussions are inadequate.
They fail to consider significant impacts resulting from other area projects. Some are totally ignored and
others have been deemed as not “reasonably foreseeable” despite the high likelihood that they will occur.
Pima County and FCD commented throughout the EIS process about these lapses. Those comments
include:
a. On October 9, 2009, in response to a Forest Service request, Pima County submitted a
“Catalog of Events”, which included reference to the County MSCP and Stantec growth
model. A copy of that document is attached as Exhibit A hereto.
b. “The analysis presented for reasonably foreseeable actions is inconsistent with information
from other permit applications. For over a decade, Pima County and Pima County Regional
Flood Control District have worked with other agencies and individuals on an incidental take
permit to cover activities relating to urban growth that is under the jurisdiction of the Pima
County Board of Supervisors (and Flood Control District Board of Directors). The incidental
take permit will cover impacts to 44 species in the permit area, which includes the area
around the northern Santa Rita Mountains. The Rosemont EIS should include the issuance of
this permit as a reasonably foreseeable action. Of particular interest for cumulative effects
analysis may be the impacts to species habitat that are projected for future urban development
and the projected impacted to special elements. See Table 4.5 of the November 2012
Environmental Impact Statement (see habitat loss by alternative).” County PAFEIS
Comment, p. 36
c. With regards to springs and riparian areas: “Further development in Davidson Canyon and
the installation of more wells seems to be a reasonably foreseeable action that should be
analyzed based on population projections for the area and the fact that there is no other water
supply for future growth”. County PAFEIS Comment, p. 81.
d. “Defining an event as not reasonably foreseeable just because it does not occur for a long
time is inherently a flawed argument. The groundwater drawdown is expected to occur and
may in fact be made worse by other events. It is not only reasonably foreseeable but
imminent.” This gets to the point of their not doing a good job of defining the timeframes of
their cumulative effects analysis on species. County DEIS Comment, No. 482.
e. “There has been no analysis of the Broadtop Butte, Copper World, and Peach-Elgin.” County
DEIS Comment, No. 186.
f.

“There is related exploration by Rosemont in the area for a deeper sulfide deposit—
exploitation of this resource should also be considered, along with Peach-Elgin, Copper
World and Broad Top. In fact the potential for development of these other prospects affected
the siting of the Rosemont project facilities. All should be considered reasonably
foreseeable”. County DEIS Comment, No. 174.

g. “Additional claims and deposits owned by Rosemont suggest they will expand this pit within
the timeframes modeled. Additional deposit extraction should be considered a “reasonably
foreseeable future actions”. County DEIS Comment, No. 263.
h. “This figure fails to disclose the majority of the mineral survey fractions fall in what
Rosemont has defined as the Broadtop Butte mineral resource”. County PAFEIS Comment,
p. 148 (discussing figure in Appendix B).
i.

“This cumulative effects analysis only considered other proposed projects. Doesn’t really
take into account cumulative effects of past and present actions that have already degraded
the riparian environment in the analysis area, nor does it take into consideration the
reasonably foreseeable actions of Pima County in terms of future development.” County
PAFEIS Comment, p. 96.

j.

“In its analysis of impacts on wildlife, the direct impacts and cumulative impacts on the
native wildlife species in project area were not addressed. Further analysis of potential
impacts to those same species present in the adjacent project analysis area is needed”.
County DEIS Comment, No. 429.

k. [The] City of Tucson and Pima County have collaborated with Stantec to portray various
scenarios of potential growth in our region. A scenario for cumulative growth at 2040 based
on “status quo” trends is attached. This scenario does not consider future urban, suburban, or
exurban growth that might be triggered through indirect or cumulative effects of the
Rosemont Mine. Other future growth scenarios resulted in less growth near existing reserves
than the “status quo”. County letter to T. Ciapusci (in response to the Forest Service’s
August 14, 2009 request for comments), dated August 28, 2009, attached as Exhibit B hereto.
Objection 1
The pending grant of a federal permit for incidental take (Pima County’s MSCP) is not listed as a
cumulative effect. This item was not considered despite the County’s submission in October,
2009 of the “catalog of events” per a Forest Service request. See comment reference “a”, above.
In comment “b”, above, the County made further suggestions to include the MSCP in the EIS
cumulative impacts analysis. However, those requests were ignored.
The MSCP is relevant to the cumulative impacts analysis because it has a 30-year term, affects
the same general area, provides a basis for evaluating reasonably foreseeable events for the
cumulative effect analysis, and is part of a federal action (granting an incidental take permit). By
ignoring the Multi-Species Conservation Plan (MSCP) and the attendant analysis of impacts in
the MSCP and the DEIS that has been issued for the MSCP, the Forest Service ignored
cumulative impacts to species. Issuance of this permit is a “reasonably foreseeable action by the
federal government. It is suggested that the FEIS be supplemented to include consideration of the
MSCP.
Objection 2
The FEIS did not consider any of the County-provided, spatially explicit growth models for the
region. The County submitted the growth model as an attachment to its August 28, 2009 letter to
T. Ciapusci (Exhibit B). The failure to consider development impacts is further discussed in
comment references “c”, “i” and “k”, above. These growth studies were compiled by units of
local government, all of which have more expertise in estimating Pima County population growth
and its impacts than does the Forest Service. The government bodies rely on the studies for area

planning purposes. Yet that information was ignored when the cumulative impact analysis on
local population was analyzed. Failure to properly consider the data is arbitrary and capricious.
The County recommends re-analysis of the County’s growth reports and inclusion of the data in
the FEIS cumulative impact analysis.
Objection 3
The Forest Service failed to include other future mining activity in the immediate area in its
cumulative impacts analysis. The County commented frequently on this issue. See comment
references “d”, “e”, ”f”, “g”, “h”, and “j”, above. These are important cumulative effects
activities that were not analyzed for any impacts because the Forest Service deemed them as not
“reasonably foreseeable.”
Appendix A to the FEIS discloses an intent to develop three additional deposits in the vicinity of
the Rosemont Mine: “At some point in the future, Rosemont Copper Company intends to
conduct further work at Broadtop, to better evaluate the mineral potential.” Similar statements are
included in Appendix A regarding Peach-Elgin and Copper World deposits. Mitigation measure
RC-LO-01 proposes that the Coronado transfer ownership of small slivers of land to Rosemont
Copper. The mineral fractions identified in the map include areas mineral fractions at Broadtop
Butte and elsewhere in Management Area 16.
Given that the life of the proposed mine ranges anywhere from 20 to 30 years and Rosemont’s
statements, it is reasonably foreseeable that mining activity on other Management Area 16 and
nearby deposits will occur within that time frame. These other mineral deposits may or may not
require an EIS prior to development but will clearly, with the proposed Rosemont Mine,
cumulatively impact the Santa Ritas Unit and nearby communities. To ignore these highly likely
impacts just because no firm development date has been stated by the mining companies is
extremely short-sighted. The County recommends that the cumulative impact discussions in the
FEIS be amended to include future nearby mining impacts. The amendment should particularly
focus on the air, surface water, and groundwater impacts resulting from the expected cluster of
mines in the vicinity of Management Area 16.

Objection to lack of disclosure of Forest Supervisor decision to not conduct mineral validity exam
In the draft ROD and the FEIS sections on Purpose and Need for Action, Decision Space/Decision
Framework, and Geology, the Forest Service states in several related statements that “Rosemont Copper
is entitled to conduct operations that are reasonably incidental to exploration and development of mineral
deposits on its mining claims” (ROD p.2) and “Federal Law provides the right for Rosemont Copper to
develop the mineral resources it owns and to use the surface of its unpatented mining claims for mining
and processing operations and reasonable incidental uses” (ROD P.11). These are just two of many
similar statements in both documents. However, these statements assume that Rosemont Copper’s
unpatented mining claims are in fact valid claims. The Forest Supervisor made a decision not to conduct
a mineral validity exam on Rosemont Copper’s unpatented mining claims, even though there were
multiple requests during public scoping and throughout the NEPA process. . This decision, while
discretionary, is a federal action that should be disclosed in both the ROD and the FEIS. It is a significant
decision that greatly impacts the purpose and need for action and the decision space.
Pima County and the Pima County Regional Flood Control District, in their January 18, 2012 DEIS
comments, included the following comments:
25. The two Coronado Supervisors’ decisions not to request a validity examination for
the Rosemont claims should be disclosed and discussed in a SEIS. In response to
Pima County’s written requests to examine validity of Rosemont’s claims, the
Coronado Forest Supervisors have rejected the possibility of conducting an exam
of the validity of claims on federal lands that Rosemont proposes to use for
disposal of mine waste. See Forest Service letters dated Dec. 10, 2008 from Ms.
Derby; Jan 7. 2009 from Robert Bushuk, and Feb. 25, 2011 from Jim Upchurch.
Federal actions should be disclosed and decisions by the Forest Service Supervisors not to request a
validity exam are federal actions.
26. The Forest Service possesses the discretion to conduct such an evaluation, and
has undertaken such examinations in the Coronado National Forest in the past that
resulted in curtailment of mining operations. The Forest should conduct a
discretionary validity exam. The Forest is not precluded by law from doing this.
We acknowledge that this is not routine, but a validity examination would be
appropriate to address the scoping concerns identified in Coronado’s Scoping
Report #2.
Federal actions should be disclosed and the decision by the Forest Service Supervisor not to request a
validity exam is a federal action.
171. Text fails to disclose the decision of the Forest Supervisor to reject a
discretionary validity exam, or impacts resulting from that decision.
Federal actions should be disclosed and the decision by the Forest Service Supervisor not to request a
validity exam is a federal action.
The Forest Service response to these comments (and comments by others is:
FEIS Appendix G P. G-17: The Forest Service has reviewed the comments and references
provided in light of the information available, and has determined that statements about the
statutory right of the proponent to access and recover their mineral resources are correct as stated

in the DEIS and FEIS. It is not common practice, nor is it Forest Service policy, to challenge
mining claim validity, except when (a) proposed operations are within an area withdrawn from
mineral entry; (b) when a patent application is filed; and (c) when the agency deems that the
proposed uses are not incidental to prospecting, mining, or processing operations. This last
category includes such management concerns as illegal occupancy or use of mining claims for
non-mining or non-mineral processing purposes. For operations proposed in accordance with
Forest Service regulations, and where the above situations do not exist, conducting a validity
exam is not in line with Forest Service policy. The placement of waste rock and mill tailings on
the Forest are considered to be activities connected to mining and mineral processing as per
36CFR228 subpart A, and as such they are authorized activities regardless of whether they are on
or off mining claims. This reasoning also follows direction and policy per section 2800 of the
Forest Service Manual concerning administration of locatable minerals on National Forest
System lands.
Pima County and the Pima County Regional Flood Control District, in their August 14, 2013 PAFEIS
comments, included the following comments:
P. 1 Scoping issues—validity exam issue raised by public is not addressed in the FEIS
Federal actions should be disclosed and the decision by the Forest Service Supervisor not to request a
validity exam is a federal action.
In the FEIS, Chapter 3 p.148, p.the Forest Service states that “mining claim location and demonstration of
mineral discovery are not required…” This statement misconstrues the DEIS and PAFEIS comments.
Pima County and the Pima County Regional Flood Control District object to the fact that the ROD and
FEIS fail to disclose the decision of the Forest Supervisor to reject a discretionary validity exam and the
impacts resulting from that decision. Federal actions must be disclosed. This objection can be remedied
by inserting text into the ROD and the FEIS disclosing the fact that the Forest Supervisor made a decision
to not undertake a mineral validity exam for Rosemont’s unpatented claims and disclosing that the
Supervisor’s ROD relies on unexamined claims to the federal mineral estate.
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Pima County and Pima County Regional Flood Control District, Supplementary Pre-Decisional Objections (See cover letter for name, address, phone number and signature)
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Coronado National Forest, Nogales Ranger District, Responsible Official Jim Upchurch, Forest Supervisor, Rosemont Copper Project: A Proposed Mining Operation
2
3
4

DRAFT Rosemont EIS-County Pre-Decisional Objection Issues (Chapter 1)
Topic/Chapter

Previously Cited County Comment Relevance of Comments to Objection

New Information?

Contrary to law?

Arbitrary and Capricious?

Inadequate
Alternatives
Analysis?

Objection Summary

Competing, nonmineral values in
Forest Plan are not
addressed fully in
the way that the
Forest Plan is
amended.

DEIS 24, 28, 43, 93; Also by letter
of December 20, 2012 we asked
Will the mine impact the crest?
ROD does not address public concerns about potential for
Would Forest Service approve of
further mine expansion. Nothing in the ROD constrains
impacts? In jan 2013, Upchurch
further mine expansion, and in fact the proposed
responds that he will assure that
amendment of the Forest Plan would in essence create a
the pit will not crest the
new mining zone, facilitating further mineral development
mountains and will not be visible
within a new “management area 16” . The proposed
from west side; we also previously
management area includes the crest and slopes of the
requested Forest Plan
Santa Rita Mountains as well as McCleary Canyon. The
amendments to protect this area
This objection refers to the
crest and slopes are part of a visual resource area in the
in DEIS comments (included in the
proposed amendment of the
current Forest Plan. Avoidance and minimization of
record was a letter dated
Forest Plan to replace visual,
impacts to these areas has been part of the alternatives
watershed, and wildlife objectives 2008.12.26 to jeanine derby re the
analysis, but there is nothing in the ROD or the proposed
Forest Plan asking for water
that currently characterize the
Forest Plan amendments to protect these areas long-term
quality protection for DAvidson
Forest Plan for this area.
from further impacts. Removing the existing management
Canyon; protection of
guidance, and deeming these areas part of a mining
groundwater supplies include
management area means that expansions of the mine
shallow groundwater; protection
affecting the crest and McCleary Canyon would be deemed
of leopard frogs and native fish,
consistent with the new Forest Plan as amended.
conservation of special status
Furthermore it ignores the scoping analysis and extensive
species; preservation of cultural
public comments regarding the non-mineral values
resources in the Rosemont Valley;
represented by these areas.
and protection of TCPs. See also
PAFEIS JF p. 39 midpage, and p.95
2nd comment.

Comments about the crest, wildlife and
watershed values relate directly to the existing
Forest Plan requirements, which are removed
ROD is new
by the proposed amendment; comments
about heritage resources are also competing
public values held dearly by the community.

It is not apparent why the
agency did not address
other resource values that
were used in the
alternatives analysis and in
the current Forest Plan but
FLPMA requires Forest to address competing
not translated in the
values in Forest Plan; the amendments do
management area
not recognize any of the competing public
guidelines. For instance
values expressed during years of scoping and
protection of visual
comment and analysis.
resources for the crest, or
the protection of McCleary
watershed. Amending the
Plan to benefit one party
undermines the planning
process.

The lack of differences between the impacts of the
alternatives demonstrates that true alternatives have not
been fully considered. ROD Decision Space suggests that
the no action alternative is environmentally preferable. An
environmentally preferable alterantive that also meets the
purpose and need should have been developed.

Yes, ROD rationale

Alternatives that
avoid floodplain
were not
considered.
Executive Order 11988 requires that agency
Alterantives that
ROD states only utility
action including both construction and
restore
construction will impact
decisions consider floodplain avoidance.
floodplains by
floodplains, this is false and
The citation for the definition of
backfilling to
ignores operations and
environmentally preferred alternative (40
reduce
CFR 1508.2(b)) could not be found. 1508.2 is reclamation.
permanent tailing
the defintions of "the act"
disposal on public
land within
floodplains are
not considered.

New Information?

Contrary to law?

5

ROD, Forest Plan
Amendment

Description of those aspects of
the proposed project addressed
by the objection

Objection Name

Inadequate Disclosure of Direct,
Indirect or Cumulative Effects?
(Specify)

Inadequate Mitigation (Specify)?

Other Considerations for the
Reviewing Official

Remedy

Add restrictions on further
mineral expansion in this
area to protect visual
resources of the crest and
slopes of the Santa Rita
Mountains; and to protect
the McCleary watershed via
a Forest Plan amendment.

Disclosed effect of Forest Amendment
is to facilitate additional mining, but
effects of facilitating mining as a postclsoure land use on the human
environment are not discussed.

6

Alternatives

7
8

Floodplain
Avoidance

This objection refers to the
formulation of alternatives.
Floodplain avoidance was not
pursued despite the EO11988
requirment to do so.

PC DEIS Comment 6 - Lack of
substantive differences between
alternatives

Comments about the parameters guiding
alternatives developed are directly relate to
whether the EIS complied with existing law.
Alternatives cannot be so narrowly construed
as to reflect only the purpose and need of the
private applicant. An environmentally
preferable alternative was not included. In
this arid envornment upstream of a major
metropolitan area where groundater is
declining is overlooking this requirment is a
major flaw.

Description of those aspects of
the proposed project addressed
by the objection

Previously Cited Comment

Relevance of Comments to Objection

Require avoidance or
restoration including pit
backfill

Permanent Impact within floodplains on
public land part of every alternative.

DRAFT Rosemont EIS-County Pre-Decisional Objection Issues (Chapter 2)
Topic/Chapter

Issue Name

Summary

Ch. 2 , but also
groundwater
mitigation and
monitoring
requirements in
App B.

Two different mines:
ADEQ vs Forest
Service. How can
you know that the
Forest's selected
alternative will meet
gw quality
standards, if the
Forest's preferred
alternative is
different from the
mine that ADEQ
approved?

Barrel Alternative conclusions and mitigation for
groundwater quality continue to rely on an aquifer
Effects analysis and conclusions
Separate letter of October 25,
protection permit that was issued for a different mine than about meeting legal requirements 2012 to Jim Upchurch from CHH
the preferred alternative

Chapter 2

Piecemealing EIS;
GV pipeline and
recharge should
have been an
connected action

The analysis required by the National Environmental Policy
Act was bifurcated by the Bureau of Reclamation’s decision
to treat Rosemont’s Green Valley pipeline and recharge
proposal as a separate action. The two should be regarded
as connected actions by this later EIS because the recharge
is mitigation for the impacts of the mine and would not be
undertaken if Rosemont did not intend to operate mineral
extraction wells.

9

10

The Green Valley pipeline and
recharge component was not
examined in the same EIS as the
storage of water and credits. The
storage of water and recharge
credits referred to in the Rosemont
FEIS is generated by the pipeline
and recharge components in the
BOR EIS.

The letter points out the discrepancy between They also say this: Detention and testing
what was submitted to ADEQ and what is the of stormwater (OA-SW-01). This mitigation
measure requires
preferred alternative in the DEIS

Piecemealing impacts. Federal law provides
that actions cannot be separated unless they
could occur independently; this pipeline
would not be financed by the proponent if
the proponent were not building a mine
here. The MPO acknowledges that the
pipeline is mitigation for impacts caused by
the wellfield, and that the company could be
liable for impacts under State law.

The Green Valley pipeline and recharge
component was not in the same EIS as the
PAFEIS, Fonseca, page 1, Chavez
page 6, 46, 51. See also September storage of water and credits. The storage of
8, 2008 letter from Pima County to water and recharge credits referred to in the
Rosemont FEIS is generated by the pipeline
Sandra Eto, USDOI-BOR.
and recharge components in the BOR EIS.

11

Page 1

Arbitrary and Capricious?

Inadequate
Alternatives
Analysis?

Inadequate Disclosure of Direct,
Indirect or Cumulative Effects?
(Specify)

Officials have been aware
of the discrepancies since
the APP was issued by
ADEQ. It is arbitrary and
capricious to assume that
the conclusions based on
the ADEQ submittal can be
applied to the Barrel
Alternative.

No, the mine
design on which
the APP is issued
is one of the
alternatives, but
it is not the
preferred
alternative.

The existing APP will require a
significant amendment to make it
conform to the Barrel Atlernative.
Many of the conclusions about effects
and mitigation are based on ADEQ's
evaluation of a different mine design
than the preferred alterantive.

Inadequate Mitigation (Specify)?

Other

Remedy

Proposed GW monitoring is for a
different mine layout and
conclusions may differ as to what
ADEQ APP will specify.

Supplemental EIS with
Public Notice period; new
analyses to understand
consequences of ponded
areas agains the newly
redesigned waste and
tailings, along with other
changes in stormwater
runoff.

Not in Appendix G.

Re-do EIS so that BuRec is
part of the federal actions
and there is opportunity to
coordinate recharge and
recovery with minimization
and mitigation measures
and effects on San Xavier
District

O

A

B

C

D
Refers to the pit and the
alternatives analysis, and
mitigation

E

F

DEIS, p 181, and others, ADEIS,
page 16, DEIS attachment 1,
Comments are related to the benefits of
comments 139-150. PAFEIS:
backfilling
Myers, page 8-9, RWRD staff, page
10-11.

Pit backfill,
Chapter 2, p 104,
105

Failure to consider
benefits of backfill

The FEIS considers the cost of pit backfill but does not
compare that to the value of the saved water.

Pit lake filling,
Chapter 3;
Chapter 2, p 28

Failure to consider
potential for
through flow

The pit lake will be terminal when full, but it is possible that
Modeling was not performed to
DEIS, p 149, 182. PAFEIS: Meyers, Comments are related to the benefits of
during lake formation water could flow out of one ore
simulate potential lake leakage as
page 56. ADEIS, page 16-17.
backfilling to minimize flow through
more sides of the pit. The FEIS has failed to consider this
it forms.
potential for degrading groundwater.

Chapter 2-Water
Supply

EIS should have considered direct use of CAP feasible. FS
indicates they cannot control what water supply Rosemont
Direct Use of CAP is
uses, but this is because the federal agencies bifurcated the
a feasible
Bureau of Reclamation's decision from the Forest Service's, Alternatives analysis
alternative, and
and because they did not consider the CAP use in concert
more effective.
with groundwater and recharge in the area of hydrologic
impact. Direct use would be more effective mitigation.

12

13

8/14/2013 CHH memo to FS, p.3,
item #1. DEIS, 282, 292.

14

Misrepresentation
Chapter 2 -Water of and minimization
of impacts, years 20Supply, P353
200

A more significant reference for table 67 is at year 20 and
200, not equilibrium. As discussed above, the largest
impacts regarding water availability are years 20-200 and
maybe slightly beyond because during this time period
more water is drawn from the aquifer. This omission does
not emphasize the more near generational impacts of
water availability. Equilibrium is only a snapshot of the
impact and how many years is that-greater than 1000.

Impact Analysis regarding water
availability and loss of water to
downgradient well users and
riparian habitat due to pit lake
formation and resultant
evaporation at mine closure and
shortly after .

8/14/2013 CHH memo to FS.
PAFEIS,Postillion, page 75

G

H

I

J

K

L

Failure to consider the
value of water lost from
the aquifer to fill a pit and
to evaporation.

Yes

The 8/14/2013 letter to Mr. Upchurch from
CHH responds to Forest's rejection of the
alternative due to lack of reliability. DEIS 292
asks for direct use to be addressed and
no
discusses feasibility. DEIS 282 asks for
mitigation effectivness of direct use of CAP to
be compared to the effectiveness of the offsite
CAP.

May violate NEPA

Comments indicate that the executive
summary and Table 67 of EIS mis-focus on
evaporative pit lake losses when they should
no
focus on overall loss to the aquifer. Focus is
needed immediately after mine closure and up
to 180 years later.

maybe

Alternatives cannot be so
narrowly construed as to
reflect only the purpose
and need of the private
applicant.

yes

N

Referenced in Appendix G, general.

Failure to analyze
partial or
complete backfill
which would limit
flow through.

No

M

yes

Referenced in Appendix G, general.

Water Supply loss is not mitigated. Direct
use of CAP would mitigate water-level
declines in Green Valley area and leave
Provide Direct CAP use for
Referenced in Appendix G, general.
higher quality water for potable use, and
mine supply water
could be required to minimize impacts on
Forest resources under FSM Handbook.

no

yes. Disclosure of immediate post
closure effects not stated in EIS.
Equilibrium impacts stated, but that is
over 1000 years post mining.This
discussion appears to be very down
played. Equilibrium is over 1000 years
away. What really needs to be
emphasized is the loss from years 020 (which is discussed) and 20-200
(not discussed). These impacts are far
greater than at equilibrium and will
affect the downstream well users and
riparian vegetation. Tetra tech
no
estimates at year 200 that 517 AF is
evaporated and lost at the pit and
that amount will rise as the pit lake
grows. Over the 20-year mining
period as much as 925 AF/year is lost
due to pit dewatering. These are the
amounts that need emphasis, not at
equilibrium when the current
generations are gone. In addition,
little discussion regarding water
availability for the downstream
riparian community is mentioned.
This needs elaboration and is an
omission.

Not referenced in Appendix G

CNF states the
alternate was
eliminated from
detailed analysis.
CAP source was
eliminated
because it
requires a cistern
or construction of
a reservoir for
water storage, a
treatment plant
and pipeline and
water delivery
system--but
recharge can now
provide that
storage.
Rosemont has
supposedly
committed to
build recharge
independent of
the mine.

Use of CAP water credits to offset
groundwater pumping is an inadequate
mitigation measure because of lack of
certainty that CAP water will be available
and no requirement that credits can't be
The degree to which CAP can reduce sold. Recharge of CAP does not offset
impacts of groundwater pumping in withdrawals unless Rosemont retires long
the area is inadequate because the
term storage credits accrued through CAP
exact recharge site has not been fully recharge. FEIS states Rosemont will
disclosed. Water quality difference
balance pumping with CAP credits-- to
have not been fully evaluated and
the extent practical --not true mitigation.
impacts to domestic well water
FEIS states Rosemont may purchase longquality not assessed.
term storage credits to offset
groundwater pumping and admits it
doesn't result in physical recharge near
the area of pumping. FEIS states CAP
recharge is a voluntary mitigation
measure.

FEIS does not include CWC
proposed recharge in the
groundwater model, so it can't be
construed a connected action.
Direct use of CAP water for
Construction of CAP pipeline
mining operations
included as mitigation-not a
connected action as determined by
BOR EA. FEIS states recharge is
voluntary

present finding of loss to
aquifer for years 20-200 to
show the effective loss of
water to the system
immediately after mining
and 200 years beyond.

15

Impact on Water
Resources - Use of
CAP water for
mining operationsalternative
considered but
eliminated (pg
434/496)

Alternate source of water, including CAP or effluent were
considered but improperly eliminated. CAP can be used
directly in combination with recharge.

PAFEIS comment requests direct use of CAP for
Alternatives analysis for direct use
mine operation. CNF has right to require use
of CAP vs use of native
PA/FEIS CHH, Postillion page 133. of another source water if impacts to the
ADWR Recovery permit is now included in
groundwater not fully evaluated as 8/14/13 DEIS CHH 01/18/12 ADEIS environment , including adjacent well owners, Table 3-Permits and Authorizations that
per NEPA. Choice affects impact CHH 6/30/11
and an already over drafted aquifer shows
may be applicable to RCM
analysis and mitigation measures.
adverse effects. Replacement wells as a
mitigation is not compared to direct CAP use.

Chapter 2Alternatives
Considered in
16 Detail

Page 2

O

A

Chapter 2Alternatives
Considered in
Detail

B

C

D

Impact on Water
Resources - NEPA
Process-Additional
CNF should address concerns that mitigation measures
information on
won't minimize project impacts
mitigation measures
is needed (pg
439/496)

E

F

PA/FEIA CHH 8/14/13 DEIS CHH
01/18/12 ADEIS CHH 6/30/11

G

H

I

N

17

The lack of differences between the impacts of the
alternatives demonstrates that true alternatives have not
been fully considered. ROD Decision Space suggests that
This objection refers to the
the no action alternative is environmentally preferable. An formulation of alternatives.
environmentally preferable alterantive that also meets the
purpose and need should have been developed.

Alternatives

Floodplain
Avoidance

Revegetation

Post-closure land
use cannot be
Post mining land uses (grazing, hunting, bird watching,
achieved; have not hiking) are unreasonable given restoration horizons even
been demonstrated under the most optimistic projections
feasible

PC DEIS Comment 6 - Lack of
substantive differences between
alternatives (Greg Saxe)

Comments about the alterantives relate
directly to whether the EIS (method by which
alternatives were identified) complied with
existing law. Alternatives cannot be so
narrowly construed as to reflect only the
purpose and need of the private applicant.

J
Groundwater
models
inadequate:
models are based
on 20-year mine
life, but PA/EIA
says 24.5 to 30
years. ADWR
mining extraction
permit allows for
withdrawal of
6,000 af/y but
model based on
5,400 af/f for first
8 years

K

Impacts to county-owned
groundwater wells, and numerous
other wells, have not been fully
disclosed. Several wells may need to
be replaced due to declining
groundwater levels resulting from
pumping the mine supply wells

Atlernatives that
avoid floodplain
were not
considered.
Executive Order 11988 requires that agency
Alterantives that
ROD states only utility
action including both construction and
restore
construction will impact
decisions consider floodplain avoidance.
floodplains by
floodplains, this is false and
The citation for the definition of
backfilling to
ignores operations and
environmentally preferred alternative (40
reduce
CFR 1508.2(b)) could not be found. 1508.2 is reclamation.
permanent tailing
the defintions of "the act"
disposal on public
land within
floodplains are
not considered.

Yes, ROD rationale

L

M

Mitigation of impacts to surrounding
wells inadequate. An unknown number
of wells will need to be re-drilled due to
declining groundwater levels due to
pumping by Rosemont. The well user
agreement available to Sahuarita Well
Referenced in Appendix G, general.
Owners should be expanded
geographically and temporally. The
USACOE, in the Summary of Response to
Comments on the DEIS, also makes notes
of that the groundwater modeling is
adequate

Permanent Impact within floodplains on
public land part of every alternative.

N

Re-run models and
discolose effects; minimize
effects on Forest resources
due to change in mine life.

Require avoidance or
Referenced in Appendix G, general. restoration including pit
backfill

18

19

Visual Resources

Preferred
Alternative

Cumulative
Impacts

only positive
impacts quantified

PC DEIS Comment 8 - Inadequate
This objection refers to the failure identification of impacts,
mitigation, and bonding
to identify adequate mitigation.
requirement

Fails to provide for reestablishment of
vegetative cover and therefore mitigation Not referenced in Appendix G
of erosive forces and recreational value.
By accepting applicant's claim that
landforming will block views of the pit
the analysis downplays that the
contoured tailings will be highly
visible and this design increases
visbibility of the taling pile from State
Route 83 significantly.

Acknowledge permanence
of impact and identify
additional mitigation.

This objection refers to visual
FS prefers this alternative in part due to claimed decreased
impacts of the tailings disposal in
visual impacts
the selected alternative.

Jan 18 DEIS comments, item 60.
Greg Saxe

This objection refers to failure to
identify negative impacts.

DEIS various, 114, 263, 429, 637,
668

Comments about impacts which have been
underestimated and summarily dismissed
relate directly to the adequacy of the EIS and
the veracity/reasonableness of the decision.

Inconsistent illogical
treatment?

Referenced in Appendix G, general

Comment about FS Authority relate to scope of
alternatives and ROD decision space.

Legal argument presented
in paragraph 1 and 2 of the
May 8, 2012 letter to Jim
Upchurch from Kathy
Arnold stating that
requiring backfill would
amount to a taking is
absurd. It claims that the FS
cannot regulate fee lands
and therefore cannot
require backfill. Still FS can
prohibit dumping on public
land. Need lawyers to look
at Multiple Use Mining Act
to see if as Upchurch claims
in ROD this is allowed, I
don't see it.

require FS land be used only
Referenced in Appendix G, general temporarily and relcaimed
to orginal contours.

21

unsound legal
argument

There is no longer any
foundation for assuming
post-clsoure land uses are
feasible.

Comments about visual resources impacted
relate to specific regional economic impacts
which have been underestimated and
summarily dismissed. Furthermore the
truthfulness of the EIS and preferred
alternative.

20

Pit backfill

Comments about mitigation measure
EIS removes success criteria; acknowleges
feasibility relate directly to the sufficiency of
uncertainty; no importation of soil will
Does not meet NEPA
the EIS in identifying the long term impacts on
occur
public resources.

FS does have authority to regulate its own land. Why FS
This objection refers to flawed
may not be able to specify manner in which spoils are
legal justification for use of public
removed from FS land, that requirement is certainly within
land.
their authorty.

Saxe, DEIS, 154

fails to disclose impacts, bases alternative
selection on erroneous analysis, defers to
applicants vs stakeholder assessment.

Y

ackowledge that the taiings
pile are not a landscaped
berm and that the piles not
just the pit have negatiove
impacts

22

Bonding

dereliction of duty

FS reply states they have authorty to reject cooperator
requests for further study. While procedurally correct this
ignores cooperator agreement and best available practice
standards. Procedural reliance over intent is dereliction.

This objection refers to the failure Saxe, DEIS, 22 Various
commenters throughout, PAFEIS,
of the EIS to identfy bond
DEIS comments
justification.

Comments about bonding relate directly to
whether FS has met legal and professional
obligations.

y

23

Page 3

The response to our comment states
that bond amount determination will
occurr later after the final Plan of
Operation is in place. Our point is
that FEIS fails to identify impacts and
mitigation for those identified is
inadequate. Adequate bond is
impossible to determine wthout
adequate EIS. Furthermore the
response implies bond is only for onsite mitgation. While this may be true
on-site mitigation should prevent offsite impacts. (Greg, can you clarify
how this is violates NEPA duty to
disclose effects?)

FS should provide
Referenced in Appendix G, general substantive response or
SEIS

O

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Temporary
Temporary closures have potential to significantly affect
Effects of temporary
Relates to the effects on resources
Closure__Applies
the human environment. Where is the effect of temporary
PAFEIS JF, page 1.
closure
under all action alternatives.
to All Alternatives
closures analyzed?

I asked about provisions for temporary closure
by way of this comment. Provisions are now
provided for temporary closures of at least five
years each, however the effects are not
analyzed. Could a pit lake form in five years?
Are there significant effects that would result
to resources during times of closure, and do
these differ from or are they additive to effects
of operation?

New information in FEIS says these can
last at least 5 years each time that the
company asks, and that all mitigation and
monitoring will continue.

Active Operations.
Affected
State ore milling
resources include
trigger for NEPA
air, Soil,
compliance
Groundwater
Quality

If milling is finer than projected, it could occur
that would affect air quality, water quality and
stability of the tailings. Finer milling may be
instituted in order to enhance recovery. Will
the milling be limited to the particle size
statement on page 225 of the EIS. Explicit
NEPA reanalysis threshold should be stated.

Yes, statement on page 225 of air quality
that tailings can be characterized as a silt
with sand, with an average maxmimum
particle size of 0.419 mm and average 72.6
percent fines. Is this the NEPA trigger?

I

J

K

L

Not reference in Appendix G.

M

N

Provision is made for temporary
closure, but no effects on the
human environment have been
disclosed. This is particularly
concerning because if pit
dewatering continues, then the
groundwater impacts have not
been disclosed and are
underestimated. Only 22 years of
groundwater extraction was
simulated.

Consider effects of
temporary closure(s) and
minimize and mitigate
them.

Not referenced in Appendix G

FEIS should set criteria for
NEPA reanalysis based on
assumptions relied upon for
air quality model.

24

Identify the circumstances under which will ore would be
milled finer than what has been assumed. If milling is finer Milling, tailings, effects analysis
than projected, it could occur that would affect air quality, across air qaulity, water quality,
water quality and stability of the tailings. Explicit NEPA
stability of tailings
reanalysis threshold should be stated.

DEIS comment 164

.

25

Alternative
Analysis

26
27
28

A serious evaluation of a operating term to reduce or
increase impacts, especially in light of the 50-year lease for
powerline and waterline across state land and potential for
Analyze potential of
temporary closures. A 40-year operational life would have
Alternatives analysis
different
lower daily production rates and reduced impacts on
operational life
annual basis, if not cumulative; a shorter term than 20
years could reduce total impacts. But the FEIS instead
lengthened mine life without analyzing impacts.

FEIS responds that while technically
feasible, it is not practical. FEIS says it
would not reduce majority of landscapelevel environmental impacts, but also
redefined mine life since DEIS to include a
DEIS asked for a lower rate of production
longer term of operation without
(smaller mill) which would reduce
disclosing impacts. Also see p. 54 mgt
DEIS 31 and PAFEIS comment on p.
instantaneous impacts like energy demand and
during temporary cessation; and explicit
3
air quality. PAFEIS asks for varying length of
mine life statements for each alternative
time at same operational intensity.
which are now more like 30 years. The
rejected this alternative on basis on
environmental impacts, but with
tempoary closures the operating mine life
will be more like 40 years.

The response to our comment states that
bond amount determination will occurr later
after the final Plan of Operation is in place.
Furthermore the response implies bond is
only for on-site mitgation. While this may
be true on-site mitigation should prevent offsite impacts.

It is A&C to rule out longer
mine life because it would
not decrease impacts, while
at the same time extend
operation without analyzing
impacts.

So, will they prohibit a 40-year
mine life? It is unclear what are
the NEPA triggers for the 30 year
mine life, especially if mine
production is cut short for other
reasons.

DRAFT Rosemont EIS-County Pre-Decisional Objection Issues (Chapter 3)
General

Language

language vagueness

DEIS and ROD uses vague language including "may" and
"could cause" to describe known impacts

This objection refers to failure to
characterize impacts and inclusion Saxe, DEIS 5, 290, 334, 482
of misleading information.

Comment on language relate to a pattern of
misinformation, the appearance of a conflict of
interest and the failure of the process to meet
the obligation to accurately assess the impacts.

y

Fails to accurately characterize
impacts

Referenced in Appendix G, general

29

Groundwater,
pattern of
Biological
Resources, Visual, misinformation
Socioeconomics

impacts are understated and mitigation success overly
optimistic, for example exec summary says may, text says This objection refers to failure to
could and will. Page 149 FEIS falsley says all local laws
characterize traffic and habitat
apply. Mining is exempt from zoning. They paint a picture impacts.
of compliance but ignore our involvement.

DEIS, Saxe, 4, 478, 480, 482, 497,
516, 518, 533, 656

Comment on misinformation relate to the
failure of the process to meet the obligation to
accurately assess the impacts.

y and contrary to
cooperator agreement

30

Page 4

This pattern continues in
responses. Issues raised left out
(traffic safety, PCRRH). Comment
responses have no numbering
system to facilaitate finding and
responding to prior comments.
The summary table is 79 pages long
with many comment responses per
page and therefore very difficult to
reference or use in formulating
objections. Furthermore in several
places the responses indicate that
the FS provided expanded public
review time. It should be noted
that the intial releases all occurred
during holiday periods including
Christmas and Independance Day.
Both times when desert dwellers
vacation. The times were
expanded upon appeal. The
response makes it sound as though
the FS proactively did so. There is a
pattern of factual
mispreperesentation, bias and
obsfucation.

O

A

B

Direct Impacts on Impacts
various resources Identification

31
32

C

D

By concluding that an impact is relatively small and
therefore is insignificant belies the intent of NEPA which is This objection refers to failure to
to identify impacts and alternatives in order to avoid or
characterize riparian, traffic, visual
mitigate those impacts. This fatal flaw occurs in economic and economic impacts.
and traffic safety sections as well as others.

E

F

G

H

Saxe, PC DEIS Comment 7, 389 &
Comments on impact characterization relate
649 - The relative impacts rational
directly to the flawed statistical criteria by
for determination of no significant
which they are summarily dismissed.
impact

Does not meet NEPA

I

Y

J

K

Y

L

M

N

Road improvements and provison of
emergency response equipement do not
mitigate for loss of life and injury
Supplemental EIS with
associated with the project. Direct
Referenced in Appendix G, general additional analysis and
impacts on flora and fuana and related
baseline assessment
secondary impacts on cultural practices,
recreational activities and economics are
not mitigated.

Geology

Ch 3 geology

induced seismicity

Effects analysis

Effects on resources

Scoping comment: what is the
stability of project features….in
event of an earthquake?

The comment was responded to by
acknowledging the potential for induced
seismicity in the FEIS.

The comment was responded to be
acknowledging the potential for induced
seismicity in the FEIS. The FEIS says it is
possible but should not exceed design
magnitude! Nothing about frequency.
This is new and troubling information. The
FEIS also presents NEW information in the
Appendix about the challenge presented
by pore pressure and the difficulty with
dewatering. Could seismicity trigger rock
bursts, especially if there are problems
with pore pressure?

EIS must address significant effects to
the human environment. FEIS
discloses that induced seismicity is
expected. Analysis of effects of
induced seismicity was limited to
direct impacts to the mine, not to
surrounding land uses or forest
resources, or indirect such as changes
in aquifers.

Faults added to updated geological map
and overlay added of preferred alternative
in PAFEIS; faults displace Tertiary unit.
Faults are complex (geotechnical text on p.
166). Additional characterization "would
not provide any additiona understanding
of the local or regional hydrogeologic
framework."

They acknowledge there are faults
but don't consider how changes in
flow caused by the mine might
interact with the fault system. This
explicit discussion will be important
later when water levels are
interpreted and recalibrated. Should
have been considered in the
development of the groundwater
model.

Disclose expected
frequency and analyze for
effects outside the mine,
direct, indirect and
cumulative.

33

Ch 3 geology

Characterize faults

Get more information into DEIS

Preferential directions of flow,
Poor characterization of the fault situation
effects to groundwater-dependent Fonseca, DEIS, 165 requested SEIS,
near the pit means that preferetial flow paths
resources including water quality, 166, 169, 177
were mis-characterized.
riparian

Geology

Pit pore pressure
monitoring not just
slope stability
monitoring

Forest should require monitoring and mitigation of
referenced pressures for stability of pit, with standards
based on the pit configuration that is actually approved by
the Forest in the approved Mine Plan of Operation. This
requested monitoring and mitigation measure is different
than and in addition to FS-SR-04.

Pertains to monitoring and
operation of the mine, especially
slope stability and design slope
and therefore pit dimensions,
worker safety.

Transmission line, communication DEIS 642, map of military air
space, SEIS for impacts to air
towers (if any, see below) and
space.
electromagnetic emissions

34

35
36

37

38
39

41

There is new information in the FEIS
This requested monitoring and mitigation
Appendices about the difficulty of
measure is different than and in addition to FSreducing pore pressures by vertical
SR-04.
pumping.

Not referenced in Appendix G.

Forest should require
monitoring and reporting of
referenced pressures for
stability of pit

Noise, Bandwidth
Ch. 3 noise,
wilderness and
other topics

Military air travel

what are the effects on military air travel and other
resources if military air travel is affected?

Electromagnetic
Emissions

bandwidth

disclose bandwidth impacts especially in relation to military
(Buffalo Soldiers electronic testing area). It is unclear what Communications and SCADA
electromagnetic emissions may be emitted by the
systems associated with the mine
alternatives, let alone the effects.

DEIS 642, bandwidth
encroachments

Will flight paths be altered and if so, will
altered flight path significantly affect the
human environment?

No

Requests disclosure of bandwidth
encroachments that affect other users,
including military

They failed to analyze or disclose
whether there are effects of any
changes in air travel due to mine

Disclose impacts; mitigate;
Referenced in Appendix G, page G- Establish threshold for
NEPA re-analysis if impacts
8
occur

Disclose impacts to human
environment from mine, transmission
line

Not referenced in Appendix G.

Establish threshold for
NEPA if impacts occur

Air Quality

Air;
Socioeconomic

40

Fonseca, PAFEIS, page 40

Clearly identify all of the
faults that are assumed to
Referenced in Appendix G, page G- be barriers to movement in
one place and use as a
21.
reference for NEPA
reanalysis of model.

FEIS should recognize that not all of Rosemont's
contributions to ozone can be abated, and Rosemont would
"eat up" some of the region's capacity for maintaining the
standards. The FEIS should disclose that required actions
Air quality impacts, sociomight cause socioeconomic impacts if ozone std is
economic impacts, transportation
mitigation of ozone
exceeded; we wanted a photochemical model to be used;
impacts
we wanted replacement of all internal combustion engine
involved in pumping water and tailings with electricity to
reduce air pollution due to ozone (July 29, 2009 letter to
Jeanine Derby from CHH)

DEIS 647; July 29, 2009 letter to
Derby; Sarah Walters PAFEIS
comment about Table 12

Each comment connects Rosemont individual
contribution to the larger issue of the region
meeting the ozone standard, and the effects on
others outside the mine

Horn, August 14, 2013,
Cooperative Agency Review, Pg.
101.

The objection and comment are the same

There are broad socioeconomic
impacts if ozone standard is
exceeded; the potential for
exceedance is unacceptable

Inadequate treatment of ozone and
socioeconomic effects. Rosemont FEIS
shows that the mine will increase ozone
precursors, but FEIS does not address
indirect or cumulative effects on ozone or Referenced in Appendix G, G-25
ozone compliance. There is no
requirement to use electrical supply on
Forest lands as an alternative to diesel,
and no mitigation on haul trucks.

we wanted replacement of
all internal combustion
engine involved in pumping
water and tailings with
electricity to reduce air
pollution due to ozone (July
28, 2009 letter to Jeanine
Derby from CHH)

Socioeconomics and Environmental Justice

Ch. 3 Socioeconomics

U.S.F.S. states "there would be minimal demands on the
local housing supply during the operational phase of the
mine" (pg. 1101). The Service then states Indirect Revenue
Impacts would be "approximately $107.6 million for State
and local governments over the life of the mine" (pg. 1104).
Taxes and Revenues - The $107.6 million Indirect Revenue Impacts cited are
based on the study by Applied Economics (2011, Figure 10,
Indirect Revenue
Effects analysis
pg. 14), which included $58.2 million of NEW city and
Impacts during
operational phase of county property tax revenues in the $107.6 million. The
Applied Economics study derives the $58.2 million for
mine
property taxes because it assumes newly constructed
housing to satisfy all of the indirect-related impact of the
mine. If the Service assumes minimal demands on local
housing, then the amount of city and county property tax
revenues must then be reduced accordingly.

No

No

42

Page 5

Generally referenced Appendix G,
G-59

Revise the effects analysis

O

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

Socioeconomics
Employment

job losses & pattern This objection refers to failure to accuratley assess job
of misinformation
losses.

This objection refers to failure to
accuratley assess job losses.

DEIS, Saxe 654, 656 & 657

Comments on job losses relate directly to the
economic impacts.

y inconsistent standards
applied to job losses vs job
creation

Socioeconomic

This objection refers to failure to characterize job loss
spending calculation impacts. Methods used to calculate spending for lost jobs
is different than that used for jobs created

This objection refers to failure to
characterize job loss impacts.

Saxe, DEIS 658, 659 & 661

Comments on jobs lost relate directly to the
economic impact of the project.

y

Property Value
impact

This objection refers to failure to
characterize impacts on property
values.

DEIS, Saxe, 660.

Comments on property values relate directly
to economic impact of the project.

This conclusion contradicts
FS Plan and DEIS cited
studies asserting that there
is positive relationship
between proximity of the
Coronado and property
values in the study area.

Saxe, DEIS 654 & 666

comment and objection are the same.

contrary to cooperator
agreement, incluson of
trust land specifically
prohibited by The Multiple
Surface Use Act

Canfield. The Golder Model report
is not available as supporting data
on the EIS report or the
rosemonteis.us website.
Therefore, the conclusion that the
'Rosemont Copper modeling is
reasonable and appropriate…' is
unsupported by the analysis
presented (08-14-13 letter).

If the public and jurisdictions are unable to
follow the line of reasoning presented by the
mine because of confusing naming schemes,
they are effectively preventing from the
opportunity to provide effective comments.

43

44

Socioeconomics:
Property Values

impact on property values underestimated and based on
unsubstantiated conclusions

J

K

L

M

N

fails to accurately characterize job
losses

Generally referenced Appendix G,
G-59

increase mitiation to
include lost recreation
opportunity replacement

fails to accurately characterize
spending

Generally referenced Appendix G,
G-59

supplemental SEIS

Referenced in Appendix G, G-59

45
Pima County has exceptional open space values not typical This objection refers to
Community Values
levels of service. Inclusion of tribal trust land as public
characterization of the existing
and Level of service
open space is incorrect.
level of service.

46 Socioeconomic
47

includes false information

Not referenced in Appendix G.

acknowledge OS value as
exceptional and exclude
trust land from OS calcs

Not reference in Appendix G

The FEIS should adopt a
consistent naming scheme
that is used in the FEIS, so
that readers can follow the
supporting documentation.
A revised FEIS should then
be re-issued, and new
comment period allowed.

Surface Water Quantity/Quality

Surface Water
Quantity-- (GS)

The naming scheme for referenced studies is inconsistent,
arbitrary and capricous, so evaluting the claims in the FEIS
leaves an unfair burden on people providing comment. For
example, the 'Golder Model' is repeatedly referenced in the
FEIS (e.g. p 402). However, it is not available under
'Golder' in the referenced studies on the EIS website.
Citing of Hydrologic
Instead, by looking at other memos, I was able to
Studies to support
determine that the referenced study on the EIS website is
FEIS Conclusions
most likely, (but not assuredly) 'Baxter and Patterson,
2012.' However 'Baxter and Patterson, 2012' is not cited in
the FEIS. The USFS is being arbitrary and capricious in citing
supporting evidence sometimes by the name of the
consulting company and sometimes by the name of the
individual writing the study for the consulting company.

The understanding of the mine's
hydrologic impact and the public
safety are dependent on the
modeling effort.

Y

48

Surface Water
Quality

water body
monitoring

monitor for new water bodies inadvertently created and
when detected, monitor for surface water compliance

Monitoring plan

DEIS-321, 387. ADEIS 8-1-2011
page 14,

Comments request monitoring of surface
water quality at water bodies, including those
inadvertently created by mine

There is no discussion of this in the body
of the text nor appendix B. There is some
discussion that addresses the compliance
point dam and how it will not impact WQ,
but it is unresponsive to our comment,
which was not about the compliance dam:
Cooperating agencies have commented on
the potential for unregulated discharge of
stormwater that has been in contact with
ore bodies and mine processing facilities
in the event that the compliance point
dam is overtopped and destroyed, which
could happen with some frequency. This
concern is based on a misunderstanding of
the purpose of the compliance point dam.
The stormwater reaching the compliance
point dam is not halted or permanently
retained by the dam in any way and will
flow downstream in any case. The dam
allows for some settling of sediment,
detains stormwater temporarily, and
allows for a convenient location to collect
stormwater samples. The dam does not,
however, prevent stormwater from
flowing downstream.

It is unclear whether the Forest
Service expects there to be any water
bodies in the PCAs or elsewhere due
to seepage or impoundment, other
than the compliance dam. The
No mitigation is provided.
expectations need to be clear, and if
there are inadvertent water bodies
created, disclose the impacts on other
resources, such as biology.

Provide for visual
identification and water
quality monitoring new
water bodies in unplanned
locations.

49

Ch 3 water quality

standards for As and APP does not set limits for U and limit for As will be state's
less stringent standard.
U

Effects analysis

DEIS comment 318, standards set
in APP will not protect
groundwater quality for drinking
water use.

Generally referenced in Appendix
G, page G-36.

Objection and comment are the same

50

Page 6

FEIS should should set
criteria for NEPA reanalysis
that are more stringtent
than states. FS-GW-02 does
not address these
constituents. Even if it did,
it allows Rosemont to set
the criteria for thresholds
and suspension of sampling.
Forest Service should set
the standards for As and U
reanalysis.

O

A

Ch. 3 surface
water quality

51
52

B
Suspended
sediment
concentration in
AAC 18-11-109D or
narrative standards
at Aac R18-11-108
from sw runoff from
waste or tailings

C
statement that waste and tails are not anticipated to
exceed SW quality stds does not take into account
possibility for dsicharge to exceed numeric standard for
suspended sediment concentration in AAC 18-11-109D or
narrative standards at AAC R18-11-108.

D

Effects analysis

E

DEIS comment 319

F

Comment and objection are the same

G

H

I

J

K

Yes, new information that TSS for Barrel
can be as high as 34,000 ppm, and that
exceedances of metails in stormwater is
observed.

L

M

Outstanding Water is downstream.

N

Disclose potential for
exceedances and revise
effects analysis if
warranted.

Seeps, Springs, and Riparian Areas

Effects on waters
and streams

Definition of ephemeral fails to consider where depth to
water is shallow, and relationship to vegetation.
Definitions and stream classification still does not
distinguish ephemeral streams from those underlain by
Ephemeral streams
shallow groundwater areas. By relying on Westland veg
with shallow
mapping, FEIS fails to recognize the significance of shallow
groundwater
groundwater in creating conditions for wetland species that
may not occur now but can be present given climatic and
sediment transport variations that characterize our
watercourses.

Comment p. 6 connects definitions to
conclusions of effects.PAFEIS p. 86 points out
shallow groundwater tables; p. 85 points out
Effects analysis for riparian
EIS discounts springs as evidence of regional
vegetation and by extension
aquifer; p. 85 also points out that many
wildlife habitat features that may PAFEIS comment on p. 6 and
ephemeral streams have shallow water tables;
include shade, thermal shelter etc. elsewhere in Chapter.PAFEIS p. 85
p. 91 provides a map of shallow water tables
and 86, p. 91 Fonseca; p. 94-95
and by extension ecosystem
that was provided by E. L. Montgomery to
Fonseca
functions such as subsurface
Rosemont and discusses more problems with
storage of water and contaminant
the FEIS approach; p. 94 and 95 provide
transport
information about intermittent streams in the
area that have been classified as ephemeral in
the FEIS.

Results in underconsideration of the
effects on wetland and riparian
vegetation and stream function. FEIS
discounts the effects of the mine on
ephemeral stream systems that
possess shallow water tables; and
discounts the significance of this
stream type to stream functions and
plants that utilize the moisture
gradients provided by shallow water
tables.

Revise effects analysis

Results in underconsideration of the
effects on wetland and riparian
vegetation

Revise effect analysis to
include Pima County
evidence of intermittent
flow and shallow
groundwater and species
composition used in RRH
HM classifications, and
correct mistaken references
to Johnson 1984
classification system in
relation to our ordinance.

53
FEIS says purpose was to identify corridors of wildlife
habitat, but we also characterized HM vegetation based on
water availability. RRH maps and IRA designations do not
rely on the classification of Johnson et al 1984 as cited on p.
495.FEIS continues to mischaracterize stream conditions in
Mischaracterization
the area, and the basis for the County riparian habitat
of Pima County
Seeps and Springs
mapping. Hydroriparian classification can result from
riparian maps;
EITHER vegetation species OR vegetation structure OR
incorrect citation
presence of shallow groundwater. Thus the differences
between the vegetation maps produced by Westland and
the riparian habitat maps by Pima County Regional FLood
Control District are NOT the result of inaccurate vegetation
mapping.

Effects analysis for riparian
vegetation and by extension
wildlife habitat features that may
include shade, thermal shelter etc. PAFEIS comment, problem is still
uncorrected in FEIS p. 493.
and by extension ecosystem
functions such as subsurface
storage of water and contaminant
transport

Comment is about text error, and other relates
to the effect analysis because some of the
designations are because of the presence of
riparian vegetation streucture or water
availability

54

chapter 3, seeps
and springs

55

Effects table does not take into account past, present and
future losses of water table; development-related loss of
riparian areas. We provided information to substantiate
Table 108, summary
lowering of water table, we offered spatially explicit losses Effects analsyis
of effects
of riparian due to the Section 10 permit (MSCP) and passed
along USGS documentation of loss of vegetation that has
already occurred on Davidson.

Comments and objection the same

Evalute mitigation projects
with the Corps-approve
HGM model.

Has a Corps-approved function/condition assessment been
performed for the mitigation projects? I don't see any
information. The Corps developed a hydrogeomorphic
Mitigation
model that was used for six different locations in the Gila
River basin, including the Santa Cruz watershed.

PAFEIS p. 93

Chapter 3, seeps
Temporal losses of
and springs,
HHMP for Waters aquatic resources
of the US

Discuss and provide offsets for any temporal losses of
aquatic reosurce functions that could be caused by this
project and the replacement of aquatic resource functions
at the compensatory mitigation sites

Comments on p. 93 asked for disclosures
relative to NEPA. If there are temporal losses,
PAFEIS. P. 93; PAFEIS p. 95 and 96
they must be compensated by Corps.
with regard to sever-and-transfer
Comment on p. 95 and 96 discusses potential
for sever and transfer to be delayed.

Disclose temporal losses in
the FEIS. Assure
compensation.

PAFEIS p. 85 Myers line 1

consider the impacts and
revise the effects analysis.

Effects analysis, mitigation

57

59

The effects of the action
alternative should be
superimposed or added to
the losses from the NoAction alternative,
projected out 30 years.

chapter 3, seeps
Functional
and springs;
HHMP for Waters assessment
of US

56

58

PAFEIS 87 and 93 Fonseca

FEIS discusses some of the references but
All three comments on page 87 and on p. 93
no changes were made to the table and
relate to the deficiences with respect to the No
not all of the information was obtained or
Action Alternative.
utilized.

FEIS does not discuss changes in recharge due to changes in
ephemeral flow. Mountain front recharge is primarily the
Seeps, Streams
recharge of ephemeral flows and should be considered as
and Groundwater Changes in recharge
Effects analysis
such. FEIS also has not considered how the changed
Quantity
location of recharge affects drawdown or pit refill, as
requested previously.

Comment and objection are same.

Cultural Resources

Page 7

O

A

B

C

The enormous scale of the impacts from the Selected
Action on significant cultural resources will result in the
unacceptable loss of cultural heritage by the Tohono
O'odham Nation and other concerned Tribes from the great
number of archaeological sites, contemporary sacred sites
and important places, cultural landscapes, especially, the
Ce:wi Duag Traditional Cultural Property, that will be
utterly destroyed and forever lost. Foremost among these
losses will be an as yet unknown number of human burials
that will be destroyed, in spite of the archaeological data
Chapter 3 Cultural Heritage loss to TON
recovery sampling employed, required by Section 106 of
Resources
and other tribes
the NHPA, which is outlined in the MOA, and detailed in the
HPTP, human burial remains, associated grave goods, and
funerary objects are bound to be missed by the mitigation
treatment. A similar scale of loss of Euroamerican heritage
resources will occur, including the potential loss of human
burial remains, from the obliteration of so many historic
sites representing historical land use (ranching and mining)
and lifeways (townsites). The heritage values of all Pima
County residents are threatened by the Rosemont Mine
MPO.

D

E

F

June 30, 2011 DEIS Jurisdictional
Comments
Chapter 3,Cultural
Resources/ Mitigation
Effectiveness and Remaining
Effects, p31 lines 41-43; p31
Section 106, NHPA; and
Irretrievable
and Irreversible Commitment
of Resources, p22 lines 1-21

Pima County continues to share the concerns
of the Tohono O'odham Nation and other
concerned Tribes about the sheer scale and
extent of destruction to significant cultural
resources, sacred places, and other culturally
and historically important places, and that
these massive impacts will forever negatively
alter the cultural landscape of the Santa Rita
Mountains, destroying or permanently
damaging sacred places and human burial
remains. The County especially objects to
these impacts occurring on public lands, where
in this case the Coronado's mandate to
preserve and protect cultural and natural
resources withinn the Forest appears to be an
unwarranted presumption. The County
comments illustrate the magnitude of the
adverse effects from the MPO on cultural
heritage of the Tohono O'odham Nation and
the Euroamerican community. Pima County
supports and shares the concerns expressed
by the Tohono O'odham and other consulted
Tribal representatives; the value of the
proposed mine to the people of Pima County is
extremely limited, but the short- and longterm costs and permanent losses are immense
and simply cannot be justified.

This comment addresses the
scientific information potential
these resources possess and the
January 1, 2012 DEIS Comments,
potentuial to lose the information
Chapter 3 Heritage Resources:
even though archaeological data
Comments 602,
recovery will be done, per Section
106 of the NHPA, and according to
the project MOa and HPTP.

F. This comment concerns the scientific
information potential these resources possess
and the objective of mitigation treatments to
recover as much of the information as possible
through archaeological data recovery and
other archaeological and historic
investigations. Recovery of scientific
information mitigates effect, but at the
proposed scale of loss, too much information
will be irretrievably lost, preventing present
and future researchers from ever addressing
archaeological or historic questions about
these resources. This represents a significant
scientific loss and is inaccurately termed
unavoidable, because selection of the No
Action Alternative would result in no negative
effect or information loss.

Requirement to address adverse
effects of the undertaking on
historic properties and cultural
resources, under NEPA, the
National Historic Preservation Act,
Section 106 (36 CFR 800), the State
Historic Preservation Office, the
Arizona Antiquities Act, and the
Arizona Historic Preservation Act.

G

H

60

Loss of scientific
Chapter 3 Cultural knowledge about
Archaeology and
Resources
History

The enormous scale of the impacts on significant cultural
resources from the Selected Action will result of the
immense and irretrievable loss of scientific knowledge
about prehistoric and historic sites and significant cultural
resources, sacred places, and other culturally and
historically important places and the social and economic
lifeways they represent is similarly unacceptable. Foremost
among these losses will be an as yet unknown number of
human burials that will be destroyed, in spite of the
archaeological data recovery sampling employed, required
by Section 106 of the NHPA, which is outlined in the MOA,
and detailed in the HPTP, human burial remains, associated
grave goods, and funerary objects are bound to be missed
by the mitigation treatment. A similar scale of loss of
Euroamerican heritage resources will occur, including the
potential loss of human burial remains, from the
obliteration of so many historic sites representing historical
land use (ranching and mining; townsites) and lifeways.
These massive impacts will forever negatively alter the
cultural landscape of the Santa Rita Mountains, the Ce:wi
Duag Traditional Cultural Property, destroying or
permanently damaging sacred places and human burial
remains, and removing the archaeological and historic
resources forever from the reach of scientific inquiry.

61
These comments concern the
Tohono O'odham Nation's
recognition of the Santa Rita
Mountains as the Ce:wi Duag
Traditional Cultural Property and
the Huefano Buttem TCP. They
Pima County shares the concerns of the tribes about the
consider the TCPs in terms of the
scale of potential damage and extent of destruction to
requirement to address adverse
significant cultural resources, sacred places, and other
effects of the undertaking on
culturally and historically important places, of the Ce:wi
historic properties and cultural
Duag and Huerfano Butte Traditional Cultural Properties,
and that these massive impacts will forever negatively alter resources, under NEPA, the
National Historic Preservation Act,
the cultural landscape of the Santa Rita Mountains,
Section 106 (36 CFR 800), the State
destroying or permanently damaging sacred places and
Chapter 3 Cultural TCP cultural and
Historic Preservation Office, the
human burial remains, and removing the archaeological
sacred loss to Tribes
Resources
Arizona Antiquities Act, and the
resources and sacred sites forever from the cultural
Arizona Historic Preservation Act.
universe of the living Tohono O’odham communities and
the other Tribes for whom the TCPs are sacred. The County The Santa Rita Mountains are
important for the plants, animals,
especially objects to these impacts occurring on public
lands, which are supposed to ensure the preservation and springs, ancestral homes,
protection of cultural and natural resources. The Coronado ancestral burials, and ancestral
is failing its moral obligation to preserve lands held sacred religious places that are embedded
by the Tribes.
within this
natural landscape, all of which
have tremendous present day
cultural and religious
importance to them.

62
63

January 1, 2012 DEIS Comments,
Chapter 3 Heritage Resources:
Comments 603, 604, 606. June
30, 2011 DEIS Jurisdictional
Comments Chapter 3, Cultural
Resources/Consultation with
Tribal Governments, Results
of Consultation, p18 lines 3343; p19 lines 1-8; PAFEIS p. 97
Fonseca with respect to springs

Pima County supports the the Tohono
O'odham Nation in recognizing and obtaining
NFS and SHPO agreement that the Santa Rita
Mountains encompass a cultural landscape
that is extremely important to the Nation, the
Ce:wi Duag Traditional Cultural Property. The
Ce:wi Duag remains inadequately inventoried
and assessed to identify its true cultural, social,
economic, and spiritual value to the Nation.
This means the effects and proposed
mitigation treatments of the Rosemont MPO
on the TCP are inadequately defined and will
not be appriopriate or adequate mitigation of
adverse effects to the many culturally and
economically important components and
sacred places of the TCP.

Groundwater Quality/Quantity/Geochemistry
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I

J

K

L

M

N

O

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Groundwater
Quality

Evaluation should not be limited to ore that is processed.
Should also evaluate fate of miling process chemicals and
Groundwater
their breakdown products. Of particular importance here
quality: Carbon
are xanthates and carbon disulfide. Carbon disulfide is
disulfide, xanthates regulated under ARS 49-243(l) so that the applicant must
limit discharge to the maximum extent practicalbe
regardless of cost.

Effects analysis

Jim DuBois, ADEIS additional
comments, 2011.08.01

Objection and comment are the same

Pit lake, Chapter
3, throughout

Failure to analyze
water saved due to
backfill

Alternative analysis, effects
analysis

DEIS, Meyers p 181, and others,
PAFEIS, Meyers, page 8

Comments provide more technical detail about
No
the objection

64

More than 90,000 acre-feet of water will reside in a full pit
lake, and 100s of af will evaporate each year. This is a loss
to local aquifer system that the FEIS does not consider.

H

Impact on Water
Resources - Adverse
Impacts of mine
supply pumping on
tribal water
resources

CNF basis with conclusion of consistency with ARS 27-2711
is not apparent. should revise the EIS to address the direct
Effects analysis, monitoring
and indirect impacts to tribal water resources, and to add a
NEPA trigger for reanalysis and mitigation

PA/FEIA CHH 8/14/13 DEIS CHH
01/18/12 ADEIS CHH 6/30/11

Comments asked for disclosures relative to
SAWRSA obligations

66

Chapter 3 Groundwater
Quantity

Impact on Water
Resources Potential for
Subsidence not
addressed (pg
454/496)

Groundwater
Quantity

reporting water
used annuallly in
relation to NEPA.
This issue is
different than OAGW-07 which is
reporting water
pumped from
TAMA, and it is
different from the
objection about
disclosing the
specific locations of
wells or other waterrelated facilities on
Forest land.

Groundwater
Quantity

reporting gw used
on Forest land in
relation to Forest
resources. This issue
is different than OAGW-07 which is
reporting water
pumped from
TAMA, and different
than the objection
above.

KC: This objection refers to the
potential for subsidence to occur
as a result of project groundwater
PA/FEIA CHH 8/14/13 DEIS CHH
withdrawal. The incremental
CNF should revise the EIS to include additional information
01/18/12 ADEIS CHH 6/30/11
withdrawal for the mine water
on the potential for subsidence
(Fonseca, pg 39)
supply would contribute to the
overall groundwater withdrawal
and land subsidence in the
Sahuarita area.

67

FEIS is based on a limited amount of water being removed
from groundwater system by dewatering. Reporting is
essential to determine when the NEPA assumption has
been exceeded.

Monitoring and reporting in
relation to NEPA re-analysis

KC:Comments about subsidence relate to the
adverse impacts that will result from
groundwater pumping to support mining
operations. The potential for subsidence in the
Cienega Valley was not addressed outside the
mine operations area (8/14/13 PA/DEIS
comments from CHH). Groundwater models
were inadequate as they are based on a 20year mine life, but the PA/EIA Says 24.5 to 30
years. CNF did not fully analyze impacts to
county-owned wells, individual domestic wells
and numerous other wells, therefore the
potential for subsidence was not adequately
evaluated (1/16/14 Initial Review of FEIS to
BOS from CHH)

DEIS comments, Fonseca:
“However, the Forest Service can
require reporting in exchange for
the permission to use Forest land
to transport the water via truck or
pipeline, and in fact should require
this reporting per FSM standards.”
“According to US Forest Service
Comments request reporting; reporting is
groundwater management policy,
needed to understand when NEPA trigger is
annual reporting of withdrawals
met.
on Forest land in cubic feet of
water is required. The Coronado
should require reporting of
pumped water on Forest lands,
and reporting of water in pipelines
authorized for the transportation
of water across Forest land.”

J

K

L

At a minimum, disclose effects to
Forest resources.

FEIS states based on groundwater
modeling it appears Rosemont will not
violate ARS 45-2711, but does not show
ADWR's analysis or determination.
Groundwater wells in Sahuarita area
already drilled and were reviewed and
approved by ADWR. FEIS states that based
on modeling to support the FEIS, it does
not appear that impacts from Rosemont
ARS45-2711
water supply pumping would intersect
with the Nation boundary in a way that
would violate statutory restrictions--10foot drawdown just touches the boundary
of the Nation after 20 years of pumping.
FEIS also discloses that mine life is 30
years, not 20, so now model is not
reflecting the need for 30 years of
pumping.

It is arbitrary to state that
there will be no violation if
the information is not
available or is inconsistent
with the years of mine life.

FEIS says incremental withdrawal for mine
water supply would contribute to the
overall groundwater withdrawal and land
subsidence in the Sahuarita area. Land
subsidence is likely to continue

N

State whether or not there
are significant effects to the
human environment

The FEIS specifies creation of a pit
lake is good for groundwater
quality. This may be true, but the
amount of water creates a huge
deficit in the local groundwater
system.

Figure 49 does not show the
boundary of the Tohono O'Odham
Nation

Analyzed in
Chapter 3, but
CNF believes it is
speculative to
assign a specific
amount since
groundwater
pumping for the
mine water
supply is 14-18%
of net
groundwater
pumping in GV
area

M

Not addressed in Appendix G

Failure to analyze
partial or
Failure to even consider the
complete backfill
loss of water from the
which would save
aquifer
most of this
water.

65

Chapter 3 Groundwater
Quantity (TON
SAWRSA)

I

We ask for an analysis
based on 30 year mine life,
or stipulation that the well
field will only be used 20
years.

No information about how groundwater
impacts to the TON will be mitigated, or if
there is a mitigation trigger, or who is
responsible, or a monitoring plan.

Addressed in Appendix G, G-32

For new authorizations, care should be taken
to assure that the appropriate provisions are
included to apply the regulations at 36 CFR
251.56(B)(v). Continued monitoring of
water developments on NFS lands is
necessary to verify that their operation
remains in the interest of the affected
public.

Not referenced in Appendix G

They addressed the
disclosure of volume we
requested. But reporting
requirements are needed as
part of mitigation to detect
when NEPA re-analysis is
needed.

2541.04c - Forest Supervisors
Maintain and update annually the Forest's
water uses, requirements, and rights
P. 41: During construction of the water
inventory. For new authorizations, care
supply pipeline, water would be drawn
should be taken to assure that the
from existing wells in and around the
project site in order to supply construction appropriate provisions are included to apply
the regulations at 36 CFR 251.56(B)(v).
activities." p.44-45 groundwater control
by BADCT during operation (p. 45) There Continued monitoring of water
developments on NFS lands is necessary to
is also a requirement for monitoring of
verify that their operation remains in the
certain existing wells, but not any new
interest of the affected public. The proposal
wells on FS land.
to pump or transport water must not impair
NFS resources (FSM 2702 & 2541.34).

Not referenced in Appendix G

Require reporting of
volumes transported and
volumes pumped.

"A much smaller amount of water would
be obtained from storwmwater ….and pit
dewatering…"p. xvii. More specifically, a
total of 13,000 to 18,500 af from pit
dewatering. Page xxx. Used in processing
or dust control (p. 43).

68

Require reporting of gw pumping volumes and change of
water levels to FS as a condition of use of Forest land: the
Forest Service can require reporting in exchange for the
permission to use Forest land to transport the water via
truck or pipeline, and in fact should require this reporting
per FSM standards.

Monitoring and reporting

DEIS comments, Fonseca about
Comment relates reporting to Forest
failure to conform with Forest
stewardship responsibility
groundwater policy and reporting

69

Page 9

O

A

Groundwater
Quantity

B

Groundwater
modeling

C

D

E

F

Correct errors, omissions and misstatements in the FEIS
Effects due to groundwater
about County groundwater model and the County's review drawdowns and changes in
of the other two models
gradients

DEIS 245, 246, 259, 260

Comments are the same as the objection

Set threshold for NEPA compliance and mitigation

DEIS, 162, 163

Original comments have been addressed in
FEIS by saying TENORM will not happen, but
FEIS response does not identify a threshold at
which NEPA review would be needed.

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

DEIS concluded County
method was not peer
reviewed. It was. Further
county requested FS
conduct its own peer
review. Furthermore
response misrepresents
cooperator involvement by
stating we "reviewed" their
models. It should be noted
that upon review we found
them grossly inadeaquate
and reccomended using PC
methods.

N

use county model in SEIS
effects analysis

70
Groundwater
Quality/Geology/
TENORM
Geochemistry,
Appendix
B
71

72

74

Yes, the prediction is that tailings will not
concentrate radioactive materials, but no
explicit threshold is identified.

There is no implementable
response or NEPA trigger

Set threshold or trigger for
NEPA compliance and
mitigation

Visual Resources

Transporation Rt
83 Scenic Quality

73

Monitoring and mitigation Plan

response
inadequacy

Saxe, DEIS 60, 497, 503, 510, 521,
524 comments pertaining to
This objection refers to visual
blight of the "Rosemont Lanform". visual resources, analysis, and
impacts

Comments about visual resources impacted
relate to specific regional economic impacts
which have been underestimated and
summarily dismissed. Furthermore the
truthfulness of the EIS and preferred
alternative. Most significantly this comment
relates to the complete mischaracterization of
the selected alternative and therefore the
flaws in the EIS and ROD. This alternative was
selected so that Rosmeont could mine future
claims this is stated as a reason the Sycamore
Aletrantive was not.

This objection raises the fact that
while fatality rates increases are
calculated the population basis is
flawed and they are weighed
against too large of a pool.

Comments on traffic safety relate to public
safety. Comments on biased modelling relate
to validity of conclusions

Y

FS summarily dismisses
need to improve 83 by
stating ADOT does not
intend to widen it to four
lanes. Obviosly there are
other measures which could
be considered. Another
indication the Supervisor is
acting without adequate
information or
understanding. SEIS
Generally addressed in Appendix G, required. Further the
argument by the proponent
G-46
that there is no legal access
across their fee lands is
incorrect. Historic roads
whether or not county
maintained are legal by
adverse posession and
historic use. As a "fence
out" state in Az landowners
including Augusta must
provide an alternate route
for historic roads it closes.

FS response
suggest visual
analysis and adot
criteria indicate
no impact of
preferred
alternative. This
is absurd. The
visual blight
created by miles
of rill eroded
tailing piles
blocking the view
of what was once
a ridgeline is
pure whitewash
and indicates the
lack of
reasonablenes of
the analysis and
conclusions

Transportation

Traffic Safety

increased fatality
and accident rates

fails to identify impacts and issues

75

Transportation/Ac
Sahuarita Road
cess and Traffic
Traffic Impacts
Safety

Traffic impacts to Sahuarita Road not disclosed, nor
mitigation proposed.

Saxe, DEIS 547, 579, 580, 701

Multiple comments state failure to disclose
traffic impacts to Sahuarita Road.

Impacts and Mitigation

PAFEIS p. 105-106, Crowe

Impacts and Mitigation

comments question traffic analysis and raise
PAFEIS p. 102, 105, 106, 107, 112.
concerns regarding traffic safety on SR 83 and
Crowe
lack of adequate mitigation

Y

use of population instead of traffic for
fatality rates is unnacceptable

Generally discussed in Appendix G,
G-53.

No

NEPA requires full disclosure of all
environmental impacts

Traffic analysis is inadequate and
Traffic analysis is does not fully disclose direct and
indirect effects (traffic impacts) to
inadequate
Saharita Road.

No mitigation is proposed to address
impacts to Sahuarita Road.

Provide additional traffic
analysis and quantify
impacts to Sahuarita Road,
then propose mitigation
measures to address those
impacts such as repaving
and repairing Sahuarita
Road.

No

Highway Capacity Manual 2000, pages 2021, "… all grades of 3 percent or more with a
length of 0.6 miles or more must be
analyzed as specifid upgrades or
downgrades"

Traffic analysis does not disclose
Traffic analysis is
traffic and safety impacts of truck
inadequate
traffic on SR 83.

Proposed mitigation for State Route 83 is
inadequate to address traffic safety
concerns related to increased traffic
impacts.

Provide additional
mitigation measures
including, but not limited to,
truck passing lanes on State
Route 83 and roadway
shoulder reconstruction.

76

Transportation/Ac State Route 83
traffic safety
cess and Traffic
impacts
Safety

Mitigation not sufficient to address safety concerns.

77

Chapter 3

78
79

Adverse transportation impacts are anticipated on county
Transportation/Acce roads but are not disclosed and mitigated. County
Effects analysis
roadways include but are not limited to Sahuarita Road and
ss impacts
Santa Rita Road.

Crowe, DEIS and PAFEIS

Comment and objection are the same

Yes, NEPA, which requires discussion of all
environmentally adverse affects.

N

Soils and Revegetation

Page 10

The analysis is inadequate for direct,
indirect and cumulative impacts to
county roadways, including but not
limited to Sahuarita Road and Santa
Rita Road.

Proposed mitigation does not address
anticipated impacts to county roadways
including, but not limited to, Sahuarita
Road and Santa Rita Road.

Traffic study should
evaluate anticpated impacts
Generally discussed in Appendix G, to county roadways
including but not limited to
G-53.
Sahuarita Road and Santa
Rita Road.

O

A

Soils and
Revegetation /
Chapter 3

B

C

Soil calculations based on a nominal 12 inches of soil
thickness for reclamation of the total waste rock and
tailings mound results in a significant underestimation of
Soil availability for
the actual soil needed, due to: placement of soil onto
final reclamation
irregular waste rock surfaces, the need to replace soils
and post-closure
during concurrent reclamation due to soil loss prior to
revegetation period
vegetation establishment, and the need to replace soils
during the post-reclamation period due to soil loss prior to
vegetation establishment and slope stability.

D

E

Volume of soil needed for
Krieski - PA draft FEIS, pp. 158 concurrent reclamation, final
reclamation, and post-reclamation 160
slope rehabilitation operations

F

G

H

I

Comment and objection are the same

J

K

L

M

N

Not sure on the category for this Without the determination of realistic
volumes of soil which will be needed
for reclamation of the waste rock and
tailings mounds, Rosemont Copper
may run out of soil and be unable to
satisfy the requirements of the final
Reclamation and Closure Plan. As a
result, revegetation of the upper
landform sideslopes and upper
surfaces may not be possible without
the development of new off-site soil
borrow areas and associated
reclamation projects.

The Forest Service should
require Rosemont Copper
to perform professional
calculations of the volume
of soil which will be needed
to achieve a minimum 1 ft
thickness for total mine
reclamation operations on
waste rock surfaces. The
Generally addressed in Appendix G,
calculations must
G-72
specifically account for the
irregular rock surface, soil
loss prior to revegetation
success both for concurrent
reclamation operations and
the post-reclamation period
prior to full revegetation
establishment and
associated soil stability.

Not sure on the category for this impacts of not having soils needed for
final reclamation include inability to
properly revegetate the site as
stipulated in the FEIS and Final
Reclamation and Closure Plan, and an
inability to replace soil loss during the
post-reclamation period until such
time the revegetation operation is
determined to be complete by the
Coronado Forest Service.

The Forest Service should
require Rosemont Copper
to clearly demonstrate how
on-site soils will be
managed throughout the
mine life. Demonstrate soil
availability for final
reclamation of the Waste
Generally addressed in Appendix G,
Rock and Tailings mound
G-72
still required at the end of
Year 15. If some 600,000 cy
of stored soil per the FEIS,
where will the additional >
2,000,000 cy of soil be
found for final reclamation
and post-reclamation soil
needs?

80

Soils and
Revegetation /
Chapter 3

Two soil stockpile locations (#3 and #4) are planned on the
surface of the Tailings and Waste Rock disposal mound at
Soil availability for
the end of Year 15. However, the volume capacity of these
final reclamation
two soil stockpiles is greater than 2M cubic yards short of
and post-closure
the soil material needed for final reclamation of the site,
revegetation period
and for use during the post-closure period until revegetatin
is determined to be successful.

Availability of adequate soil
reserves to complete final site
reclamation and successful
revegetation

Krieski - PA draft FEIS, pp. 156 157

Comment and objection are the same

81

Soil and
Lack of vegetative
Revegetation/Ch.
success critera
3

FS decided to pull the vegetation success criteria from the
FEIS. There is no basis for comments

Reclamation plan

Fonseca, PAEIS, page 42, See also
"Rosemont Monitoring
comment is the same as objection
Comments_BFP"

The FS wrote: "Speciesspecific predictions of
revegetation success over
time have been removed
from the FEIS,
since there was inadequate
information available to
support those predictions.
Predictions of revegetation
success and monitoring
requirements will be
addressed in a final
revegetation plan, to be
approved by the Coronado
prior to approval of the
final MPO" If there is
inadequate information
now, how will waiting
achieve a different
outcome?

Pulling of success criteria is new

Because the performance measures and
methods are not included, we cannot
judge if it is inadequate. Pulling of the
criteria was despite the fact that the FS
Generally addressed in Appendix G,
had conveened an expert panel to discuss
G-22
these issues during the summer of 2012.
The forest produced draft outline of
standards and ideas, some of which were
never brought forward to the FEIS

Develop reclamation plan
prior to the finalization of
the EIS and provide
cooperators and others
sufficient time to review
and change

82

Ch 3

83

soils
characterization

Performance standards for soil on the reclaimed landform
should be disclosed and required of the applicant. The soil Reclamation plan; Mitigation of
properties approach should be used in developing those
effects
performance standards.

PAFEEIS p. 41 calls for a soil depth and particle
size standard, and asks how much topsoil as
opposed to bedrock is needed; PAFEIS p. 42
requesting soil depth standard; p. 42 asks for
more details about soils. P. 45 Kimoto asks for
PAFEIS p. 41 referring to p. 14;. P. soil moisture and erosion details.
41 referring to 15 and ff; p. 42
referring to p. 27; p. 43 all
comments; p. 45 Kimoto

FSM2250 FS must use soil properties to
assess condition and potential of effects on
soil while planning. FSM 2840 reclamation
The FEIS kicks the can down the road to
is to reclaim consistent with Forest Plan,
the MPO. Only a desired veg condition is
measurable performance standards
specified, and some goals. No measurable
required. But no measurable performance
std for soils.
standards are included in this FEIS. And FS
has not used "soil" properties of mining
landform in planning effects.

Page 11

Can't analyze effects of reclamation
on soils, watershed function, biology
if there are no measurable soil
specifications or soil performance
standards in the EIS.

Not specifically addressed in
Appendix G.

Impose specifications
/standards for soil on wastetailings pile in the FEIS.
Specifications should
include soil properties.

O

A

Biological
Resources/
Chapter3

B

C

D

E

Chiricahua leopard
frog impacts
analysis

Range of impacts from groundwater drawdown is not
expressed in impacts analysis

Analysis of impacts

Mitigation
inaddequate

Use of camera traps for mitigation

Mitigation

PAFEIS, page 139, Powell

Use of camera traps for mitigation

Mitigation

PAFEIS, page 139, Powell

F

G

H

I

J

K
The EIS impacts analysis for the
Chiricahua leopard frog appears to be
based on the listing decision in the
BO, which is itself based on
information that does not reflec the
uncertainty of the groundwater
models and effects on seeps and
springs of the area. For example, the
data that the FWS used is dates to
2010 and there the impacts to Empire
Gulch do not reflect the range of
possible impacts

FEIS states new data about impacts that
will occur to Empire Gulch. An important
population of Chiricahua leopard frog
occurs on this site, but no analysis or
mitigation is given

L

M

The loss of the Empire Gulch population
is not considered in mitiation; given the
Not discussed in Appendix G
importance of this population, additional
mitigation is needed.

Reanalyze using new data
and provide more
mitigation.

comment same as objection

Use of camera traps and/or dung-sniffing
dogs to monitor jaguars can not
Not discussed in Appendix G
reasonably be considered mitigation

Eliminate camera program
and invest in more
meaningful mitiation
measure

comment same as objection

Use of camera traps and/or dung-sniffing
dogs to monitor jaguars can not
Not discussed in Appendix G
reasonably be considered mitigation

Eliminate camera program
and invest in more
meaningful mitiation
measure

Impacts assessment and mitigation has not
been updated to reflect new models

84
Biological
Resources/
85 Chapter3

86

87

Biological Impacts

Biological
Resources/
Chapter3

Mitigation
inaddequate

Document consistently downplays impacts to biological
Biological
Underestimation of resources. They need to be more honest in their
Resources/Chapte
impacts
assessment and provide threshold for impacts that would
r3
be considered significant

Impacts analysis

N

The FEIS consistently states
that " The mine and
ancillary facilities could
result in a loss or alteration
of habitat for numerous
plant and animal species."
We have repeatedly said
Yes. The Forest did not cite “§ 1502.22
that they need to be more
Incomplete or unavailable information.
forthcoming. By their own
"When an agency is evaluating reasonably
addmission, they are
foreseeable significant adverse effects on
loosing thousands of oaks,
the human environment in an
environmental impact statement and there hundreds of thousands of
agave, so how could it be
is incomplete or unavailable information,
the agency shall always make clear that such that they the mine "may",
"could", "might" result in
information is lacking".
the loss of habitat? For
vegetation they state:
"have the
potential to permanently
change vegetation" This is
not acceptible

DEIS, Powell, comment 427, 428,
Information provided does not allow for
429, 430. See also
"Rosemont_Bio_Mitigation_Monit proper analysis of impacts
oring_Recommendations"

The FEIS consistently states that " The
mine and ancillary facilities could
result in a loss or alteration of habitat
for numerous plant and animal
species." We have repeatedly said
that they need to be more
forthcoming. By their own
They cannot mitigate what they do not
addmission, they are loosing
account for
thousands of oaks, hundreds of
thousands of agave, so how could it
be that they the mine "may", "could",
"might" result in the loss of habitat?
For vegetation they state: "have the
potential to permanently change
vegetation" This is not acceptible

Generally discussed in Appendix G

Numerous reports that are cited in
the document are not on the FS
website. This includes 6 reports (by
SWCA and SWCA and the FS) that are
cited on page 576 and elsewhere (.e.,
587), No management indicator
species report. These reports have
not been provided to cooperators,
therefore it is not possible to evaluate
the information contained therein

Provide cooperators access
Generally discussed in Appendix G, to citations that are missing
and provide ample time to
G-17
review

Did not analyze impacts on a host of
Species of interest to Pima County,
but more importantly, the SWCA
2013c report cites the need to analyze
additional species (such as the Bell's
vireo), but there is no current
Management indicator species report
available for review

Not discussed in Appendix G

Provide more realistic
assessment and state that
some impacts simply will
not be mitigated

88

Biological
Resources/Chapte Reports missing
r3

Can not evaluate report that is not provided.

Information

comment same as objection

Yes

89

Biological
Inadequate species
Resources/Chapte
information
r3

Cited a host of species that will be covered under County
MSCP, but they chose not disclose impacts.

Information

PAFEIS, page 28, Powell

comment same as objection

Reevaluate list of species
and analyze impacts for
species that were indicated
as needing assessment

90

Biological
Resources/Chapte Population viability
r3

Coronado claims that their definition of population viability
Impacts analysis
is more narrow that traditional definitions

PAFEIS, Powell, page 31

The FS made a
determination that the loss
of the population of
Coleman's corralroot would
not impact population
viability. They the cite "FS
guidance" which gives a
defination of PV that relates
to the "distribution of the
species on the Coronado
and not other areas" What
guidance is this?

Inadequate analysis

91

Page 12

No off-site mitigation promised for this
species.

Provide more realistic
assessment of the impacts
to the species' population
Generally discussed in Appendix G- and get outside assessment
of methodology used to
41
make determination.
Provide greater protections
to populations elsewhere.

O

A

B

Impacts to species

C

Over and over and for many plant species, the EIS states
that no impacts to certain species would occur.

D

E

F

Impacts analysis

PAFEIS, Powell, page 31. Also see
"Rosemont_Bio_Mitigation_Monit Comments same as objection
oring_Recommendations"

Mitigation

PAFEIS, Powell, pages 137, 139,
140, See also
Rosemont_Bio_Mitigation_Monito Cited inadequate mitigation efforts
ring_Recommendations (Dated
July 12, 2012)

G

H

Yes. The Forest did not cite “§ 1502.22
Incomplete or unavailable information.
"When an agency is evaluating reasonably
foreseeable significant adverse effects on
the human environment in an
environmental impact statement and
there is incomplete or unavailable
information, the agency shall always make
clear that such information is lacking".

I

J

K
They use language such as "Direct
impacts (i.e., crushing, clearing,
trampling, etc.) to this species are not
anticipated because there are no
documented occurrence records for
this species within the project area or
the footprints of the connected
actions." However, no surveys have
been conucted, so how can such a
conclusion be drawn? The issue of
pausity of information was covered in
"Rosemont_Bio_Mitigation_Monitori
ng_Recommendations"

Yes, for some species there
is sufficient information
about impacts and
mitigation, while for other
species there is not. No
discussion about why this
might be or if there is some
type of threshold used for
analysis.

Biological
Resources/Chapte

L

M

N

In FS-BR-18, they say that they will go do
pre-construction surveys ahead of the
clearing crews. Why not require this now Generally discussed in Appendix G.
so that impacts can be evaluated and it
can be determined if salvage is possible.

Pre-construction surveys
should be done well ahead
of the impacts to allow for
appropriate salvage and
collection

Dozens of species were analyzed for
effects, but mitigation analysis is missing
for most species. Even for the mitigation
parcels that are being proposed, there is
just a list of species that might be
present, but no quantification of the
amount of habitat

More thorough assessment
of the role of mitigation
parcels and what species
would they count towards
mitigation. Provide a more
honest ledger of habitat lost
and mitigation for all
species analyzed.

92 r 3

Impacts analysis are performed, but for almost all species
Lack of mitigation to
analyzed (with the exception of a few T&E species),
species
mitigation is not addressed
Biological
Resources/Chapte

93 r 3

Biology,
Mitigation

Disclose how much
mitigation land
would be needed to
meet CLS guidelines
of local plan.

FEIS discloses that project is not consistent with local plan,
SDCP CLS guidelines, but does not explain how much it
would take to make it consistent, and why it is not
consistent

Relates to mitigation

DEIS, PAFEIS (Powell, Fonseca,
others); PAFEIS comment p. 35
dated August 14, 2013 provides
the data to the Forest Service.

Comment provides the acreage for the FEIS,
but the FEIS does not include this or an
explanation why it cannot be met.

This from the EIS: "Conflicts with Regional,
State,
and Local Plans, Policies, and Controls NEPA
at 40 CFR 1502.16 directs, “Statements shall
discuss (c) Possible conflicts between the
proposed action and the objectives of
Federal, regional, State, and local (and in the
case of a reservation, Indian tribe) land use
plans, policies and controls for the area
The FEIS included disclosure that the
concerned.
project is not consistent with the SDCP,
(See 1506.2(d).)” Title 40 CFR 1506.2(d)
but no discussion about the acreage of the
states, “To better integrate environmental
deficit or why the applicant cannot
impact statements into State or local
provide mitigation land in the CLS to meet
planning processes, statements shall discuss
the guidelines.
any inconsistency of a proposed action with
any approved State or local plan and laws
(whether or not federally sanctioned).
Where an inconsistency exists, the
statement should describe the extent to
which the agency would reconcile its
proposed action with the plan or law.” On
page 1148 the EIS discusses the SDCP, but
does not mention the CLS.

Not discussed in Appendix G

Up to 12,900 acres of
mitigation in the CLS

94

Species
impacts/Ch.3

Barrel Alternative was chosen, in part, to avoid a population
of Coleman's corralroot, but they are proposing to put a
Impacts to
fense around most of this large population of plants and
Coleman's coral root
Impacts and Mitigation
call such an action avoidance, but it is so close of the
and avoidance
process facility that fire, dessication, invasive species, etc
are sure to impact the species

PAFEIS-Powell, page 139, 28

Inadequate analysis

Wildlife Xing

Corrogated Pipes
Inadequate

Better design needed

This objection refers to failure to
identify appropriate design.

DEIS, Saxe 37

Comments on wildlife xing design relate
directly to the violation of the cooperator
agreement and failure to use best available
practices.

pattern of
misinformation

Fails to identify users and resources

Comments about impacts which have been
This objection refers to failure to
underestimated and summarily dismissed
characterize impacts and inclusion DEIS Saxe 530 - 532, 653, 665, 670
relate directly to the adequacy of the EIS and
of misleading information.
the veracity/reasonableness of the decision.

fails to identify impacts

Impact analysis

95

96
97

Recreation
Recreation

98
99

101

There is not
attempt to look at
design alternative
that would avoid
impacts to the
three population
of this species

failed to respond

Fails to identify users and resources

Generally discussed in Appendix G

Not discussed in Appendix G.

Use sandy bottom box
culverts

terminology internally inconsistent

add users and resources
cited in SEIS

Generally discussed Appendix G-50

SEIS with plan for release
control prior to
development of hydrologic
sink

Hazardous Materials
Hazardous
Materials

100

On page 870 it says that
climate change is likely to
contribute to oak mortality,
but again, they do not
consider that changing the
hydrology of MCLeary
canyon will impact the host
species of the corralroot.

Coleman's coral root populations rely on
oak trees and the coral root biology is not
well known. The FS is suggesting that
saving the oak trees in McCleary from
plant siting will save the orchid but the
presence of the plant and activities there,
even post-closure activities, are likely to
Yes. If you look at the plan of
serverely impact the species. This is not
operations, there is a diversion dam
acknowledged. Also changes in
directly upslope of the largest known
Develop mitigation plan for
Generally discussed Appendix G-43
hydrology at plant site- this is not
population of the Coleman's coralroot
this species
acknowledged. Finally, the chance for
known in the world. This fact is not
fire to impact the species is not
disclosed.
acknowledged. They must develop a
mitigation plan for this species, but this is
not in Appendix B. In fact, in the text of
the document, they say that they will put
a fense around the population in
McCleary, but that provision did not
make it in Appendix B.

unsubstantiated
conclusions

DEIS, Saxe541

Comment and objection are the same

y

Land Ownership

Page 13

O

A

B

Selling mineral
Chapter 3 Land ownfractions to
Rosemont Copper

102
103

D

E

F

G

H

I
They examined only the
advantages of selling
mineral fractions from an
administrative standpoint,
but not whether there are
any disadvantages from
relinquishing
administration. They also
failed to analyze the effect
of amending the Forest Plan
to allow for land
acquisition, even as they
talk about the difficulty of
obtaining a restrictive
covenant on the private
lands. The stricken portions
of the old Forest Plan
included provisions for
acquisitions of private
rights!

J

K

L

They need to examine and dislose
effects of selling fed land fractions of
Broadtop Butte and reducing federal
land interests in general. Rosemont
disclosed that they intend to conduct
at least $12 million worth of drilling
and engineering when funds are
available, at least 5 years to carry out
this work. So, if the mineral fractions
are sold, there is no Forest Plan
opportunity for NEPA or mitigation of
impacts to Forest resources. We
disagree that effects are nonsignificant of amending the forest
plan and selling Broadtop Butte
mineral fractions. Is it legally
sufficient to do post facto NEPA on
mitigation measures? Then it is too
late to consider the effects.

M

N

Disclose the conveyance of mineral fractions as a federal
action or remove it entirely; it is not as mitigation. Analyze
the effects of conveying mineral fractions that include part Purpose and Need; Disclosure of
Ch 2 DEIS p. 15, PAFEIS p. 15,
of another deposit that is not proposed for mining at this
federal actions in ROD; Cumulative
p.148.
time : Broadtop Butte. Disclose that the intent of this EIS Effects; Indirect effects
would be to provide NEPA for conveying the mineral
fractions to Rosemont.

They clarified that no exchanges would
occur, but they proposed in the PAFEIS
selling the mineral fractions to RCC, and
identified RCC as willing to acquire them.
They say this would avoid the impact of
PAFEIS comments p. 15 ask for clarifications
increased difficulty in managing these
relating to the federal action and the effects of
parcels after they become integrated in
conveying them to Rosemont; PAFEIS
the mining facilities. Citation to RC-LO-02
comment p. 39 requests acknowledgment of
and Forest Plan amendment, but this is
loss of federal mineral estate; PAFEIS p. 148
not in LO-02 in FEIS or mentioned in Forest
comments ask for dislosure.
Plan amendment. Letter of August 20,
2010 from Rosemont about Broadtop in
Appendices says that Broadtop Butte
Deposit has potential as a smaller satellite
area of production.

Pima County has a responsibility to abate public nuisances
that is not acknowledged. ARS 36-6-2 would apply where
groundwater essential for domestic cleanliness and
drinking water purposes is no longer available or polluted.

PAFEIS page 113 Fonseca

Comment cites the entirety of 36-602 and the
objection

Acknowledge County
authority

PAFEIS p. 77 Fonseca refers to
unplanned surface water bodies;
PAFEIS p. 143 says Forest should
use visual evidence of seepage as
a monitoring measure. PAFEIS p.
144 re inadvertently formed
surface water bodies within the
mine perimeter.

Comment on p. 77 relates to detection of
unplanned water bodies. P.143 requests visual
monitoring of features relating to seepage.
Comment on p. 144 of PAFEIS connects this to
state surface water quality standards. The
monitoring plan calls for two points to be
monitored for moisture content. Considering
that any seeps would follow preferential flow
paths, there is a very low probability that such
monitoring would detect a seep.

The two proposed seepage
detectors within the waste
landform are essentially useless
mitigation.

For one, there should be
frequent visual surveys for
seeps around perimeters of
waste and tailings, and less
frequently within the entire
fenced area. Detection of
unplanned water bodies
should trigger wildlife
observations and surface
quality sampling for
conformance with water
quality standards.

The NEPA process had shown that
there is an enormous interest in
the details of mine operation, and
that there are numerous people in
the communnity who have the
expertise to understand technical
information. That community
should not have to rely on an
increasingly congested Freedom of
Information Act process to obtain
the data required by law from the
applicant. Consider that in the end,
only the public can hold
government and private actors
accountable.

Post monitoring and
compliance information
received by the Forest to a
website.

Generally discussed G-14

Don't sell mineral fractions.
Or if you must, then disclose
the federal action and
analyze all of the effects.

Public Health
Authority to Abate Acknowledge ARS
public nuisances 36-602

104
105

C

Public Health: Relevant Laws

DRAFT Rosemont EIS-County Pre-Decisional Objection Issues (Appendices)

Monitoring for
App B, Mitigation
unplanned water
FS-GW-01
bodies

The monitoring plan should include frequent visual surveys
Monitoring
for seeps or other unplanned water bodies.

Yes. Mitigation plan for two proposed
seepage detectors within the waste
landform. But these do not address our
previous comments.

Yes, there are many places where
seepage could accumulate, or surface
waters are blocked. Unplanned water
bodies will be used by wildlife.

106
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Public Access to
information

Provide public access to monitoring and compliance
information by posting to a website.

Monitoring and mitigation

PAFEIS Fonseca, page 5 dated
August 14, 2013

Comment and objection is the same.

There is a process for sharing information
with a committee that would include
outside agencies, but this does not
address posting of the monitoring data.
The summary report prepared by the
applicant will also not address our
objection.

107
Deed restrictions on
Deed restrictions to prohibit valley fills elsewhere in
App B, Mitigation site--See also Forest
watershed
Plan amendment

Mitigation Plan; also relates to the
topic of avoidance and
DEIS, page 27
minimization

FS-BR02 and 03 rely on avoiding impacts
through alternation of design, but will be
ineffective if there is later valley filling
due to changes in the MPO.

Comment relates placement of deed
restrictions to reduction of impacts

108

Page 14

Add deed restrictions or
protective covenants that
would make avoidance
effective over the long-term

O

A

ROD, Surface
Water Quality
Monitoring,
Groundwater
Quality
Monitoring,
Biological
monitoring

B

FS-SSR-02; FS-GW02, FS-BR-22

C

D

Pima County agrees about the necessity of monitoring the
OAWs, and that Rosemont should fund the monitoring,
This mitigation measure depends on access to the OAW
located on County and District lands. This mitigation
measure should recognize local authority. It should specify
that the data for all aspects of the OAW will be collected by
parties acceptable to Pima County who would report the
Monitoring plan
data through Pima Association of Governments and Arizona
Department of Environmental Quality. In addition, Pima
County will need to approve all analytes and methods used
in the OAW. Recently, Rosemont submitted to ASLD an
application to site groundwater and surface water quality
sampling devices on State Trust land; this sampling site is
not located on the OAW.

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

No, however, after being advised, it would
be contrary to law to assume that Pima
County will provide access on the terms
cited by the applicant's proposed
groundwater monitoring plan after being
advised of the land owner's preferences.
NEPA at 40 CFR 1502.16 directs, “Statements
shall discuss (c) Possible conflicts between
the proposed action and the objectives of
In Table 100, EIS, presents WestLand
Federal, regional, State, and local (and in the
We have previously advised Forest
Resources water quality data for Davidson
case of a reservation, Indian tribe) land use
Service of our land ownership, we
Pima County owns the land in the OAW,
for which Pima County's Kerry Baldwin has
plans, policies and controls for the area
have not previously commented
therefore must issue a permission to place any issued no access permit; New data also in
concerned. (See 1506.2(d).)” Title 40 CFR
on the specific issues relating to
monitoring device there.
that the monitoring is no longer
1506.2(d) states, “To better integrate
landowner permission to cite
considered voluntary but it is required as
environmental impact statements
facilities on our properties.
part of the BO.
into State or local planning processes,
statements shall discuss any inconsistency of
a proposed action with any approved State
or local plan and laws (whether or not
federally sanctioned). Where an
inconsistency exists, the statement should
describe the extent to which the agency
would reconcile its proposed action with the
plan or law.”

L

M

N

It would be inadequate to site some of
the surface water and groundwater
monitoring facilities on state trust land,
because the site on state trust land is
outside the OAW reach. Please work
with Pima County on monitoring the
OAW, which is located on our lands.

Work with Pima County on
accurate description of the
mitigation measures that
recognizes local authority.

Rosemont has stipulated to
Forest is required to monitor wells on FS additional monitoring per the
lands.
terms of Pima County's appeal of
the APP.

Stipulate that any new wells
on NF land will be
monitored; also ask for
monitoring of new
production wells that supply
on-Forest uses of water.

This disclosure is needed not only for
anyone to understand what is being
monitored and whether the mitigation
can be effective in measuring
compliance. I

Specify what constituents
will be monitored relative
to narrative and
quantitative standards for
aquifer uses in the Forest
(livestock and wildlife,
primarily). Disclose what
action the Forest will take if
standards are not met.

109
The monitoring plan calls for additional wells and springs to
Additional
be sampled, but the wells listed include only one proposed
App B, Mitigation
monitoring of
well. Any proposed wells on National Forest land should
FW-GW-02
groundwater quality also be monitored, at a minimum, plus any new production
wells that supply on-Forest uses.

Groundwater monitoring; Also
relates to location of wells on
Forest land, which is a related
disclosure issue

DEIS 107, 108; Scoping
attachments cite FS' national
groundwater policy

107 asks for groundwater quality moniotring
and remediation plan; 109 explains why Forest
Yes, mitigation plan.
can't rely on APP monitoring alone; National
GW policy sets expectations for Forest to
manage and protect aquifers.

Forest is required to monitor wells on FS
lands;

The FS should choose locations and
require addition new wells to be
constructed.

110

The EIS and mitigation measure fails to disclose which
water quality constiuents will be monitored. The mitigation
App B, Mitigation Disclose water
Groundwater monitoring; Also
measure should specify constituents and disclose what
PAFEIS, p. 143
FW-GW-02
quality constituents
relates to mitigation effectiveness
actions the Froest is prepared to take if standards are not
met.

Forest is required to monitor wells on FS
lands;

Comment and objection are the same

This disclosure is also needed to
quantify cost of the mesure for
bonding.

111
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Monitoring vigor of
Coleman's coral root Monitoring the health and number of oak trees in
Biological monitoring
Coleman't coralroot population area in McCleary is critical.
host plant is
important

Additional monitoring needed to test FS
assertions of the success of avoidance
measures

As part of the avoidance of Coleman’s
coralroot plants, it is imperative that the
host
trees be monitored for vigor and
condition; if they die, so too will the
orchids.
Specify what contingencies would be put
in place if the plants are impacted.

Do not assume avoidance
will be successful. Monitor
vigor of oaks

Requesting improved cave and paleontological
monitoring

Page B-7. Cave, mine and paleontogical
resources will be monitored by
Rosemont. Same language about
stopping work, but no assurance that this
Generally discussed G-21
will be done. Independent monitor is the
only way to ensure this. This comment
was not accepted. FS review within 24
hours is not reasonable.

Designate independant
observer/advisor to oversee

PAFEIS, Fonseca page 142. See
also
Requesting performance standards
"Rosemont_Bio_Mitigation_Monit
oring_Recommendations"

Page B-9. Final MPO will have
vegetation/soil performance criteria, but
those are not available for review. To
help in this process, the FS invokes
adaptive management to "set and refine
techniques". The FS fundamentally does
not understand what adaptive
management is and how it can be
employed. For example, it is not used to
adjust objectives. Though additional
information has been provided for soils
and vegetation, this is still a flawed
premise

Provide vegetation and soils
reclamation plan and allow
review before finalizing EIS

PAFEIS, Kimoto page 154. See also
Need for additional information and clarity to
"Rosemont Monitoring
ensure success of efforts
Comments_BFP"

Because we have not been able to see
the specifics, they did not address
comment about how many monitoring
sites/plots need to be established to
demonstrate success criteria have been
met. We need to have confidence that
this will happened and we do not

PAFEIS, Powell, page 138

112
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Cave resources

Having Rosemont police themselves after the discovery of
palentological and cave resources is not realistic.

Paleontological and cave resources DEIS, 159, 176

113

Appendix B

Reclamation

Lack of performance criteria for review

Reclamation; effects to soils and
vegetation and wildlife and water

114

Appendix B

Reclamation

No information about the number of plots for establishing
reclamation success.

Reclamation success

115

Page 15

Provide vegetation and soils
Generally addressed in Appendix Greclamation plan and allow
23
review before finalizing EIS

O

A

Appendix B

B

C

D

Reclamation

Lack of link between failure to meet success criteria and
action to correct or mitigate

Reclamation

Little to no informatin has been provided regarding the
financial assurances to be provided by the project propoent
to offset costs that would be incurred by the federal
taxpayer if the project causes air and/or water oluution that
endangeres the public health. No discussion has been
Financial assurances
completed that established any type of performance to
assure mitigation and remediation of impacts should the
project proponent fail to perform the mtiigatin or
restoration actions stated....Significant and substantial
financial assurances must be provided...

Mitigation

E

F

PAFEIS, Powell. See also
Rosemont Monitoring
Comments_BFP" (These were
conveyted to Forest Service)

Need for additional information and clarity to
ensure success of efforts

PAFEIS cover letter by Mr.
Huckelberry dated August 14,
2013

Comment and objection is the same. We
understand that the Forest does not have to
provide this in the EIS, but remind you that this
was one of the scoping concerns expressed by
Pima County as well as others. In light of the
past history of defaults, bankruptcies and
inadequate reclamation bonding, we had hope
to see more information in the EIS about this
topic.

G

H
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Lack of triggers to
ensure success of
reclamtion efforts

Each section in the Appendix B contain Performance criteria
(or at least an outline of criteria), but what happens when
Reclamation success
these have been exceeded? What threshold would let us
know if exceedance occurs? What actions would be taken?

Woody debris

Woody debris is suggested to " be used on the reclaimed
growth medium surfaces to provide
stability, organic matter, and microhabitats for seed
germination, invertebrates, and
small vertebrate species.”
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Mitigation effectiveness

Invasive species

No invasive species plan

Mitigation

Agaves

The plan does not call for staggering then planting of agave
pants over time so that not all agaves will bloom at the
Mitigation
same time after mine closure

K

L

M

N
Provide vegetation and soils
reclamation plan and allow
review before finalizing EIS

Provide public an
opportunity to review all of
the components of bonding
and the release schedule, if
not the actual amounts.

PAFEIS, page 154 (Kimoto), page
42 (Fonseca), page 44, 135, 136
Need to be sure that reclamation actions and
(Powell). See also
"Rosemont_Bio_Mitigation_Monit monitoring trigger a process if success criteria
are not met
oring_Recommendations" and
"Rosemont Monitoring
Comments_BFP"

Without ties to thresholds and
contingency plans, there is no confidence
in the performance criteria process. In
addition, for most of this appendix there
is too little detail to be able to determine
if the monitoring or mitigation efforts are
sufficient. Instead, the analysis/process
for developing is put off to beyong any
comment period. As an example of
treshold, consider rocky slopes within
and adjacent to the , which would be
remotely monitored for movement."
Monitoring is good, but the document
fails to identify what measures would be
put in place if movement does happen.
Aside from obvious human safety issues,
there are also biological concerns, such as
impacts to talus snail habitat. Bonding
should
be identified for potential slope
movement.

Provide vegetation and soils
reclamation plan and allow
review before finalizing EIS

Need for additional information and clarity to
ensure success of efforts

This may not be realistic for more than a
few years out from the initial vegetation
clearance action because these woody
elements will decompose. What, then,
will be the plan for woody components at
the time of mine closure?

Provide vegetation and soils
reclamation plan and allow
review before finalizing EIS

Lack of information

Executive order 13112 requires that the
Forest Service consider invasive species
in its actions. It is stated that an invasive
species plan will be developed with
“specific measures”, but the Rosemont
Invasive Species Management Plan
(2012; cited) lacks any details or have any
firm committments. The EIS only cites
this document once and there is no
section in the EIS that give any "Specific
measures" with regards to invasives.
Therefore, specifics about targets, actions
plans, and planning processes for the
development and implementation of the
invasive species plan must be included in
the EIS. Simply leaving those decisions to
post-acceptance of the MPO will likely
result in a plan that is long on promises
and vague on specifics. Consideration of
adjacent and downstream lands that will
be affected by the mine’s operations
must be included in this plan. Finally, a
plan and assured and sufficient funding
for post-mining monitoring and
treatment actions must be part of any
invasive species plans.

Develop invasive species
monitoring and
management plan and
provide opportunities for
review prior to finalizing EIS

This will result in most of the agaves
blooming at the same time

Develop plan that would
stagger agave planting so as
to have flowing spread out.
Also, promote grassland
restoration actions
elsewhere that would
promote agaves
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J

We have not been able to see the MPO,
so there is no way to know, but a key
question raised previously is what will
happen if vegetation success criteria are
not met? What about off-site mitigation?

116
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I

PAFEIS, Powell page 135

PAEIS, Powell page 137

120

Appendix B

PAFEIS, Powell page 138

Better mitigation design needed
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O

A

Appendix B

B

Monitoring
approach

C

For all proposed monitoring, there is not sufficient
information to evaluate success and to link results back to
management actions

D

Monitoring and mitigation

E

Rosemont Monitoring
Comments_BFP

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

The white paper "Rosemont Monitoring
Comments_BFP" was provided to the
Forest Service in June 2012. It outline an
approach to monitoring that all
Rosemont monitoring actions should
follow. Unfortunately, Appendix B does
not have enough information to
determine if there recommendations are
being followed. This must be done before
EIS is finalized so that comments can be
made by cooperators

To ensure success of monitoring and
management actions
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ORV mitigation

Money will be given to the Coronado, but they are ignoring
Mitigation
displacement of ORVs onto County lands

Saxe DEIS, 532. PAFEIS, Anderson Comments provide details on the reason for
page 144, 18,
the objection.

123
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Caves

The EIS should include additional details on what will occur
after a cave, sinkhole, or underground drainage is found.
Sufficient time must be given to proper assessment and
inventory of resources and particular attention must be
Mitigation
paid to biological resources, especially invertebrates.
Currently, there is a 24-hour turn around for this actitity.
Should be a threshold for additional NEPA review.

DEIS 176 asks for documentation of cave
features in a detailed protocol that is disclosed
PAFEIS, powell page 134; DEIS 176 in a SEIS; PAFEIS p. 134 asks for an
independent entity to conduct the work, and
identifies the need for more time.

The Rosemont site is a very popular place
for off-highway vehicles, which are likely
to be displaced to other lands nearby.
The EIS calls for money to go to the FS for
managing OHVs on their land, but in
reality, OHVs will be displaced to other,
Appendix G-49
non-FS lands such as Las Cienegas
National Conservation Area and the
County's Bar-V ranch. This should be
acknowledged and funding should be
available for other land
owners/managers to recieve
compensation

Study pattern of ORV use in
area, establish baseline use,
then divide moneys based
on the data.

The mitigation proposed in the FEIS is
unrealistic in terms of the timeframe, and
there are no deliverables specified.

The EIS should include
additional details on what
will occur after a cave,
sinkhole, or underground
drainage is found. Sufficient
time must be given to
proper assessment and
inventory of resources and
particular attention must be
paid to biological resources,
especially invertebrates.
Currently, there is a 24-hour
turn around for this actitity.
Should be a threshold for
additional NEPA review.
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Appendix B and
Chapter 3

Grazing

Proposed to continue grazing on reclaimed areas should be
Reclamation plan; effects analysis
analyzed, and effects on reclamation disclosed

PAFEIS, powell page 136

Has not been analyzed as it relates to
impacts of grazing on revegetation
success criteria. What impact could
grazing have on reveg efforts? This is
not addressed, but the document
does say that impacts to grazing may
take effect if the new Forest Plan is
put into place.

Comment and objection are the same.
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Mitigation
Appendix B

Downstream
replenishment not
addressed

Mitigation measure that will provide relief to downstream
sub flow and restore flow to the immediate downstream
reaches of the affected areas. And monitor the quality of
Mitigation
pit dewatering to ensure it meets state standards for
discharge--this should be possible given FEIS belief in Tetra
Tech's gecohemical model predictions.

8/14/2013 CHH to FS. PAFEIS,
Postillion, page 133; PAFEIS
Postillion. P. 99

Comments ask for replenishment of
downstream waters to mitigate surface water
and ground water effects.

no

no

yes

Generally addressed in Appendix G- Disclose impacts and how it
45
will be addressed

Mitigation measure to discharge pumped
pit dewatering well water to downstream
reaches not addressed. Mitigation at
Pantano Dam area and at ranches in
other watersheds does not address the
long-term loss of surface and subflow
that will damage the riparian vegetation,
loss of springs and loss of sub flow
immediately downstream of the area of
immediate impact at the mine.

Evaluate and implement
mitigation measure. An
AZPDES permit is needed to
meet Federal and AZ WQ
standards.
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Biology,
Mitigation

Mitigation Fund for
Pima County should be included
cienega creek

Mitigation

PAFEIS, Fonseca page 37

Comment and objection are the same

No.

Bonding has not been determined for the
project yet, but the level of uncertainty
about the mine's impacts to Davidson
Not referenced in Appendix G
and Cienega Creek warrant a mitigation
fund for Pima County that can be used for
future mitigation actions

The EIS presents new information about
the sw quality at Barrel Canyon

The proposed measure FS-GW-02 does
not address intermittent streams located
on Forest lands. In mineralized areas, it is
critical to collect such baseline daata so
that impacts during operation and postclosure may be distinguished from premining ambient conditions. For instance,
there is already some indicate of elevated
metals at Barrel. Surface water quality
monitoring is requested at specific
springs or intermittent flow reaches
listed in the comment, including on the
mitigation lands offered by Rosemont.
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Appendix B

Stream water
quality monitoring

Forest should monitor streams around facility and in NF to
protect Forest resources, and collect baseline information,
toassure the mining operation meets applicable surface
water quality standards.

surface water monitoring and
protection of Forest resources

PAFEIS p. 149, Fonseca

Comment requests surface water monitoring
at specific locations listed in the comment.
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Page 17

Add monitoring and
management triggers if sw
quality stds are exceeded.

O

A

B

C

D

Appendix B

RC-SW-01

Clarify purpose of the "surface water flows" monitoring.
This gage is upstream of an intermittent flow reach of
Barrel Canyon and cannot be used to monitor changes in
the intermittent flow reach. But the gage could be usedful
Stream gage monitoring
for understanding overall volumen and magnitude of
floods, if properly equipped. The mitigation measure
disclose what data will be collected and how it will be used
by Forest Service.

Appendix B

Stormwater
effectiveness
monitoring
(Appendix B)

Forest should assure construction of all stormwater
facilities in the final MPO is done in a timely mannner

E

F

G

H

Forest service has an obligation to protect
visual resources (see Forest Service manual)

FEIS does not explain why visual
impacts will not be affected by
cuts/fills/collapses.

FEIS does not explain why monitoring and
mitigation for wests-side or crest impacts
is not warranted. There are activities on
west-side; there is induced seismicity and
blasting; the pit is very near the crest.
The Forest Supervisor has stated his
intent to protect visual resources
associated with the crest.

Analyze effects on crest and
west side; add mitigation
and monitoring

Comment and objection are the same

Forest Service has an obligation to protect
Forest resources and comply with Migratory
Bird Treaty Act; FEIS predicts a pit lake with
compromised water quality; FEIS notes that
ADEQ does not have regulatory authority

FEIS discloses water quality impacts
that are expected

FEIS does not explain why water quality
of pit lake should not be monitored

Add post-closure pit lake
water quality monitoring

PAFEIS p. 143

Comment and objection are the same

Forest has an obligation to protect Forest
resources (see Forest Service manual);
Forest must identify actions to be bonded.
Forest should have disclosed any previous
abandonments.

FEIS does not explain why this prevention
measure cannot be undertaken

Add this prevention
measure

PAFEIS, p. 143

Comment and objection are the same

Forest has an obligation to protect
groundwater quality through proper closure
and through CFR 144.

FEIS does not explain why this prevention
measure cannot be undertaken

Add this prevention
measure

Forest has obligation to protect existing and
future uses of wells

National Groundwater Policy,
which we cited at Scoping
FEIS does not explain why this prevention Attachment 1-8, says that Froest is Add this prevention
to comply with wellhead
measure
measure cannot be undertaken
protection, sole-source aquifer, and
UIC requirements of CFR 144.

Mitigation for visual
Mitigation and monitoring for visual impacts to crest or
resource impacts to
west side of the Santa Ritas due to cuts, fills or collapses.
the crest

Mitigation

PAFEIS, p. 147 Fonseca; CHH letter
dated Dec 20, 2012; see also letter
from Jim Upchurch dated Jan. 2,
2012: " I share your concerns for
possible impacts on the west side
of the ridgeline."

PAFEIS comment and objection are the same;
Our letter of Dec. 20, 2012 concerned mainly
the pit, but said "in consideration of the likely
construction footprint required to achieve the
Induced seismicity is now expected
revised pit configuration, some impacts to the
crest and west side seem likely." and
encouraged careful consideration of
constructability.

Appendix B

Pit lake monitoring

Mitigation and monitoring; Effects
PAFEIS p. 146 Fonseca
analysis

Appendix B

Groundwater quality
Require proper abandonment of unused drill holes, existing
protection via
shafts and adits on Forest lands and on Rosemont's lands
Mitigation
abandonment prior
within the pollutant mgt area before operations bgin.
to operations

Appendix B

Groundwater quality
Require proper abandonment of unused drill holes, wells
protection via mine
and piezometers as part of reclamation and closure plan
closure

131

forest has an obligation to protect Forest
resources (see Forest Service manual)

132

134

Appendix B

135
136

138

Evaluate all existing wells for proper wellhead protection;
rectify deficies

Mitigation

PAFEIS p. 143

Comment and objection are the same

Description of those aspects of
the proposed project addressed
by the objection

Previously Cited Comment

Relevance of Comments to Objection

Effects analysis

Impacts to Waters of the US in
2012 DEIS and 2012 Section 404
The comments describes impacts to streams
application (copied to Forest); Also
that are not addressed in the effects analysis
see JF PAFEIS on springs dated
August 14, 2012

This figure is new in that it was not
included in the PAFEIS or DEIS. There is
also a new compliance dam on Trail
Canyon, see comment below. There are
new effects if there are new dams, and the
location of the effects appears to have
changed.

Barrel and Davidson are not the only
streams with indirect effects.

Identify other dewatered
streams.

Comments to the Corps and
Forest Service in relation to
impacts to Waters of the US in
2012 DEIS and 2012 Section 404
We provide in these comments evidence that
application comments about other
there are effects which have not be considered
streams that would be affected.
See for instance comments 1-3,
and Appendix B and C in Jan 2012
letter to Corps, copied to Forest.

Reference Figure 2 . The potential WUS is
revised from the DEIS to include a few
more watercourses, but these were
streams that were already identified by
Westland in the DEIS, so the changes did
not address our comments.

Undercharacterization of the
headwaters streams means that
direct impacts are
underestimated.The modeled 10-year
floodplain area was over 100 acres, so
we also think that the area of effect
(around 40 acres) is greatly
underestimated.

Identify the headwaters
streams and don't
undercharacterize the
widths of the jurisdictional
waters. Require more
mitigation.

Pit dewatering is needed for all
alternatives due to the shallow water
table. The dewatering has indirect
effects would should be
acknowledged for alternatives other
than those rejected by the applicant's
consultant.

Identify the reductions of
the shallow water table as it
underlies streams as
delineated by Montgomery
and Associates cited in our
DEIS and 404 comments.

Areas of Potential Effect for 404
cultural reosurces is not identified.

Disclose the total area of
indirect and cumulative
impacts; postpone permit
until adequate cultural
assessment is made;
provide TON ability to
conduct their own studies.

DRAFT Rosemont EIS-County Pre-Decisional Objection Issues (Biological Opinion)
Topic/Chapter
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Wellhead protection

Mitigation

N

Add effectiveness
monitoring

Comment and objection are the same

133

M

The FEIS does not explain why
effectiveness monitoring is not
warranted.

PAFEIS p. 147, Fonseca

Forest must require post-mining water quality monitoring

L

If stormwater controls are not built
timely, effects on surface water
quality can result. Carlota is an
example.

Monitoring of stormwater
facilities; water quality effects

Appendix B

K

Specify what flow data will
be collected at the gage,
how Forest Service will use
the data.

Comment requests additional information
about the monitoring in order to understand
the purpose

130

J

Unclear how this relates to Forest Service
obligations, and what the costs would be.
There are many different kinds of stream
gage flow monitoring that could be
provided.

PAFEIS p. 97

129

I

Issue Name

Summary

New Information?

Contrary to law?

Arbitrary and Capricious?

Inadequate
Alternatives
Analysis?

Inadequate Disclosure of Direct,
Indirect or Cumulative Effects?
(Specify)

Inadequate Mitigation (Specify)?

Other

Remedy

Additional Comments: 404 b1 analysis
Section 404 (b)(1)
Figure 7
Alternatives
Downstream
Analysis dated
dewatering effects
Sept 10, 2013

Does not address dewatering of other streams by dredge
and fill activities, direct and indirect

139

Section 404 (b)(1)
Potential waters of
Alternatives
the US/ WUS
Analysis dated
delineation
Sept 10, 2013

Many other potential waters are not identified on this map;
Effects analysis does not include some streams upstream
Effects analysis for WUS
and downstream and within the footprint of the projects.

140

Section 404 (b)(1)
Alternatives
Pit dewatering
Analysis dated
Sept 10, 2013

The alternatives analysis evaluated a modified pit, but
rejected it because of pit diversion and dewatering
requirements.

effects of pit dewatering is
taken into account here,
but not in other
alternatives.

The potential for a modified (smaller pit) to
avoid impacts was originally requested, and
resulted in new material being provided in the
EIS, which then prompts this objection.

404b1 analysis for WUS

This Wasp Canyon modified pit
analysis was in the 2011 DEIS.

404b1 analysis for WUS

DEIS Comment 629 or 630; 627 or
corps' duty from FS under Section 106 of
628, 586; also 404 comment 5
Comments provide details on the concerns and
NHPA which is not adequate addressed by
dated january 2012 and copied to the failure to analyze
DEIS.
Forest

141
Section 404 (b)(1)
Alternatives
Cultural Resources
Analysis dated
Sept 10, 2013

Corps analysis does not address concerns of the affected
tribes.

142
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O

A

B

Section 404 (b)(1)
Alternatives
Project description
Analysis dated
143 Sept 10, 2013

C
Project description is inaccurate

D
Project description

Section 404 (b)(1)
Modification of
Alternatives
Barrel compliance
Analysis dated
point dam
Sept 10, 2013

Barrel Canyon compliance dam is no longer identified on
figure 9--what happened? It was part of the 404
application that we commented on. Also there is a new
sediment control structure on figure 9.

Section 404
Inadequacies of
Habitat Mitigation
mitigation at
and Monitoring
Pantano
Plan

Amounts available were far lower than 1100 acre-feet. See
Powell 2013 report cited in PAFEIS; sever and transfer could
cause years of delay in implementation. And County is
Mitigation of impacts to WUS
unwilling to take on liabiity as desscribed in Mr.
Huckelberry's letter to Colonel Kim Colloton.

E
DEIS 589/590

F

G

H

Comment and objection are the same

Comment connects structures to effects
analysis

These features have changed since the
DEIS. The compliance point dam
referenced on p. 46 of the FEIS is not
described in figure 9, but the sediment
control dam on Trail Canyon shown in
figure 9 of the Corps alternative analyiss is
new.

PAFEIS Appendix B and seeps and
springs comments on mitigation
effectiveness by JF Dated August
14, 2013; "Water Resource
Trends" document included in
PAFEIS comments; Colloton letter
dated December 30, 2013.

We provide in these comments evidence that
mitigation may not be as effective or as
feasible as was previously thought by Corps
and others

FEIS notes that mitigation would not be
effective if sever and transfer were
blocked, but does not acknowledge
potential for temporal loss, or actual
availability of wet water, or trends in
water availability at the site.

No previous comment to this
effect, but it is a condition of the
APP permit

Not applicable

Compliance dams and sediment
DEIS 396/397
control structures; effects analysis

144

145
146
147

148

There are inconsistencies between the
404b1 project description for Barrel and the
FEIS project description for Barrel that must
be resolved. Furthermore, the 404
application never requested the Corps to
evaluate the Trail Canyon dam that is in
figure 9.

I

J

K

Entire area of direct, indirect and
cumulative effects including all future
effects that would not occur but for
the mine should be in the project
description.

L

M

N
Include all direct and
indirect effects of the
project and mitigate.

Effects of all compliance dams should
be identified; it is unclear whether the
calculations include the direct and
indirect effects of both the Barrel and
Trail dams in combination. Perhaps
alternatives are needed. Our concerns
at DEIS comment 396/397 have not
been addressed.

Include all direct and
indirect effects of the
compliance point dams in
the effects analysis and
mitigate. Consider whether
the proposed design for
Barrel is even feasible.

Revise mitigaiton and
mitigation effectiveness
statements

Aquifer Protection Permit Monitoring
APP /
groundwater
monitoring

APP settlement

Add the terms of the settlement of Pima County's aquifer
protection permit appeal to the EIS

Monitoring plan

This is agreed upon monitoring and
mitigation by Rosemont per settlement
approved by Water Quality Appeals
Board

Page 19

Refer to the particulars in
The settlement terms are a
the GW monitoring
condition of the APP and should be
discussion; Add explanation
recognized
to APP permit discussion

O

Cumulative Impacts Objection Exhibits A and B

EXHIBIT A

Reasonably Foreseeable Activities

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT EIS CATALOG OF ACTIVITITES
1
2
3 Name of Cooperating Agency: Pima County
Actual /
Actual /
4 Year Start Estimate Year End Estimate Activity Type Quantity Location / Description
ASARCO Inc. currently operates an open pit copper mine regualted by both Pima County DEQ and EPA Region 9.
Actual Unknown Actual
Other
Pm10
Major source of PM10. ASARCO Incorporated owns and operates the Mission Complex in Pima County near
5 Ongoing
Freeport‐McMoRan Sierrita, Incorporated (FMSI) operate a copper and molybdenum mining and processing facility
Actual Unknown Actual
Other
Pm10
regulated by PDEQ. The facility is located at 6200 West Duval Mine Road, Green Valley, Pima County, AZ. Operations
6 Ongoing
Stakaer Parsons operates a concrete batch plant and crushed aggregate plant regulated by PDEQ at 18701 South old
Actual Unknown Actual
Other
Pm10
Nogales Highway, Sahuarita. Aggregate supplies for the facility will be provided from the on‐site sand and gravel
7 Ongoing

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Other
2010 Estimate
2040 Estimate
2010 Estimate Ongoing Estimate Other

Estimated
permit area
of about ~
600,000
acres

Pima County is seeking a Section 10(a) Multi‐Species Conservation Plan.
http://www.pima.gov/cmo/sdcp/MSCP/MSCP.html Activites associated with this plan may include land acquisition,
natural and cultural resource monitoring, land management activities, invasive species maintenance, endangered
species management, habitat restoration and enhancement activities, etc.
Conservation Plan: Activities may include acquisition of archaeological and historical sites and traditional use sites fo

